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Abstract 

There is a need for the long-term preservation of digitally recorded 
information, for historical, juridical, democratic and recollective 
purposes. The digital preservation realm is facing two major problems:  
hardware and software obsolescence and the rapid growth of 
information. The problems jeopardise the possibilities for long-term 
retention and accessibility to digitally recorded information. These 
problems cannot be solved, but alleviated by managing digital 
preservation in a long-term perspective. For this to be achieved, special 
competence is needed. For this reason, Long-term Digital Preservation 
has emerged as a new field of research and practice, addressing new 
models, methods and tools. So far, Digital Preservation systems have not 
been elaborated from an Information Systems perspective. In this thesis, 
a framework for Long-term Digital Preservation Information Systems 
(LDP-IS) and some characteristics of such systems and their 
development are put forth. The research question posed is: What might 
constitute a framework for realising systems for long-term digital 
preservation? Subordinated questions are: What are feasible components 
of such a framework? and What might characterise systems based on 
such a framework? The research approach is exploratory since this is a 
new field of investigation.  
   The results comprise an integrated trinity of preservation systems:  the 
framework itself, the concept of LDP-IS and several characteristics of 
LPD-IS. The characteristics are intended as a basis for requirement 
specifications in the development of LDP-IS. 
   The framework is a construction emerging from Information Systems 
theory in combination with contemporary archival theory. The 
framework is formed as a ladder of decreasing substitutionality. The 
Information Continuum Model is at the foundation and least 
substitutional level. The Records Continuum Model constitutes a 
theoretical framework at the next level. At the level below that, the OAIS 
Reference Model is placed as a conceptual framework; it is used for 
talking about components of the preservation system. At the four lowest 
levels is Model Driven Architecture (MDA), which contains components 
prone to substitution. The concept of Long-term Digital Preservation 
Information Systems, LDP-IS, is a general overview of information 
systems used for preservation of digitally recorded information in the 
long term. LDP-IS, due to its Information Continuum foundation that 
kernels the continuing value of information, ensures that social systems 
will be reproduced as memory tracks of human activities in the future. 
The characteristics of LDP-IS are divided into meta-principles, general 
principles and desirable features. Meta-principles can be characterised as 
top wishes within the preservation community. The meta-principles 
uncovered in the research are automation (of activities performed by 
hand), ruling (setting up preservation policies) and preservation planning 
(a key concept in preservation). General characteristics found are 
documentation (capturing information about the material and the 
processes), linkability (building navigable structures across the material), 
substitutionality (refining the system by replacing system processes and 
modules), and diversification (creating different ways of using 
information). One desirable feature was found: learning (introducing 
systemic intelligence into the system).   
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction
Long-term Digital Preservation is an emerging field of research and 
practice that aims to make digitally recorded information accessible and 
understandable in the future. My focus is on Long-term Digital 
Preservation Information Systems (LDP-IS). The purpose of such 
systems is to support the instrumental activities of digital preservation.

Background
Archiving institutions were the first to give attention to preservation of 
digitally recorded information. Lee (2005) has tracked early studies of the 
care and properties of digital media to Harold Nelson who, in 1966, 
wrote an article about the protection and storage of EDP tapes 
published in the Records Management Journal, No 4 (4). Digital Preservation 
then became a concern for archival institutions. Parallel with curator 
institutions, one organisation that realised the significance of preserving 
large amounts of digitally recorded data was the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA). This organisation came to develop 
one of the most influential writings within digital Preservation, the 
Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) 
(CCSDS, 2002). What was it then that these institutions thought was so 
problematic and required so much attention? There were three reported 
problems:

Hardware and software obsolescence 
The exponential growth of information 
The need for specialised competence 

Hardware and Software Obsolescence 
One major problem is the fragility of the digital environment. There are 
physical aspects, i.e. the durability of storage media, and industrial 
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aspects, i.e. rapid changes in tehnology. These rapid changes have caused 
the obsolescence of software and hardware. (Dollar, 1992, 2000; Bennet, 
1997; Hedstrom, 1998, Siew et al., 2003) 
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Figure 1 – Problems in the digital environment 

There are several kinds of storage media, such as hard disks, compact 
optical disks (CD, DVD), magnetic tapes, magnetic disks and static 
memory (flash memory). One example of a very common storage 
medium is the CD-ROM (optical disk). This medium has an expected 
lifetime of about 10-15 years. This means that information stored on an 
optical disk must be transferred to a new unit of storage medium before 
it begins to lose information. All media of this type have an expected 
lifespan as shown in the table below (ZD Net Australia, 2002). Another 
longevity problem of storage media, especially optical disks, is caused by 
fungal attack, a biological deterioration. 

Media Lifespan
Hard disk 3-6 years 
Magnetic tape 10-20 years 
Optical disk 10-100 years 
Magnetic disk 1-5 years 
Static memory 50-100 years 

Table 1 – Storage media longevity 

Modern computers are equipped with DVD-ROMs, portable hard disks 
and flash memories. Older computers where equipped with CD-ROMs 
and 3.5 inch floppy disks units. Several kinds of storage media such as 
SyQuest disks, 5’ floppy disks, are no longer available on the market. 
Several kinds of hardware, such as the Amiga and NEXT computers, 
have suffered the same fate. 

The development of computers, operating systems software, 
implementation of different versions of the same software, and the 
existence of different computer platforms and operating systems, have 
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caused different formats, incompatibility between versions and platforms 
creating a state of hardware and software obsolescence. File formats are 
experiencing the same problem because what today is standard for some 
applications or platforms shifts or disappears within a decade (Siew et al., 
2003). Constant upgrading of operating systems and software 
applications and development of new storage technologies lead to large 
problems concerning access to information. A large amount of existing 
digital material, produced just some years ago, is not readable with 
today’s software or hardware. Development organisations offer 
backward compatibility only to a certain level or for a specific version of 
software.

There is no software application capable of retaining and allowing the 
information to be accessible for more than 30 years. A survey conducted 
in Japan by Tamai & Torimitsu (1992), showed that the average lifetime 
of software is approximately 10 years. This means that data is 
manipulated in organisations by at least two generations of software. 
Data kept by public organisations, to be preserved for say 100 years, 
might be manipulated by at least ten generations of software.  

Exponential Growth of Information 
The rapid growth in application of digital technologies has come to 
change several conditions in society during the last few decades. 
Organisations as well as people use these artefacts for information 
exchange and dissemination in everyday activities. Consequently, large 
amounts of digital information have been created and this growth 
continues exponentially. (Lyam & Varian 2003; Siew et al., 2003). In this 
new realm of information and communication technologies, information 
has assumed the value of a non-material asset and has become a strategic 
resource capable of meeting both cultural and socio-economic demands. 
Dollar (1992) and Gladney (2007, p1) stated that “If all that information is

worth creating in the first place, surely some of it is worth saving!” Records, multi-
media recordings, business, scientific, government and personal records 
convey information of vital importance to democratic institutions and 
human well-being. Every citizen depends on information, unique to him 
or her, for practical as well as cultural reasons. (Gladney, 2007) Digital 
information also has to be available for the future society for legal, 
historical and democratic reasons. (Runardotter et al., (2005)   

The growth of digital content has made preservation a critical and 
troublesome problem (Cheney et al., 2001). Preservation of information, 
as well as the possibilities to provide access to reliable, trustworthy and 
understandable information in the future, is jeopardised. (Norberg, 1995) 

Need for Specialised Competence 
The problem of hardware and software obsolescence could be solved by 
stopping the development of technology. The problem of the 
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exponential growth of information could be solved by forbidding people 
and organisations from creating more information. I think that such 
drastic measures are impossible to take. What can be done is to learn 
how to manage these problems, and for this to be achieved specialised 
competence is needed. 

Archivists have as their mission the preservation of records and their 
continuing value, and provision of access to those records (ICA, 2005). 
The role of archivists is changing while their mission remains the same. 
(Delmas, 2001; Runardotter, 2007) Professions with long traditions of 
preserving physical artefacts are realising that they will be responsible for 
curation of digitally recorded information (Hedstrom, 1998; Duranti, 
2001, Dollar, 2002,). Within the practice of preservation, archives are still 
using methods developed in the 1970s and 1980s. These methods cause 
the loss of functionalities in the digital records when archiving. This 
phenomenon can be explained in terms of lack of knowledge and 
experience when handling digital material. 

According to Gladney (2007), technology has influenced almost every 
aspect of Long-term Digital Preservation and solutions are not likely to 
be achieved solely through technological means. Digital Preservation 
demands specialised competence to manage digital preservation 
activities. Delmas (2001) suggests that the archival profession should 
become more service-oriented, providing qualified and professionally 
managed institutions. In Information Systems Sciences, there are no 
methods, model or approaches that, to the same degree as in archival 
science, deal with long-term or “forever” perspectives. This has not been 
detected as an issue in Systems Science until recently (Berthon, 2000; 
Cordeiro, 2004; Runardotter et al, 2005; Asproth, 2007). The recognition 
of the issue within the IT community is creating an opening for 
contributions to the technical side of Digital Preservation. Joint forces 
from different communities have to propose a set of research activities 
addressing known problems while perhaps discovering new problems in 
digital Preservation and achieving sustainable solutions.  

Call for Solutions – Research Agendas Proposed 
Recent activities in Digital Preservation have shown several areas of 
research within the field. However, in early research agendas, more 
“hands-on” research issues on a more practical level were found. For 
instance, Hedstrom (1998) proposes research within storage media,
migration, conversion and management tools.

The research agenda of the National Science foundation & the Library of 
Congress in the USA (NSF & LC, 2003) approaches archival aspects of 
Digital Preservation such as: Technical Architectures for Archival Repositories,
Attributes of Archival Collections, Digital Archiving Tools and Technology and
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Organisational, Economic and Policy Issues.

The NSF-DELOS Research Agenda (NSF-DELOS, 2003), proposes 
three main areas of investigation into digital archiving and preservation: 
(1) Emerging Research Domains, (2) Re-engineering Preservation Processes and (3) 
Preservation Systems and Technology.

The Coordination Action project Digital Preservation Europe (DPE) has 
proposed a list of recommended research areas such as Restoration,
Conservation, Management Risk, Significant properties of digital objects,
Interoperability, Automation, Storage and Experimentation (DPE, 2007).  

Several projects have been carried out and new projects have recently 
started addressing some of the stipulated issues in these research 
agendas. Projects like BRICKS1, DELOS2, DPE3, CASPAR4,
PLANETS5, PROTAGE6 and SHAMAN7, have taken on the challenge 
of addressing digital preservation issues 

Concluding Remarks 
No one could foresee the speed and complexity of the computer and 
software evolution and the problems that they could bring. Most of the 
appeals for solutions to digital preservation problems call for new 
solutions, new models, new approaches, new infrastructures, new 
frameworks, etc. The digital preservation community is asking for new 
ideas or new thinking in order to cope with Digital Preservation 
problems. The persistent call for new ideas, models, frameworks, etc., 
indicates that existing ones might be either insufficient or inadequate. 
What kind of new thinking is then required in order to achieve successful 
Long-term Digital Preservation? 

Research Objective 
A new way of thinking could be a combination of several sets of ideas, 
perhaps each approaching specific Digital Preservation problems. Based 
on my educational background from Computer and Systems Science, in 
this thesis I will explore the combination of Information Systems and 
Archival Science.  

1 http://www.brickscommunity.org/ 
2 http://www.delos.info/ 
3 http://www.digitalpreservationeurope.eu/ 
4 http://www.casparpreserves.eu/ 
5 http://www.planets-project.eu/ 
6 http://www.protage.eu/ 
7 http://www.shaman-ip.eu/ 
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My studies in Computer and Information Sciences led me to the position 
of university teacher in subjects I acquired during my basic university 
education including programming, software engineering, formal logics, 
human-computer Interaction, web development and agent technology. 
Concepts such as programming, programming languages, algorithm 
construction, program correctness, software testing, technical design of 
Information Systems, were and still are very familiar. Roger S. 
Pressman’s work Software Engineering – a Practitioner’s Approach (2003) has 
been a kind of starting point when dealing with the design of 
Information Systems and a way of understanding their complexity. I was 
influenced by discrete mathematics and computation theory when 
dealing with programming languages, problem solving and problem 
abstraction. This background allows me to approach Digital Preservation 
from an Information Systems perspective. How much of this has been 
addressed so far? 

In an in-depth review of recent literature about Digital Preservation, I 
made some observations. Lazinger (2002) chooses to answer the 
question “why, what, and how” digital data should be preserved and how 
to place emphasis on metadata, while Deegan & Tanner (2006) focus on 
strategies, the status of preservation metadata, web archiving and the 
costs of preservation. Gladney (2007) emphasises information object 
structure, distributed content management, and digital object architecture 
in the long term, whilst Borghoff et al. (2006) concentrate on migration 
and markup languages. Surprisingly, the last two books offer short 
chapters about (digital archiving) systems and preservation software. 
Most of the literature does not deal with this; perspectives on 
Information Systems are lacking in Digital Preservation literature. There 
is, of course, quite an extensive literature about Recordkeeping and 
Record Management Systems, Digital Archives, Digital Repositories and 
Digital Libraries. But this archivist/recordkeeping discourse does not 
explicitly express the existence of dedicated or specific preservation systems 
or approaches to the development of preservation software, 
architectures or systems from an Information Systems perspective. 
Furthermore, when I made an extensive search of more that 500 
research articles on Digital Preservation related to my research, I did not 
find a single reference to the most prominent Information Systems 
thinkers and philosophers, such as Stafford Beer, West C. Churchman, 
Peter Checkland, Herbert Simom, Geoff Walsham or Russel Ackoff. 

What has been addressed so far, in relation to Information Systems, has 
been specialised “tools” (i.e. software), or technical infrastructures, that 
support preservation activities. Using an Information Systems 
perspective thus seems to be a novel way of approaching Digital 
Preservation. This need also encompasses calls from several research 
agenda items such as management tools (Hedstrom, 1998), technical 
architectures for digital repositories (NSF & LC, 2003), preservation 
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systems and technology (NSF-DELOS, 2003) and management (DPE, 
2007). These calls indicate that a combination with Information Systems 
might be a fruitful way forward. The work presented in this thesis is an 
attempt to explore this approach. Digital Preservation should however 
be addressed using all adequate knowledge from existing preservation 
domains. Combining theory and practice from affected domains with 
Information Systems theory should produce new ideas or new thinking, 
which might contribute to solving Digital Preservation problems. The 
resulting research question is:  

What might constitute a framework for realising systems for 
long-term digital preservation? 

To answer the overall research question, I have to respond to 
subordinate questions.

- What are feasible components of such a framework? 
- What might characterise systems based on such a framework? 

Assumptions 
The work is based on the assumption that Long-term Digital 
Preservation Information Systems are special kinds of Information 
Systems. The literature on Information Systems describes a large variety 
of IS, with different purposes and usage in different contexts. Some well-
known categories are Process Control Systems, which are used for 
monitoring and controlling physical processes, Strategic Information Systems
that support operations or management processes and provide a firm 
link with strategic product services and capabilities for competitive 
advantage, and Enterprise Collaboration Systems that involve the use of 
software tools to support communication, coordination and 
collaboration among the members of networked team and groups 
(O’Brien & Marakas 2006).  Every informational context thus demands 
special kinds of Information Systems. Digital Preservation is an 
informational context. Therefore, Digital Preservation can be viewed as a 
special kind of Information System. 

Another major assumption influencing the exploration is that we are 
dealing with information that is to be preserved, not merely data or 
records. (Runardotter et al., 2005) 

Expected Results 
Only the future can prove whether we have preserved successfully or 
not. As Lavoie & Dempsey (2004) stated, one can look at preservation as 
an ongoing activity. From this perspective, one must take action with the 
long-term perspective in mind, solving digital problems everyday within 
the frames of current technology and be prepared for unforeseen 
changes.
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Bearing this in mind, there are two explicit sets of expected results. The 
first is a framework to be a “product” of synergy from relevant domains 
and bodies of theory. The second is a set of implementable 
characteristics of information systems focusing on long-term digital 
preservation.

Scope
This thesis focuses on Digital Preservation Information Systems in 
general and more specifically technically overriding characteristics that 
build the fundament of these kinds of systems, regardless of the model 
or method for their development. This means consideration is paid to 
technical aspects of the system but that these are not studied in detail.. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Conceptual Framework 
While working on my thesis, I have studied several areas of knowledge 
necessary to answer my research question:  

Digital Preservation 
Traditional and Contemporary Archival theory 
Open Archive Information System Model 
Information Systems theory 
Information Continuum Model 

In this chapter, these areas of knowledge will be explored. First, a 
background to Digital Preservation is presented.  

Long-term Digital Preservation 
There have been a number of answers over time in response to the 
question of what the nature of Digital Preservation might actually be. 

“The purpose of preservation is to protect information of enduring value for

access by present and future generations.” (Conway, 1990: 206, cited in 
Hedstrom, 1998, p 1). 
“Storage, maintenance and access to DIGITAL OBJECTS/materials over the LONG
TERM. This may involve one or more DIGITAL PRESERVATION STRATEGIES including
technology preservation, technology emulation or digital information migration”. 
(CEDARS, 1999) 
“Measures aimed at averting damage or reducing the natural, physical or logical,
aging of documents (pro spective preservation) or the restoration of damaged
documents (retrospective preservation). Preservation may be physical (medium
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refreshing, medium migration); logical (format conversion, emulation) or
intellectual (content preservation).” (Borbinha et al., 2000, p 36) 
 “… series of managed activities necessary to ensure continued access to digital

materials as long as necessary”. (The Digital Preservation Coalition, 
DPC, 2002) 
“…the processes aimed at ensuring the continued accessibility of digital materials.
To do this involves finding ways to re present what was originally presented to
users by a combination of software and hardware tools acting on data.”
(UNESCO, 2003)  
“Storage, maintenance and access to digital resources over the long term”. 
Ruusaplepp (2003, p 8) 
“…encompasses a broad range of activities designed to extend the usable life of
machine readable computer files and SAVE? them from media failure, physical loss

and obsolescence” (DPMT, 2003)8

“The managed activities necessary for ensuring the long term retention and

usability of digital objects”. (CDL, 2006) 
“…deals with the problem of retaining the meaning of a digital object (file image,
database, document, etc.) unaltered for an evolving community of readers”.
(Flouris & Meghini, 2007, p 1) 
“…the process of keeping electronic material accessible and usable for a certain
period of time.” (Strodl et al.. 2007, p 29) 
“…a set of activities, given a set of assertions, which will ensure the long term
access to digitally recorded information within a digital environment.”
(Quisbert, 2008) 
“Preservation can be thought of as communicating with the future”. (Moore, 
2008, p 64) 

Digital Preservation is a rather new field which has developed as a 
research and field of practice in four stages of maturity (see Figure 2). In 
the first stage, focus was on “hands-on” software activities. The field was 
“discovered” and attention paid to solving the problems of media and 
software obsolescence, through e.g. migration or emulation (Hedstrom, 
1998). However, a need to solve preservation problems through a higher 
degree of automation presented itself. A stage of looking deeper into 
application processes arose; the software process stage. Capture and use 
of metadata as a platform for solving contextual and provenience issues 
was brought into focus (CCSDS, 2002, Lazinger & Tibbo, 2001). The 
approaches to Digital Preservation later became more focussed on 
problem-solving through activities connected to the management of 
Information Systems. (DPC, 2002; UNESCO, 2003; Flouris & Meghini, 
2007, Quisbert, 2008; Strodl, 2007) The change from a technical focus to 
a managerial level implied focus on procedures, policies and planning 
(Ross, 2006). During the last few years, a higher level of maturity has 

8 Note that the same definition is to be read within the pdf-fixed copy of the tutorial. 
The release date of the tutorial was October 21, 2005. 
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turned the focus towards other aspects of Digital Preservation. Hoorens 
et al. (2007) show that trends in preservation are pointing towards access 
policies and the market for preservation while Moore (2008) conceives 
Digital Preservation as human communication. Watry (2007) makes this 
idea more pragmatic by focussing the transfer of information and its 
environment on the future. 
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Figure 2 – Digital Preservation Maturity (After Nolan, 19739)

The field has become more mature and a bit more “abstract”. This in 
turn implies that assertions and goals for Digital Preservation could be 
found in an agglutinated body of knowledge. There are several “why”, 
“what”, “how”, “for whom” and “by what means” to answer. My 
research is an attempt to form such an agglutinated body of knowledge. 
Several issues thus need to be explored; identifying the aims, activities 
and components of Digital Preservation, exploring the nature of the 
object of preservation, technical solutions supporting preservation and a 
rather philosophical question about the implications of “long-term”.  

Why Preserve 
Important reasons for preservation (keeping, maintaining, curating, 
conserving) are the societal-historical, the archival-juridical and the 
human memory perspectives. The societal-historic perspective concerns 
the fact that access to information in the long term has served as a 
valuable source for research into gaining knowledge about the past. 
Archives in archival institutions, libraries and museums serve mainly 
historians with this purpose. In this case, the reconstruction of events, 
through informational sources, is of importance. The archival-juridical 
perspective focuses on the fact that records created in business 
transactions serve as juridical evidence in the meeting between public 
offices and citizens. In this case, the existence of a burden of proof is of 
importance. The human memory perspective means that individuals may 

9 This figure is an adaptation of Richard Nolan’s Stage Hypothesis. For a deeper 
understanding of this hypothesis, see Nolan R. L. (1973). Managing the Computer 
Resource: A Stage Hypothesis. Communications of the ACM, vol. 16, No 7.
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wish to remember their own past or that of relatives. In this case, the 
reconstruction of individual everyday events is of importance. 

Digital Preservation Activities 
Preservation is composed of a set of preserving activities concerning 
different technical aspects of the data, proactive activities, and media-
related, preservation technique-related, and software(computer)-related 
activities. The technical aspects of the data are connected to the fixity, 
length, reference, context/linkage (Lazinger, 2001; Dollar, 2000; CCSDS, 
2002) as well as preservation metadata (CCSDS, 2002, Borghoff et al., 
2006). Proactive activities are concerned with the monitoring of the 
status of the data and the monitoring of technology changes (CCSDS, 
2002). Media-related activities are concerned with “refreshing” the data 
medium either according to a preservation plan or whenever needed 
(CCSDS, 2002). Preservation technique-related activities are connected 
to the use of technical methods (many times addressed as “strategy”) 
such as migration or emulation (Rothenberg, 1998, Hedstrom, 1998; 
Borghoff, 2006). Software-related activities concern the use and 
development of preservation software (CCSDS, 2002).  

Preservation activities include metadata capturing (in order to make 
sense of the content of a record) (McKemmish et al., 1998), preservation 
planning, file identification and validation, transfer of files to 
preservation systems, technology monitoring and media refreshment. 
Digital Preservation comprises a set of supporting activities, some of 
which are outside the digital realm. Any preservation project or 
institution must set up its own preservation activities.

Hunter (2003) defines the primary activities of any archive to be Identify, 
Preserve and Make Available. Gladney (2007), in turn, makes a “to-do”-
list in order to achieve preservation. The list comprises: a) save the bits 
so a copy survives and can be found; b) identify relationships by a 
recursive network of references; c) include library catalogues among the 
saved collections; d) make the bits trustworthy by aggregation of 
sufficient metadata. It is to be noted that what is considered sufficient 
might be a very subjective measure. A holistic view of Digital 
Preservation has not yet been strictly defined. Ross (2006, p 143) makes 
an attempt at a holistic definition suggesting, “You should think of digital

preservation as a dynamic process that requires focus, policies, procedures and planning”.

The context of preservation can be thought of as consisting of curation, 
archiving and preservation (Yakel 2006). Curation is the activity of 
managing and promoting the use of data from its point of creation, to 
ensure it is fit for contemporary purposes and available for discovery and 
re-use. For dynamic data sets, this may mean continuous enrichment or 
updating to keep it fit for a purpose. Archiving is a curation activity, 
which ensures that data is properly selected, stored, can be accessed and 
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that its logical and physical integrity is maintained over time, including its 
security and authenticity. Preservation is an archiving activity in which 
specific items of data are maintained over time so they can still be 
accessed and understood through successive change and obsolescence of 
technologies.

I believe these are feasible classifications of activities related to 
preserving the longevity of information, but have some comments. 
Curation is seen as a broad activity in which all kinds of digitally 
recorded information deserve to be preserved for the future. Archiving is 
traditionally understood as an activity with juridical aspects in which 
archival institutions are committed to preserving “records” created 
within business transactions of public offices. However, even private 
companies archive their records; the reasons might be legal or historical. 
Individuals (common users of computers) store their “records” 
(computer files including pictures, text documents, video, etc.) in some 
media such as hard drives or CDs or DVDs, etc. Common computer 
users are not familiar with archiving as a process of retaining information 
in the long run or the need for aggregation of metadata to make their 
records easy to search and find. I agree with the view of Yakel (2006) on 
archiving to some extent; in my view authenticity in the digital realm is 
difficult to achieve due to the possibility of exact bit stream replication. 
Nevertheless, the question is whether archiving really is a curation 
activity. Yakel (ibid) states this, where others might disagree. Others view 
curation and archiving as equivalent to each other. From some of the 
definitions above, it can be concluded that curation is managed 
preservation. Preservation, from an archival theory point of view, is seen 
as an archival activity. A question that arises is whether preservation 
purely covers activities concerning data maintenance over time. 
Preservation must be proved by accessing and understanding digitally 
recorded information. In turn, access is seen as an archival activity. If 
accessing digitally recorded information is an archival activity and Digital 
Preservation demands access to prove that digitally recorded information 
has been successfully preserved, then it can be concluded that Digital 
Preservation and Archiving are the same. This also means that the 
question of providing access is deliberated. The intention of curation is 
to provide access in the future, meaning that new generations of humans 
are going to access and perhaps understand the contents that we 
preserve. We help them to understand and thus we are communicating 
with the future (Moore, 2008).  

From this point of view, archiving (and therefore preservation) is a 
human activity that reaches beyond legislative concerns. This does not 
mean that all archiving must be seen from this perspective. Archiving, as 
legislative action, still needs to be carried out, for this purpose, by 
committed organisations. Nevertheless, due to legislative implications 
curator organisations have been committed to performing the actual 
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preservation of digitally recorded information. Note that I use the term 
“curator organisations” deliberately, since I see curator organisations as 
organisations other than merely archival institutions that are connected 
to governmental or public offices. 

What to Preserve 
In Runardotter et al. (2005), we have stated that it is information we 
want to preserve. There are however several perceptions of what the 
objects to preserve are. The object of preservation might be 
characterised as bits, bytes, bit stream, files, databases; i.e. containers of 
data. In this perspective, data is to be preserved. There are also official 
records, databases, pictures and motion pictures, web pages, bloggs, e-
mails, e-books and other electronic publications; carriers of meaning.
Software and hardware can be characterised as carriers of performance.
Storage media such as hard drives, CDs, DVDs, tapes, etc can be 
characterised as carriers of data.

From another angle, two overall areas of preservation can be 
distinguished, one “abstract” or intangible and one a bit more 
“pragmatic” or tangible. The intangible area addresses “what is to be 
preserved”, defined as trustworthiness, reliability, authenticity. The 
usability area propagates the features of digitally recorded information 
that needs to be preserved (Rothenberg, 1998; Dollar, 2002). 

In my opinion, what we want to preserve does not directly imply which 
technology to use for preservation. On the other hand, concentrating on 
which technology to use for preservation does not directly imply how to 
preserve meaning and understanding in the material to be preserved. 
Choosing a specific approach to preservation might entail consequences 
as to which technology to use and which technology not to use.  

Preservation operations have to be carried out on the physical 
manifestation of the digitally recorded information (e.g. migrating files). 
On the other hand, and depending on whether the original bit stream 
has to be preserved, operating on the physical manifestation of digitally 
recorded information will lead to the achievement of preservation goals 
(e.g. understandability). 

How to Preserve 
There are two major categories: preservation activities and development, 
and use of tools for preservation. Tools for preservation are necessary to 
be able to operate on the physical media. This means we need to know 
explicitly about the physical nature of the preserved material (files, 
databases, etc. and its constituents such as metadata) and manipulate it 
by using tools (including IT-related issues such as software and hardware 
and storage media) and applying some, chosen techniques (migration, 
emulation, etc). Other kinds of tools are open standards (including file 
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formats, software, developing models, etc.) and strategies. Below, I will 
make a short technology walkthrough. 

Files, file formats and databases 
Digital Preservation is dependent on formats and especially file formats. 
Every piece of information is formatted in some specific way. Abrahams 
(2004) affirms that format is the foundation of many Digital Preservation 
activities. Many practical activities of preservation have to be carried out 
around the concept of file format. It is within this carrier of data that the 
content to be preserved exists. The Project Kulturarw3 carried out by 
the Swedish Royal Library counted over 800 file formats just on the web 
(KB, 2008). This large amount of file formats and their specific features 
makes it almost impossible to keep them in human memory. The 
PRONOM10 project, a global format registry, has initiated activities to 
alleviate this problem. 

Databases are (often) large collections of structured data and are highly 
dependent on functionality to render some understandability of the 
content of the database. A very common way of preserving databases is 
converting them into “flat files” or comma-separated records. One 
general approach in preserving databases is using emulation because the 
data searched for is rendered by the database engine (Ashley, 2004). 
During recent years, the use of XML as common storage for data and 
metadata has been explored. One of the trickiest problems in this area is 
the extraction of relevant data to preserve, since the database is still 
active and constantly being modified (ERPANET, 2003). 

Metadata
Most of the efforts in Digital Preservation have been connected with this 
issue since Digital Preservation has its roots in archival practice. As 
McKemmish et al. (1998) stated, archivists are metadata experts. I fully 
agree with the archivist view that metadata is extremely crucial for 
preservation and understandability of the preserved material. I would say 
that metadata is the implementation of the archival principle of 
provenance. Reed (1997) has expressed some challenges related to 
metadata in the archival context that I wish to transfer to the Digital 
Preservation context:  

By what agent, human or machine? The trends in Digital 
Preservation have confirmed the need for automated metadata 
capture, especially metadata containing technical details about the 
digital material to be preserved. 
At what point in its existence? At best, preservation-supporting 
metadata should be designed during the development of 

10 http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/default.htm 
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Information Systems, i.e. before the physical creation of the data. 
(Borglund, 2008) Capturing as much metadata as possible is not 
an issue within Information Systems Research or practice. This 
should be changed. 
In response to which events or triggers? Digital Preservation 
needs to be carried out in response to any change or 
manipulation in the preservation environment, such that will 
affect actual preserved pieces of information.  
Under what information architecture models? The question is 
whether it has to follow legacy system architecture or be adapted 
to a new architecture. This is a question related to the 
information alignment between the information creator and the 
preservation institution. Use of open standards has been strongly 
recommended. Recently, the Data Dictionary for Preservation 
Metadata Standard (PREMIS)11, the Metadata Encoding & 
Transmission Standard (METS)12, and Dublin Core13 have been 
used frequently. These can all be implemented using XML14.

Techniques for Preservation 
The preservation community often refers to techniques used for 
preservation purposes as “strategies”15, but they can be used in contexts 
other than Digital Preservation. There are several such techniques, e.g. 
emulation, transcoding, encapsulation and data archaeology. The two 
predominant techniques are emulation, in which the original bit stream is 
kept intact, and transcoding techniques (including migration and 
conversion), in which the original bit streams are changed. Emulation is 
running software on the new/current platform that emulates (a kind of 
simulation or imitation of) the original platform (Rothenberg, 1998; 
Granger, 2000). Migration is a set of organised tasks designed to achieve 
the periodic transfer of digital materials between different configurations 
of software and/or hardware (TF, 1996). Whichever approach is taken, it 
will be necessary to migrate the retained bit stream to new media due to 
the fragility of digital storage media (thus transcoding the bit stream). If 
long-term Digital Preservation is not achieved, data archaeology includes 
methods and procedures to rescue content from damaged media or from 
obsolete or damaged hardware and software realms.  

11 http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/ 
12 http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/ 
13 http://dublincore.org/ 
14 http://www.w3.org/XML/ 
15 Digital Preservation strategies are comprehensively addressed by Hunter (2000). 
These strategies are described as decision-making issues when approaching the 
commitment of implementing Digital Preservation activities, such as: Got it alone vs. work 
cooperatively, system design vs. legacy system, evidential value vs. informational value, media 
preservation vs. content preservation and other issues. 
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Digital Preservation Systems 
Contributions to the field of Digital Preservation have been made in e.g. 
the areas of Digital Libraries, Digital Archives, Digital Repositories, and 
Record Keeping Systems. The most widely used reference in 
development of Digital Archives, Digital Libraries and Digital 
Preservation Systems is still the Reference Model for an Open Archival 
Information System (henceforth OAIS Reference Model or OAIS for 
short). The model has been in the focus of many institutions and 
research projects around the world. It has been accepted as an ISO 
Standard (ISO 14721:2003). The latest project using this model is 
CASPAR that aims to research, implement and disseminate software 
tools based on the OAIS model. Smorul (2004) describes the 
implementation of the ingest function of the OAIS Reference Model as a 
producer – archive workflow based on web technologies. Hodge (2005) 
shows that until 2005, no (studied) system addressed all the functions of 
the OAIS Reference Model. Tabata et al. (2005) discuss requirements for 
collaborating distributed archives and propose an enclose-and-deposit 
model. Following the line of the model, Cohen et al., (2006) posed the 
question of what a preservation-aware system should support and 
provided the answer: extended data migration, referential integrity, data 
integrity and encryption, ensuring readability and support for graceful 
loss of data. 

The Cedars Guide to the Distributed Digital Archiving Prototype 
(CEDARS, 2002), recommends us to build systems so that they can 
easily be incorporated into, and/or interoperate with, a distributed 
federation of archives. Knight and Hedges (2007) present methods for 
sharing essential functions and requirements of an Archival System 
between two or more curator institutions, outlining practical 
considerations of outsourcing. Caplan (2004) describes a preservation 
archive based on forward migration and separation of access from the 
archive using a “dark-archive”. Rosenthal et al. (2006), approach the 
requirements of Digital Preservation Systems bottom-up. The approach 
is based on goals and threats. To mitigate the threats, some strategies are 
proposed: replication, migration, transparency, diversity, audit and 
economy. Diversity is explained as follows: “…in the extreme mono cultures,
are vulnerable to catastrophic failure. Ideally, a digital preservation system should provide
diversity at all levels, but most systems provide it at only a few” (Rosenthal et al. 2006, 
www.dlib.org/dlib/november05/rosenthal/11rosenthal.html). Diversity 
is addressed as an architectural issue. Continuing along the threats track, 
McHugh et al. (2007) emphasise risk management as a foundation for 
Trusted Digital Repositories and propose use of the self-audit toolkit 
DRAMBORA. Ferreira et al. (2006) propose architecture for automatic 
digital preservation based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
enabling optimal migration options. Chandrashekar & Caidi (2007) offer 
a model for Digital Libraries in which optimisation of the usability of the 
search process for ensuring accessibility of the content for users with 
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disabilities is focused on. Suleman (2007, p 57) points out that Digital 
Libraries “need to be developed to co exist with other modular online systems such as

learning management systems, content management systems, wikis and blogs.”
Carpenter & Downing (2005) explore three main strategy themes in the 
DSpace@Cambridge research: process automation, preservation 
planning, and a specific file format investigation on the ArcView export 
file format. Witten et al. (2005) describe a bridge between DSpace and 
Greenstone (both software infrastructure for Digital Libraries). This 
bridge is built on intimate linkages between holdings of two different 
digital libraries. Further development would enable the search across 
collection and Greenstone users would have access to DSpace 
collections on different computers.  

Ioannidis et al. (2005) predict the evolution of Digital Libraries in four 
dimensions: 1) Architecture, including heterogeneous distributed systems 
and dynamic virtual Digital Libraries; 2) Interoperation, including search, 
retrieval, metadata exchange, security, authorisation, quality assessment 
and notification; 3) Information, arguing for the use of structured 
languages (i.e. XML) and ontologies for deeper semantic analyses; and 4) 
Service, including web services, workflow management and agent 
hosting. Kahn & Wilensky (2006) provide a method for naming, 
identifying, and invoking digital objects in a system of distributed 
repositories.

Chen (2007) tries to find a new16 perspective of preservation, with a 
spiral view of an information life cycle,  in which preservation consists of 
secondary processes such as conversion and transformation, 
communication and transmission, brokerage and integration, and 
delivery and presentation.  

The Concept of Time in Digital Preservation 
One of the explicitly expressed aims of Digital Preservation is the 
preservation of digital material in the “long term”. Preservation means 
that when something is preserved, it must be for some purpose, which 
often is future use. The digitally recorded information that is to be 
preserved is going to be used at an unknown point in time in the future. 
However, we cannot even guess if we can keep the digital material 
eternally. Then, how long is long-term? A perspective on time appears 
and forces us to deeper philosophical (and perhaps existential) thinking. 

Langerfors (1993) implies a certain point in time in order to interpret 
information. Preserving information implies at least two different points 

16 This view is very similar to the life cycle model proposed in Runardotter M., 
Quisbert, H., Nilsson, J., Hägerfors, A. & Mirjamdotter, A. (2005). The Information 
Life Cycle – Issues in Long-term digital Preservation.  
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in time in which the same information might be interpreted in two 
different ways. The term of “persistency” (connected to preservation and 
longevity) is also strongly connected to time. Something can be proved 
to be persistent if its essence is not changed (at least radically) from one 
specific point in time to another. Persistency implicitly implies a more 
distant future. Time is also transition; the evolution, conversion, change, 
movement or alteration of things. Preserving information in a very long-
term perspective means that some things might have changed, for 
instance the preservation realm, but the meaning of information (its 
essence) must persist.  

However, there is another way of looking at time. Dooyeweerd lets us 
look at time in aspects of being, doing, knowing, norms and meaning 
(Dooyeweerd, 1979 in Badsen, 2005). This notion of time can be related 
to Digital Preservation. Preserving information is connected to the 
concept of knowledge. Preservation of information over time will 
promote growth and refinement of knowledge from a formative aspect 
of time in which Digital Preservation will ensure the historical link 
between the past, the present and the future.  

Upward (2006) regards information as being concretised in a “rhythm” 
for information processing derived from the processes of creating 
information, capturing it as recorded information, organising it and 
bringing it together within plural domains of competition (the 
information can be accessed and used in completely different 
informational domains). The rhythm is connected to certain points in 
time during information processing in which information evolves, 
connected to specific stages or dimensions. The use and recreation of 
information changes information in each stage or dimension several 
times. This means that preservation is not an activity in which 
information is “passive” - on the contrary. Digital Preservation will 
promote the use of information in order to capture unpredicted ways of 
preservation or information use. 

In Quisbert et al. (2007, p 16), we stated “Digital preservation will ensure,
through the continuing value of information, that social systems will be reproduced as
memory tracks of human activities”. This statement implies two aspects related 
to time. The first is “reproduction”, which means obtaining knowledge 
about human activities at different points in time in the future. The 
second is “memory” connected to the formative aspect of time. 
Furthermore, returning to the term of reproduction, it is related to what 
Lévi-Strauss (cited in Giddens, 1984, p 35) points out as “reversible time”. 
The reproduction of social systems as memory tracks of human activities 
reverses the time when the activities took place. This is a futuristic 
activity. Successful Digital Preservation is what ensures that this 
reversible time becomes possible.  
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Archival Theory 

Traditional Archival Theory 
Hunter (2003) defines the primary activities of any archive as a chain of 
strongly related activities. Those are Identify, Preserve and Make 
Available. Identify is an intellectual activity in the sense that the people 
within the archival organisation must know about current laws, rules, and 
have to adopt the imperative philosophy of archiving work according to 
established strategies (Johansson, 1995). As the archive object arrives at 
the archival organisation, it must be categorised and catalogued in order 
to fit into the current archive structure and with the current naming 
(Lövgren, 1995). Preservation is an activity which follows a set of rules 
steering e.g. how often and how archive objects to be kept in the 
archives are selected, i.e. an appraisal policy (Delmas, 2001). Preservation 
activities are ongoing and are aimed at ensuring that the preserved 
archive object can be accessed through changes in technology (Dollar, 
1992). 

A common misunderstanding about the concept of archiving is that 
archives are just storage places. Archives also ensure evidence of 
activities (Cook, 1997). This evidence is information (not data) kept by 
the archival organisation and presented to the researcher in the particular 
way appropriate for the moment, i.e. according to the available tools. 
The state of the art of archiving tools is changing from paper to 
computer-based systems (Burell, 1995), e.g. Archival Information 
Systems or Electronic Records Management Systems (ERMS). Such 
systems specialise in managing and processing digitally stored records, 
while other tools or pieces of software specialise in particular digital 
preservation activities. 

The idea of electronic records, electronic recordkeeping and preservation 
of electronic records in the long term has been “incorporated” in 
Archival Science through archival practice. Most of the authors within 
Archival Science currently cover electronic records and the keeping of 
records, implying their preservation in the long term. Some aspects of 
archival theory influence and provide a raison d’être for digital 
preservation. In my view there are three highly important aspects that 
Digital Preservation needs to consider; trustworthiness, provenance and 
memory. In order to understand this standpoint better, a short 
description of my understanding of these concepts follows. 

Trustworthiness 
Archival theory and practice focus to a large extent on the authenticity of 
records. However, authenticity does not concern the value, accuracy or 
utility of the content of the records (Hirtle, 2000). In the digital 
environment a bit stream can be replicated exactly, making it impossible 
to distinguish between the original and the copy. Dollar (2002) points 
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out that an electronic record can be altered without leaving any trace. 
Nilsson (2008, p 7) expresses “authenticity to be a formal calculation of the

properties to the material if you do not trust the ones claiming the object to be authentic”. 
Trustworthiness, that is the carrier of authenticity, has become an 
accepted concept that represents retained reliability of preserved 
information (Dollar, 2000), if the preserved information shows a 
trustworthy history (Levy, 2000). Lynch (2000) discusses trust departing 
from authenticity (verifying that a digital object is what it claims to be or 
what it is claimed to be by external metadata) and integrity (the bit 
stream has not been corrupted over time or transfer). 

Provenance 
Provenance is the foundation of archival theory (Backhaus, 1995). The 
provenance principle states that the original order or context should be 
preserved and explained. Provenance thus stands for the origin of 
records and implies that these matters should be clear when records are 
being archived. The principle can be regarded as a conception of how 
archives are created, or as a method for how they should be managed 
when it comes to questions such as how to deal with appraisals and 
making lists. In other words, it deals with which information is needed in 
order to make the archives functional and meaningful. I regard the 
principle of provenance as stating that it is information that is to be 
preserved since the context matters. Data without context is not possible 
to interpret and can never be transformed into information. The 
principle of provenance inherits a conceptual interpretation (the societal 
perspective), which could be regarded as more appropriate in the digital 
age, but also a physical interpretation (which has to do with research). 
The organic context is however regarded as the most important context 
to mirror (Cook, 1997).  

The time when the records are to be archived is interesting. As 
mentioned earlier it is information, not data, that should be preserved. 
We now have a situation where the interpretation vanishes unless written 
down as information. Furthermore, information on the information 
must be added in order to secure the preservation of the context in 
which the original information was first produced. At the other end, we 
have the situation when the information is asked for in the future, when 
it should be brought back in order to be interpreted and understood 
once again.

To arrange and describe is to provide the devices necessary to be able to 
interpret the records, which is to secure that information is preserved. 
This puts specific demands on curators. Despite all guidelines and 
regulations on how to conduct this it ends up as an individual judgment. 
This shows the importance of analysis and planning of archives in 
advance of the actual archiving activity (Cook, 1997).  
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Memory 
Archives are repositories of memory, providing trustworthy evidence 
when examining the past. Archival memory is a social construct 
reflecting four types of memory – personal (redefines our personal 
identity), collective (based on myths and stereotypes), historical (a 
counterbalance to collective memory), and archival (fixes memory in 
time and place) (Jimerson, 2003). IS and IT are thus memory interfaces 
(Hedstrom, 2002). 

Goals of Preservation 
Trustworthiness, provenance and memory are essential for preservation. 
Preservation should strive towards stipulated goals, aimed at achieving 
the essentials of preservation. Goals might be context-specific, reflecting 
the aims of the preservation institution or the desires of the designated 
community or organisations that have interest in the contents of the 
records. At the same time, preserving (by its own etymology) is keeping a 
set of intrinsic properties of the information (through its logical 
organisation and physical manifestation) and passing them on to the 
future.  

Wendler (2006) proposes five goals for Digital Preservation 1) Viability – 
to carry an object forward over time in a usable form 2) Renderability – 
the ability to open, display or execute or access digital content, 3) 
Understandability – the content must be meaningful. 4) Authenticity – 
controlled and authorised change in order to ensure that the content 
survives. 5) Identification – an object must be discoverable and identifiable. 
Nilsson (2008) agglutinates these goals of preservation into 
trustworthiness (authenticity), understandability (identifiability, 
renderability) and usability (viability, renderability) and I will continue 
along the same path. 

Contemporary Archival Theory 

The Records Continuum Model 
The Australian Records Management Standard AS 439017 (1999) refers 
to a record as:  

“…a consistent and coherent regime of management processes from 
the time of the creation of records (and before creation, in the design 
of recordkeeping systems) through to the preservation and use of 
records as archives”. AS 4390 

17 This standard was later replaced by the ISO 15489-1, Information and 
Documentation and Records Management. Part 1. (2001). International Standardisation 
Organisation.  
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This definition of record has its root in the theory of Records 
Continuum proposed by Frank Upward in the 1990s. This model is 
addressed as the contemporary Provenance Principle. The history of the 
concept of the Continuum is a bit older. In the 1950s Ian MacLean, 
former head of the National Archives of Australia, declared that records 
managers were the true archivists, and that Archival Science should be 
directed towards the study of the characteristics of recorded information, 
recordkeeping systems and classification processes (Upward, 1994). This 
view promoted a linkage or continuity between records management and 
archives. Nevertheless, it was not until 1985, during the Annual 
Conference of Canadian Archivists, that the Canadian archivist Jay 
Atherton explicitly expressed that: 

 “…all stages of records are interrelated, forming a continuum in 
which both records managers and archivists are involved, to varying 
degrees, in the ongoing management of recorded information.” (An, 
2001, < http://www.caldeson.com/RIMOS/xanuum.html>).  

The emergent continuum idea was born as a criticism of the established 
model of the Records Life Cycle. This model, proposed in the late 1960s 
by Theodore Schellenberg, the North American archivist, and others, 
identifies stages in the life of a record. One of the stages is the disposal or 
death of the record (Bantin, 1998). Strategically, the life cycle model18

separates records management and archives administration. This 
separation was seen as a weakness in the model. A solution to this 
weakness was to put forward the idea of the continuum and its function 
of service to the creators of the records and all their users (Flynn, 2001). 
The current model of the Records Continuum (Figure 3) was formulated 
by Frank Upward (1996), based on the following principles: 

1. A concept of record, which includes its continuing value (within 
archives), which stresses three use purposes; transactional, 
evidentiary and memory and which bring together approaches to 
archiving and recordkeeping whether records are kept for a single 
second or a millennium. 

2. A focus on records as logical rather than physical entities, regardless 
of their physical manifestation (paper or electronic form). 

3. The integration of recordkeeping into business and societal processes 
and purposes will institutionalise the recordkeeping profession. 

4. Archival science is the foundation for organising the knowledge 
about recordkeeping. Such knowledge might change over time. This 
knowledge can be structured and explored in terms of the operation of 

18 For a comparison between the Life Cycle Model and the Records Continuum Model 
see: Marshall, Peter. (2000). Life Cycle Versus Continuum: What is the Difference? 
Information Quarterly Vol. 16, No.2, pp. 20-25. Records Management Association of 
Australia. 
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principles for action (what people do provides the evidence for them) in 
the past, present and future. 

Figure 3 – The Records Continuum Model 

Create corresponds to a point where individuals as creative sources 
engage in particular activities. Recorded information spreads out 
from their acts. Creation is an intersecting dimension. 
Capture corresponds to a point at which communications are 
brought into a framework that enables consistent and coherent use 
of information by groups of people. This involves the addition of 
information about the recorded information and its communication, 
metadata, which disembeds information from the immediate 
contexts of its creation. Capture is a dimension of routinisation. 
Organise corresponds to the need to marshal information across a 
range of participants who do not share the same frameworks of the 
group interaction. Commonly navigable structures and 
understandings have to be set up within systems so that the 
information can be shared in different space-time. This is a process, 
which could be described as the organisation of memory. It is the 
prime locus of the time-space distanciation. 
Pluralise corresponds to taking information out to points beyond 
organisational contexts into forms of societal totalities, still more 
distant from the organisations, community totalities, and the 
personal views of the individual, within which the creation and 
capture processes took place. This is a nebulous region in the 
broader reaches of space-time, involving memory as it is formed 
across societal totalities. It involves the use of information in ways, 
which are less predictable or controllable. 
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The four continua are recordkeeping entities, the axis in the model, and 
are described as: 

Transactionality - relates to records as products of activities, the act, 
activities, functions and purposes 
Identity - relates to the authorities by which records are created and 
kept, including their authorship, establishing particularities of the 
actors (the creators) involved in the acts of records creation, the 
empowerment of the actors and their identity viewed from broader 
social and cultural perspectives. 
Evidentiality - relates to the records as traces and evidence of actions 
and their role in collective and corporate memory. 
Recordkeeping Containers - relates to the objects we create in order to 
store records. The containers carry custodial history. 

The idea challenges the established institutional custody of records. Since 
records are in an ongoing state of becoming, records (or archival objects) 
should not necessary be tied to archival institutions as places, “On the other
side there is a visionary image where location of the record is not an issue but the record
itself” (Upward, 1997, p 5). Records are not end products; this is one idea 
of the space-time distanciation (Upward, 2005). The model also affirms 
the role of recordkeeping (in my view by means of long-term 
preservation) in relation to organisational, legal and social accountability. 
Furthermore, it provides for building alliances with different disciplines 
concerned with organisational, legal, social, cultural and historical 
accountability. These alliances with other disciplines should automatically 
identify multiple uses for records over time, identifying a range of 
customers for records and archives services (Upward, 1997). The model 
helps us see how institutionalised practices (action-structure duality) can 
be included as issues in at least three specialisations within 
recordkeeping: contemporary recordkeeping (current recordkeeping actions), 
regulatory recordkeeping (the control of structures of action such as policies, 
standards, legislation) and historical recordkeeping (exploration of 
provenance) (Upward, 1997).  

The Open Archive Information System Reference 
Model
The OAIS model has had a defining influence on the development of 
digital preservation methods. The model was proposed by the 
Consultative Committee for Space Data System (CCSDS), and 
connected to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) in the USA (CCSDS, 2002). The OAIS model is a conceptual 
framework for an archival system dedicated to preserving and 
maintaining access to digital information. The model is compounded by 
four major components: 
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A producer (person or machine) which produces the information 
to be preserved; 
A manager who sets up a policy or framework for preservation; 
An archive (an implementation of the OAIS model); and 
A consumer (person or machine) who interacts with the archive in 
order to retrieve information. 

The figure below (Figure 4) shows the conceptual model of the OAIS 
Reference model. A system built according to this model should contain 
six high-level processes: 

Figure 4 – The OAIS Reference Model (CCSDS, 2002) 

Ingestion: receives the information and prepares it for 
preservation.
Archival Storage: stores, maintains and retrieves the preserved 
information.
Data Management: coordinates description information from an 
archival object and from system information, which is used to 
support archival operations. 
Access: helps the consumer to identify and retrieve information. 
Administration: plans the ubiquitous archival activities. Monitors 
the environment and assesses the development of new standards 
and policies. 
Preservation Planning: provides recommendations for conversion, 
migration, and monitors changes in technology 

An important concept in OAIS is the Information Package, which is 
defined as a conceptual container of two types of information, Content
Information (the original target of preservation) and Preservation Description
Information (PDI).  The PDI applies to the Content Information and is 
needed to preserve the Content Information, to ensure that it is clearly 
identified, and to understand the environment in which the Content 
Information was created.  
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The OAIS Reference Model has been the most influential reading in the 
whole preservation community. For instance, Lee (2005) has compiled a 
list containing about 340 English-language references citing or discussing 
the model. Although it is still very influential, very few have criticised or 
even questioned it. However, some writings have been presented 
proposing extensions to the model. Egger (2006) postulates some 
shortcomings of the model arguing that the model mixes management 
functionality with technical functionality and that the model uses 
different levels of abstraction to describe its functionality. In turn, 
Diessen (2002) proposes the introduction of a Preservation high-level 
function while Rödig (2007) proposes Detachment, preparing the access of 
obsolete physical and logical formats, as a new element of the model. 

Information Systems Theory 
Information Systems theory has emerged from General Systems Theory. 
A system can be described as follows: “…all definers will agree that a system is a

set of parts coordinated to accomplish a set of goals” (Churchman, 1984, p 29). A 
system is a structure that exhibits order, pattern, purpose, and constancy 
over time (Skyttner, 1996). The darkness principle states that no system 
can be known completely and the holism principle states that the whole 
is greater than the sum of its parts (Bertalanffy, 1968). Holism is the 
essence of Systems Theory. Ackoff (1971) explains holism as a system in 
which the behaviour of each element has an effect on the whole and in 
which the behaviour of the elements and their effects on the whole are 
interdependent. The classical domain of Systems Theory is applicable to 
information and computing systems, which consist of components 
functioning together as a whole. 

Information 
In the paper The Information Life Cycle – Issues in Long-term Digital 
Preservation (Runardotter et al. 2005), we claimed that that information 
never dies; instead, it evolves and is continuously reshaped and this 
process of reshaping is a base for new knowledge. The constituents for 
information are: the context in which information is born and flows, 
internal attributes which enrich and give better understanding of 
information, and the tools used for managing distribution, dissemination, 
access and availability of information. The statement is derived from 
Information Systems theory. According to Checkland (1981, 1998), 
individuals and organisations use Information Systems for some 
purpose, thus information is important; people and organisations are 
interested in information. Computer systems help to gather, record, store 
and distribute digitally recorded information. Since information is 
recorded within computer systems and both individuals and 
organisations are interested in information, then focus on preserving 
information is desirable.  
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The infological equation (Langefors, 1993) states that I = i (D, S, t) 
where I represents the information we can get through the interpretation 
process i, which is operating on data D, together with our pre-knowledge 
S, during a certain time t. Langefors (1993, p 30) states that “One of the 
central insights from infology is that data or texts do not ‘contain’ 
information (knowledge) but will only, at best, represent the information 
to those who have the requisite ‘pre-knowledge’ ” and he also says that 
the infological equation is a representation of this. Information is needed 
in order for knowledge to grow; information is the interpretation of data, 
not necessarily bits (ones and zeros) but any kind of representations of 
our outside world.  

Information Systems 
An information system exhibits the principles of systems since it has no 
existence of its own; it is always a subsystem of some larger system, 
often called an organisation or enterprise. Organisations are composed 
of people working to achieve certain goals, assisted by a variety of 
artefacts and constrained by rules and norms of behaviour. Information 
systems exist to support the activities of the organisation, and themselves 
comprise people and artefacts (Checkland & Holwell, 1998). Information 
systems, like organisations, are social systems, which use technology to 
help achieve goals. Checkland (19981) calls such systems human activity 
systems. Furthermore, Checkland says that in any organisation, there are 
two types of information systems, designed and un-designed. The former 
are formally specified, rule-based and purposeful. Most designed 
information systems are thus open systems, operating through the 
interaction of individuals or groups assisted by a variety of tools and 
instruments (such as computers). Undesigned systems are informal, have 
no specification, may not be authorised and operate through informal 
and undefined interaction between individuals and groups, describing a 
cultural dimension of communication. As soon as a formal system has 
been implemented, social forces from its environment tend to alter the 
system by a process of augmentation and replacement. Often, such 
processes are not authorised and hence hidden (cultural behaviour), 
although they may be the result of properly authorised or semi-
authorised actions. However, augmentation in some cases diversifies the 
created data and replacement is made by introducing and using “better” 
tools within the system. 

The system, which serves
processing of selected data 
(capta) relevant to people 

undertaking purposeful 
action

The system, which is served
purposeful action whose 
doers have information 

needs
Provides support to 
people taking action

The system, which serves
processing of selected data 
(capta) relevant to people 

undertaking purposeful 
action

The system, which is served
purposeful action whose 
doers have information 

needs
Provides support to 
people taking action

Figure 5 – An Information System according to Checkland & Holwell (1998) 
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An Information System is an artificial artefact that has to be developed 
in order to exist. An Information System is constituted by three major 
components: people or users, data (or information) and data processing 
tools (the software). An Information System contains two linked 
subsystems (as depicted in Figure 5): the system that is served (the 
people taking the action) and the system which is doing the serving 
(Checkland & Howell, 1998). Another definition of information system 
is provided by Buckingham et al. (1987 et al., p 18): 

“…a system that assembles, stores, processes and delivers 
information relevant to an organization (or to society), in such way 
that the information is accessible and useful to those who wish to 
use it, including managers, staff, clients and citizens. An 
information system is a human activity (social) system which may 
or may not involve the use of computer systems.” 

Sometimes computer systems are also referred to as information 
systems. Verrijn-Stuart (1989 ) discusses this perspective by giving two 
categories of definitions:  

Information system in the broader sense: “The totality of all formal 
and informal data representation and processing activities within an 
organization, including the associated communication, both 
internally and with the outside world”. 
Information system in the narrower sense: “Computer-based 
subsystems, intended to provide recording and supporting services 
for organisational operation and management”. 

These definitions reveal some important aspects to be considered when 
working with information systems. These are a) purposefulness, b) the 
use (or not) of computer systems and c) access and use of information.   

Digital Archiving 
Among systems used for preservation purposes, we can find Archival 
Systems, Electronic Records Management Systems, Digital Libraries and 
Digital Repositories. Let me examine some these systems given their 
purposes.

The OAIS Reference Model is probably the most representative work 
concerning Digital Archives. In this model, Archival Information 
Systems are defined as follows: “An AIS is an archive, consisting of an organization of
people and systems, that has accepted the responsibility to preserve information and make
it available for a Designated Community.” (CCSDS, 2002, p 1) Archives as 
institutions, and thus their information systems, retain and provide non-
operational data or as McKemmish et al. (2005) express it, archival systems 
ensure that records and their meaning are accessible over time. Archival 
systems retain and provide evidence. Electronic Records Management 
Systems (ERMS) have the purpose of managing records from creation 
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through their entire existence. The National Archives of Australia and 
ICA define ERMS as:  

“An automated system used to manage the creation, use, 
maintenance and disposal of electronically created records for the 
purposes of providing evidence of business activities.” (NAA, 2004, 
p 78; ICA 2008b, p 60).  

whilst Moreq2 (2008), states that ERMS are primarily applications for 
managing electronic records that may also be used to manage physical 
records. The ICA (2008a, p 3) addresses ERMS as “specialised software used

to automate the management of records”. Two aspects of ERMS are specially 
identified. The function of ERMS is managing electronic records and the 
purpose is providing evidence of business activities. However, newer 
definitions of Records Management Systems focus on evaluating the 
processes of creating records and the systems for managing them 
(Bantin, 2002). However, Archival Information Systems and ERMS are 
sometimes used as synonyms since both provide evidence. 

Digital libraries are a set of electronic resources and associated technical 
capabilities for creating, searching, and using information, in which the 
information is collected and organised by a community of users. 
(Borgman, 1996) Typically, they serve as repositories and their functional 
capabilities support the information needs of that community (Borgman, 
et al., 2007). Digital Libraries differ from traditional libraries in that they 
are open 24 hours a day, and are accessible via a network allowing users 
to access materials regardless of where they live (Ram et al., 1999). 
Digital libraries are defined by Ross (2007, p7) as “the infrastructure, policies
and procedures, and organisational, political and economic mechanisms necessary to enable
access to and preservation of digital content.” Digital Libraries, such as YouTube, 
retain information as a service for a stakeholder community, according to 
policies and user needs, and contain different kinds of publications. 

A Digital Repository is a set of services an organisation offers to the 
members of its community for the management and dissemination of 
digital materials created by the institution and its community members. It 
is most essentially an organisational commitment to the stewardship of 
these digital materials, including long-term preservation where appropriate, 
as well as organisation and access or distribution (Lynch, 2003). A digital 
repository is differentiated from other systems keeping digital collections 
by the fact that “Content is deposited in a repository, whether by the content creator,

owner or third party” (Heery & Andersson, 2005, p 2). Digital Repositories 
retain information as a service to its users. 

Summarising the purposes of these systems it can be stated that they are 
the same kind of systems; they just have different names and are 
implemented in different contexts. One common denominator for these 
systems is the (long-term) retention of digital information. All of them 
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retain information for either an organisation or community as a whole, 
or to accommodate specific user needs. Their purpose is to provide the 
essential services of long-term retention and long-term accessibility of 
digital information. 

I am inclined to see preservation systems on a more general level for two 
reasons. Obviously, people have put much effort into defining 
specialised systems according to their purpose and context; however, 
there is a commitment to providing information for a stakeholder. 
Second, the problems to be solved within digital preservation are the 
same regardless of the context in which the actual preservation is 
performed. Thus, Archival Systems, ERMS, Digital Libraries and Digital 
Repositories are all specific instances of Digital Preservation Systems. 

Information Systems Development 
According to Magoulas & Pessi (1998), there are four paradigms for 
Information Systems development, the Depicting paradigm, the Control 
paradigm, the Human-infological paradigm and the System-infological 
paradigm. The last one provides fundaments for how data, which 
represents information, could be managed and how information 
processing and providing access could be studied. The ontological 
principles of this paradigm distinguish between social (or cognitive) and 
technical systems. The epistemological principles have their fundament 
in the idea that “information is the increment in knowledge and experiences of

humans” (ibid. p 172). This means that information processing is a 
process for knowledge development. 

Magoulas & Pessi (1998) state that the development of Information 
Systems is conceived according to one Information Systems Paradigm or 
Theory. The authors also claim that “an Information Systems Theory is an

integrated part of every Information System” (Magoulas & Pessi, 1998, p 142). 
Every Information Systems Paradigm (theory) is explained as being a 
compound of four principles: ontological, epistemological, 
methodological and organisational. The ontological principles help us to 
understand the nature of Information Systems; they also lead our 
thoughts to descriptions, explanations and/or the making of predictions 
about characteristics, attributes or behaviour of the Information Systems. 
Epistemology is the study of knowledge, its nature, sources, limits and 
forms (Dretske, 2008). The epistemological principles of an Information 
Systems theory should lead to understanding about the information we 
have about the system, about which pieces of information we need about 
the system. They should also lead to understanding on how this 
information should be understood, which attributes of the information 
are desirable and how we judge the suitability of that information. The 
organisational principles of an Information Systems theory concern, on 
the one hand, the relationship between people and their environment 
and, on the other hand, the relationship between people and the 
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Information System. Methodological principles indicate how ontological, 
epistemological and organisational principles should be applied to solve 
problems in and when developing Information Systems (Magoulas & 
Pessi, 1998). I use this conceptualisation19 as an analytical instrument in 
order to understand some essential characteristics of Information 
Systems in general and preservation systems in particular. An emergent 
view of preservation should thus have a paradigmatic foundation. 
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Figure 6 – Four Information Systems Paradigms 

To further understand Information Systems it is also necessary to explain 
why such systems exist and for whom. Ackoff (1980) provides us with a 
good direction on this matter putting forward the question; a system for 
what and for whom? Further, several other questions can be asked: What 
is the purpose of the system? Who gives input to the system? Who 
decides over the architecture of the system? Who works with the 
functions of the system? (Magoulas & Pessi, 1998) These questions are 
connected to the existential conditions and to the stakeholders of 
Information Systems. Other areas of concern about Information Systems 
are connected to the integrity, parts and scope of the system, co-
operation and structure of the system as well as system development and 
systems change. 

19 This conceptualisation is the interpretation of the author about sources that address 
the same phenomena. See for instance: Rudy Hirschheim and Heinz K. Klein (1989) 
Four Paradigms of Information Systems Development. Communications of the ACM 
Volume 32 , Issue 10, pp 1199 – 1216, or Johan Olaisen (1991). Pluralism of Positivistic 
Trivialism: Important Trends in Contemporary Philosophy of Science. in Olaisen, O., 
Wilson, P., & Munch-Pedersen, E. (Eds.), Information Science: From the Development of the 
Discipline to Social Interaction. Scandinavian University Press. pp 277-323. 
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Hirschheim et al. (1996) pointed out three “domains” of change within 
Information Systems Development. These are Technology, Organisation 
and Language. The first two encompass my view of technology in 
evolution (systems change). The third is a bit trickier although my focus 
on preservation is mainly on the preservation of information. 
Hirschheim et al. (1996, p 16) express that language “…also includes the sign
systems of conventional data processing in which the form, content, and uses of messages
that can be recorded and exchanged…[are included]” Language is the medium of 
communication and according to Moore (2008) digital preservation is 
communicating with the future (by recording and exchanging messages 
within the sign system). Changes in language are in this sense changes in 
information. However, Hirschheim et al. (1996, p 16) refer to changes in 
language that are connected to “common understanding about the environment

and the goals of action” (within Information Systems Development). In my 
view, changes in preserved information (i.e. language) also affect the 
development and use of IT artefacts. 

Software Engineering 
The technical side of Information Systems must be programmed, either 
using a programming language such as Java or C++, or using a CASE 
tool. The software is the result of the use of a software development 
method. Software Engineering is a framework for building software of 
higher quality (Pressman, 2001). A large number of methods have been 
proposed for this objective during the last few decades. A method that is 
well established, accepted and used in the developer’s domain is the 
Object Management Group’s (OMG’s) Model Driven Architecture 
(MDA) (Mukerji & Miller, 2003) as described in Figure 7. This model 
covers several steps in the creation of software.  

Figure 7 – The OMG’s Model Driven Architecture 

The lowest level, Code (software), is the level where the software is 
physically constructed. On the next level, the platform-specific model 
(PSM) constructs the specification. The code is based on the PSM. 
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Minor or major changes may be carried out on the code based on zero 
or minor changes in the PSM. The platform-independent model (PIM) is 
the base of the PSM and it may be tolerant of technology changes. The 
PIM is a computational adaptation of the computation-independent 
model (CIM) on the highest level. The CIM is an abstract model of 
activities (the organisation’s business) that are intended to be supported 
by the software to be developed. All of the levels are exchangeable when 
technology evolves. High levels overriding technological change are 
missing: a) a long-term software foundation and b) a high-level manifest 
that could serve as a foundation for long-term strategies. 

Artificial Intelligence 
A high degree of automation is an issue in Artificial Intelligence (AI). A 
modern approach to AI has crystallised the Intelligent Agent design 
metaphor for Information Systems design. According to Wooldridge 
(2002), such an approach based on this metaphor is appropriate when: 

1. The environment is open, or at least highly dynamic, uncertain or 
complex.

2. Data, control or expertise is distributed. In some environments, 
the distribution of data, control or expertise means that a 
centralised solution is at best difficult and at worst impossible. 

3. Legacy systems are inherited. Inheriting software that is 
technologically obsolete but functionally essential for an 
organisation leads to difficulties accessing the information 
created with that software. 

Agent technology provides a different design metaphor based on 
anthropomorphic features in the implementation of software, amongst 
them Autonomy (the ability to make one’s “own” decisions), Learning (the 
ability to gain knowledge), Reasoning (the ability to draw conclusions),
Rationality (the ability to achieve goals within stipulated frames, such as 
time, resources, etc.), Planning/scheduling (the ability to proactively plan 
one’s own activities), Predictability (the ability to guess what users want),
Memory (the ability to remember and recollect from past events),
Communication (the ability to communicate with users or other agents),
Sensors & effectors (the ability to scan the environment and perform 
decisions), Security (the ability not to cause harm), Robustness (the ability of 
self-recovery), Reliability (the ability to be trusted) and Usability (the ability 
to be useful) (Wooldridge, 2002; Russell & Norvig, 2003). 

Information Continuum Model 
Runardotter et al. (2005) put information into a long-term digital 
preservation context, which is a new circular view of the information life 
cycle. Information never dies if it is preserved and used. The statement is 
based on the fact that information is constantly being shaped and 
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reshaped, evolving through time, picking up further information or 
losing some parts, and in that way information is under reconstruction all 
the time. Keeping information alive demands a set of ongoing activities, 
both organisational and technical. The idea of a living spiral is also 
supported by the Records Continuum Model and Information 
Continuum Model (Upward 2000, 2006). According to these models, 
information and records continue to evolve in space/time and therefore 
are not end-products (Runardotter et al., 2005). The Records Continuum 
Model is widely known and discussed in the archival profession, unlike 
the Information Continuum Model, which is only just beginning to be 
discussed (Upward, 2006). 

Figure 8 – The Information Continuum Model (Schauder & Upward, 1997) 

The named models are based on Giddens’ structuration theory. This 
theory of time/space distanciation has been translated into a “rhythm” 
for information processing derived from the processes of creating 
information, capturing it as recorded information, organising it and 
bringing it together within the plural domains of competition. Each item 
of information once created, may or may not be recorded, stored and 
managed in ways that can benefit individuals, groups and communities, 
and can push that information out into the plural domains of the further 
reaches of space-time. The continua (the dimensions of the model) in 
the Information Continuum Model are collectively meant to focus 
analytical attention on the nature of recorded information as an 
allocative resource, something to be shared and to be used within our 
activities. In contrast, the continua in the Records Continuum Model are 
collectively meant to focus analytical attention on the nature of recorded 
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information as an authoritative resource, something to be relied upon 
not because of its content but because of the way it has been created and 
maintained with some continuing contact with the original specificities 
of its occurrence (Upward, 2006). 

According to Upward (1997), information (and its reconstituted 
products) outwardly spirals from the original act of creation of a 
document. This idea is also derived from Giddens’ theory of 
structuration. In the Information Continuum Model, information is 
derived from a principal source (for example, an information object such 
as an interview), and is transformed through the agency of people and 
technologies for different purposes. Information Objects are both 
embedded in the “context of the action in which they are part, and are recursively

involved” (Stillman, 2006, p 46).  

Information artefacts, as records and outcomes of action, become 
disembedded and are reused in other contexts, e.g. a research interview is 
“unitised” and its parts are reconstituted via different technologies or 
processes as evidence for particular research and theoretical 
constructions in academic production. The interview, or any data, is 
therefore moved through space-time, and is reconstituted, reused, re-
embedded according to particular human or machine agency, e.g. human 
agency makes particular interpretive decisions about how ambiguous 
sounds should be transcribed. The interview data (or its constituent 
parts) are pluralised with the production of different knowledge artefacts: 
theory, the application of theory and the development of scholarly and 
practical publications. Its pluralisation can also lead to it being used in 
other forms of action, such as social action, lobbying, or policy-making. 
The incorporation of the time-space dimension is important for several 
reasons. It recognises that an information object has a changing 
historical life. The reconstruction of time and space through modernity, 
and particularly through the agency of ICT, gives information objects 
new potentiality (Upward, 2006, Stillman, 2006). 

Giddens’ terminology can be transformed to the vocabulary of 
Information Continuum. Giddens’ “structure” corresponds to rules and 
resources organised as properties of systems. Systems correspond to 
reproduced relations between actors or collectivities organised as social 
practices. Finally, structuration corresponds to the continuity or 
transformation of structures, and therefore the reproduction of systems 
(Giddens, 1984; Jones et al., 2004). The dynamics of structuration are 
crucial. “Social practices evolve over time and space and must replicate even to stay the

same” (Rose, 2001, p 224). This is the essence of long-term digital 
preservation. The term of continuity, (i.e. the continuum) promotes the 
reproduction of systems (i.e. memory traces, organised social practices) 
by means of digitally recorded information and its continuing value. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Research Approach 
My View of Science 
Qualitative research has been (and still is) criticised by positivism, which 
promotes quantitative methods in order to thoroughly prove what is 
“true”. The approaches to understanding the world are in my view 
directly connected to the predominant philosophies of our times: 
Modernism and Postmodernism. In Modernism, there is just “one truth 
or story” and in Postmodernism, “there is no one truth or story”. 
Logically, according to Prawitz (2000), the opposite of something is 
always true. This means that the post modernistic statement “there is no 
one truth or story” is true for all those who advocate postmodernism. 
This interpretation should be agreed on by these two counter poles. In 
my interpretation both of the counter poles are arguing for what each
“believes” is true! In my opinion, this argumentation or position 
sometimes has religious dimensions. I ask myself whether science 
(regardless of its research approach) is the quest for the truth. This is a 
tricky question since science is defined in the following way: “Science
involves a pursuit of knowledge covering general truths or the operations of fundamental
laws” (EBO, 2008a). This means that science will tell us what is true. On 
the other hand, philosophy is “the critical examination of the grounds for
fundamental beliefs and an analysis of the basic concepts employed in the expression of
such beliefs” (EBO, 2008b) and therefore philosophy should tell us what 
truth is.

This is a discussion on a higher level of abstraction than the polemics of 
quantitative versus qualitative research. The question for me instead 
becomes what should be the core of discourse; whether a philosophical 
view might explain and put “things” on a more accurate level of 
discussion. I borrow the view of Herman Dooyeweerd about Ground 
Motive in order to put forward my opinion. Paradigm is on a low level, 
Worldview on a higher level and Ground Motive on the highest. A 
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Ground motive is a “spiritual driving force that acts as the absolutely central

mainspring of human society" (Dooyeweerd, 1979). Dooyerweerd identifies 
four ground motives in (western) history the last 2,500 years:  

The Matter-Form motive of the ancient Greeks (dualistic). 
The Creation-Fall-Redemption motive of Hebrew thought. 
The Nature-Grace motive of Mediaeval Roman Catholicism (dualistic). 
The Nature-Freedom motive of the Renaissance, Enlightenment and modern 
times (dualistic) 

The predominant Ground Motive of our days is the Nature-Freedom 
motive. Nature is concerned with that which is determined, with control, 
with causality, with rationality, and what Dooyeweerd calls the Ideal of 
Science. Freedom is concerned with the ideal of personality, the human 
ego, human freedom and will, creativity and art. Counter poles in the 
Ground Motive of Nature-Freedom are for instance:  

Nature Freedom 
Determined behaviour. Free choice. 
Non-human.  Human. 
Nature.  Culture. 
Causality.  Teleology. 
Ideal of Science.  Ideal of Personality.
Physics, Mathematics.  Social Science. 
Keeping the Law.  Breaking the Law. 
Totalitarianism.  Liberalism. 
Constraint.  Emancipation. 
Positivism.  Constructivism. 

Table 2 – Nature-Freedom Ground Motive (After Basden A. The Dooyerweed Pages)

It is my perception that there are driving forces beyond the definitions of 
methods, approaches to sciences, paradigms etc. The driving forces are 
directly connected to how we conceive ideas, thoughts and explain how 
the world is. I see qualitative versus quantitative research as a part of this 
“struggle” between Nature and Freedom. Both have their own ontology 
and methods for searching for “the truth”. Both might be used to give 
explanations in specific areas of concern. Maybe a new Ground Motive 
conception of and approach to science is necessary in order to mitigate, 
what I see as an endless and (sometimes) useless polemic of what is right 
or correct. Even this polemic has turned into orthodoxy and orthodoxies 
(prevailing attitudes), according to von Wright (1998) need to be 
questioned from time to time in the interest of science. However, my 
Freedom position allows me to “break the laws” and explore my own 
path in science.  
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My View of Knowledge 
I will begin with the chain of the growth of knowledge. Langefors (1993) 
states in his infological equation that data become information through a 
process of interpretation. Our continuing interpretation of information 
allows our knowledge to grow. We develop knowledge through 
information; however, the act of interpretation is tied to sensation. The 
act of sense in turn might be deliberated or un-deliberated (Preece et al., 
1994). In my view of knowledge and science, deliberated action is 
central. I agree with Dooyerweerd (1979) that knowledge is a commodity 
(a product or a concept) from the deliberate human activity of knowing. I 
paraphrase Descartes (Cogito, ergo sum) by saying: I want to know 
therefore I am. These words spur me on. My thirst for knowledge has led 
me to the precarious activity of doing research and writing a doctoral 
thesis; my personal value commitment towards knowledge.  

My view of knowledge and science are strongly connected to each other. 
For me it implies a subjective value commitment, which is unavoidable and 
necessary, a stance of “one-sidedness”. This emphasis on “one-
sidedness” (Einseitigkeit) not only insists the subjective nature of scientific 
knowledge but also demands that the researcher be self-consciously 
subjective. (Weber, 1949) The objectivity of scientific science (i.e. 
positivism) is not free from subjectivity (Korab-Karpowicz, 2002). For 
me objectivity is another kind of value commitment based on 
indifference. According to Webber (1949) a value commitment on 
subjectivity is unavoidable, for otherwise no meaningful knowledge can 
be attained, and necessary, for otherwise the value position of a 
researcher would not be foregrounded clearly and admitted as such - not 
only to the readers of the research outcome but also to the very 
researcher him/herself. 

My View of Methods  
Maykut & Morehouse (1994) explain qualitative research as use multiple 
realities that can only be understood by interconnecting socio-
psychological constructions. Something that astounded me, when I read 
this definition, was the use of the word qualitative that has it roots in the 
Latin word “qualitas”. The Merrian-Webster online dictionary explains 
this word with a set of synonyms such as nature, property, capacity, role,
characteristic and even accomplishment. Denzin & Lincoln (2000, p 3) define 
qualitative research as “… an interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary and sometimes

counterdisciplinary field… Qualitative research is many things at the same time”. Further 
they explain qualitative research as “… a set of practices, [that] embraces within its
own multiple disciplinary histories constant tensions and contradictions over the project
itself” (ibid. p 4). My interpretation of this is that qualitative research is 
the quest for explaining the nature of contexts, its properties and 
characteristics, clarifying the roles of the elements (i.e. the people) involved 
in it. My interpretation shows implicitly an intrinsic subjectivism. I 
believe that the role of the researcher is to explain, from his or her 
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worldview, the characteristics or properties of the studied context. 
Nevertheless, I also acknowledge that quantitative approaches and 
measuring are sometimes useful for finding logical relations and concrete 
explanations. Discarding these methods, one at a time or both at once, is 
not only naïve but, in my view, reprehensible. However, in this thesis, I 
exploit qualitative methods in order to achieve my research goals. My 
research journey has been a convoluted one. I adopted a “several stages 
rocket” approach. I appeal for methodological pluralism, because 
incompatibility does not mean un-combinability (Ylinenpää, 1987). In 
order to achieve a greater whole, Midgley (2000) proposes 
methodological plurality as a mix of methodologies and methods from 
different research ideals. Klein et al (1991), also plead for methodological 
pluralism. I will use a quotation as my own argument:  

“Pluralists take a different starting point. They believe that 
searching to find a correct research approach, contingently or 
absolutely, is mistaken. Different research approaches can perhaps 
be brought to bear on the same problem domain but each can only 
be judged in terms of its own, internal standards … Consequently, 
there exists no external set of objective criteria by which to make a 
unique choice among different methods … Growth of knowledge is 
best furthered by ‘letting many flowers blossom’ in a free exchange 
of ideas”. (Klein, 1991, p 7) 

Research Design 
The research design is related to the overall research question and its 
sub-questions. Every researcher has to carefully design his/her research 
to achieve the research goals. Nevertheless, the actual path of the 
research journey is however most often not straight forward but very 
much akin to a maze. Sometimes he/she has to re-evaluate the first 
design, and re-arrange it to fit current events during the research process. 
My journey followed the same path. The first intention was a rigorous 
approach, first sketching a traditional picture of the research work: 
literature studies, collecting data, drawing conclusions and reporting 
them in a thesis. The re-arrangement of the research is described below 
and an account of the journey is analysed in the Methodological 
Reflections section in chapter 6. 

My Freedom view of science implying my “free choice” position, my 
view of knowledge (a personal commitment to knowledge and science), 
and my pluralistic view of methods (to use the most suitable method at 
hand), has led me into a journey of exploring the unexplored.  

Exploratory Approach 
Exploratory research is very tricky. What one generally might say is that 
the outcome of such a quest is not predictable and outcomes can 
sometimes be quite unexpected. Nonetheless, the researcher has to plan 
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for this kind of expedition in the search for gold, although he/she might 
bring home silver.  

Literature Studies 
The theoretical part was carried out within the framework of traditional 
literature review. There is a large amount of literature about the concepts 
of information and Information Systems. In comparison, the amount of 
literature in the field of Long-term Digital Preservation is relatively 
limited. The process of critical selection of relevant literature was based 
upon parameters such as “well-known writers”, “established perspectives 
and/or schools”, in order to address the key sources, key theories and 
definitions of the topic (Hart, 1998). Advice from people with thorough 
knowledge in the field of long-term digital preservation was another 
criterion for selection. Yet another way of selecting literature was the 
“snow ball effect”, that is to look at the reference list of the selected 
articles and bibliography in books.  

Empirical Studies 
I carried out several empirical studies. Three specific methods were used. 
The methods were selected deliberately according to the research setting 
and the purpose of the data collection. 

Category of  
respondents

Number of 
respondents 

Setting Method Data 
collection 
method 

Presented 
in paper 

Systems 
developers

3 Swedish 
National 
Archives 

Systems 
Evaluation

Document 
reading, 
observation 

Internal 
report 

Systems 
developers

6 LDP Centre Future  
Workshops 

Group 
interaction

III 

Systems 
developers

6 Mikkeli 
University of 
Applied 
Sciences 

Qualitative 
Inquiry 

Individual 
Interviews 

Cover
Paper 

Systems 
developers

6 Mikkeli 
University of 
Applied 
Sciences 

Systems 
Evaluation

Document 
reading, 
observation, 
checklist
control

V

Curator
professionals

8  Qualitative 
Inquiry 

Individual 
Interviews 

VIII 

Systems 
developers

6 LDP Centre Qualitative 
Inquiry 

Group 
Interview 

VIII 

Table 3 – Empirical studies and methods used 

The selection of the respondents was based on two fundamental criteria. 
The first was that they had experience in the field. The second criterion 
was that at least some of them had used the predominant standard (the 
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OAIS Reference Model) as guidance in the development of Digital 
Archives. 

Information Systems Evaluation 
Evaluation is connected not only to “why” the Information System 
exists and “for whom”, but also to “what” is to be evaluated and “how” 
it is to be evaluated. Cronholm & Goldkuhl (2003) distinguish three 
types of evaluation: 1) Goal-based evaluation, focusing on the intended 
services and outcomes of an Information System. 2) Goal-free evaluation 
creating an understanding of the nature of what is evaluated, and 3) 
Criteria-based evaluation, which uses checklists, heuristics or quality 
ideals. Smithson & Hirscheim (1998) identify five levels of evaluation. 
The macro level focuses on a national or international perspective. The 
sector level focuses on the acting domain or market sector. The firm 
level explores the performance and impact of an Information System 
within a firm or organisation. The application level evaluates the impact 
of a particular application. The stakeholder level matches stakeholder 
concerns and values of the system towards the Information System. 
Serafeimidis (2002) offers the understanding of evaluation from a 
technical stream looking at efficiency or technical performance, an 
economic stream looking at effectiveness or quality and utilisation of the 
outputs of Information Systems and interpretive alternatives looking at 
the understanding of what is to be evaluated, meaning social action and 
organisational learning. Evaluation can also be understood as the 
measurement of the success of Information. There is, therefore, a range 
of success factors (measurable or observable in some way) for any 
information system. Wateridge (1998) identifies six of them: meets user 
requirements, achieves purpose, meets timescale, meets budget, produces 
happy users and meets quality.  

The evaluation of Trusted Repositories cannot be carried out in the same 
way as the evaluation of traditional information systems. It has to be 
preceded by framing the characteristics of a Trusted Repository (what)
and the aim of the evaluation (why and for whom). An evaluation method 
has to be developed or adapted and a level of evaluation has to be set up. 
These constraints differ slightly from the dimensions proposed by 
Saracevic (2007), where the context dimension is considered to be the 
richest dimension of all. The writer thinks that this dimension answers 
the question “why”, whereas I think that it explains “why and for 
whom”.

Evaluation of Trusted Repositories thus has to be carried out with a 
focus on why, what, how and for whom. Evaluations need to follow 
specific guidelines that embrace the concept of Trusted Repository. 
There are three internationally well-established guidelines for the 
evaluation of Trusted Repositories (providing answers to “how”). These 
guidelines also have a high degree of acceptance within the Long-term 
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Digital Preservation Community. The Digital Repository Audit Method 
Based on a Risk Assessment toolkit (DRAMBORA) was developed as a 
collaborative task force of the Digital Curation Centre (DCC) and Digital 
Preservation Europe (DPE). A central aim for the development of the 
DRAMBORA toolkit was to conceive criteria, means and methodologies 
for audit and certification of Trusted Repositories (DCC & DPE, 2007). 
The Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification (TRAC) guideline 
was created to develop criteria to identify digital repositories capable of 
reliably storing, migrating, and providing access to digital collections 
(NFS & LC, 2003). The Working Group on Trusted Repositories 
Certification of the Network of Expertise in long-term STORage 
(nestor) developed the Catalogue of Criteria for Trusted Digital 
Repositories. This catalogue identifies criteria, which simplify the 
evaluation of digital repository trustworthiness, both at organisational 
and technical levels (NSF & DELOS, 2003).  

My approach to evaluation of information systems has been guided by 
several of the ideas described above. The first is connected to “why”. I 
think that a valuable result of an evaluation is that the evaluated 
organisation should learn something from it (a long-term perspective). 
Organisational learning is necessary in the long-term. The second is 
guided by “for whom”. Paraphrasing Wateridge (1998), one of the 
success factors of a Trusted Repository is to produce happy stakeholders 
in a long-term perspective. An evaluation cannot really be goal-free, but 
an evaluation does not necessarily have to show some direct economic 
benefits. Within the Long-term Digital Preservation community, 
evaluation on the macro and stakeholder levels is highly desirable.  

Future Workshops 
Evaluation of the theoretical framework utilised the Future Workshop 
Method (Jungk & Müllert, 1988). The main reason for using this method 
is that this method helps us to “dive deeply” into the selected topic. 
Another important reason for using this method was that a group of 
people tackle their problems in a future-oriented way and the nature of 
long-term preservation is per se future-oriented. The method consists of 
two major part phases: the preparatory phase and the workshop itself. 
The workshop is divided into three phases: Critique, Fantasy and the 
Implementation Phase. The Critique Phase is used for the elicitation of 
problems or difficulties about the selected topic of discussion. The 
Fantasy Phase is used to unleash imagination and creativity in order to 
draw up possible solutions to the problems or difficulties found in the 
Critique Phase. In this phase, it is important to have a “brainstorming” 
approach without criticism of the possibilities of implementing ideas. 
The Implementation Phase is used to distinguish between what is desired 
and what actually can be done. In every phase, it is important to 
document the input from the participants, e.g. writing on sheets taped 
onto the walls. The participants might read the input during the whole 
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workshop. Criticism and/or ideas might be weighted by giving grades or 
by listing them, putting the most important first in the list. 

Qualitative Inquiry 
Collection of data was carried out using semi-structured individual and 
group interviews. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. The 
purpose of the interviews was to investigate the feasibility of 
characteristics of systems focusing on long-term preservation.  

In order to affirm or disaffirm the proposed characteristics, their nature 
was examined in order to select a suitable method for their validation. 
The characteristics are qualitative in nature since they address intellectual, 
analytical and interpretive aspects of the phenomenon (Mason, 1996). 
The characteristics are intended to be significant properties of long-term 
digital preservation systems, and not directly implemented as functions 
within a computer system. Their implementation may vary between 
different instances or in different technical infrastructures of 
preservation. Their implementation might be invisible, i.e. composed of 
a set of “system functions”. Therefore, a natural approach to exploration 
of the proposed characteristics is a qualitative inquiry. The quest for 
validation of the proposed principles needs to be carried out by “asking 
for the direction”. Experts in the field with experience of working with 
these matters were deemed to be a suitable target group. 

Setting up the inquiry according to this idea makes the actual data 
collection an instrumental case, Stake (1986). The aim of the inquiry was 
to gather ideas, views, opinions and perspectives from the experts. This 
was achieved by letting the respondents “talk freely” in the open though 
semi-structured interviews, supported by an interview guide (Merton et 
al., 1990; Mishler, 1995). 

Relevant outcomes from interviews demand that the interviewer has 
skills in putting forward questions (without assuming a leading role), an 
ability to carry out the interview within the stipulated time frames and 
avoids bias, has skills in moderating group interaction and an ability to 
catch hidden messages (Morgan, 1997; Merton et al., 1990; Mishler, 
1991; Keats, 2000). I tried to shape the interviews into “comfortable 
conversations”, having in mind that I should not pose leading questions. 
Interviews need to be performed in comfortable settings (Morgan, 1997). 
The interviews took place in the interviewees’ premises, thus avoiding 
strange and uncomfortable environments. The interviews were preceded 
by short chats about everyday problems “at the office”. This approach to 
gathering empirical data is qualitative by nature because of its intellectual, 
analytical and interpretive aspects (Mason, 1996).  
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Analysis: Transcription and Interpretation of Data 
The next issue to deal with was of course how to analyse the contents of 
the interviews. An intuitive approach, bearing in mind the aims of the 
interview and trying to find key concepts”, synonyms or expressions that 
resemble them, is one way of analysing. A “control” activity might be 
necessary in order to check whether something has been missed, 
overseen or neglected. I see two dangers in connection with this 
approach. The quality of transcriptions and the quality of the analysis 
tools might vary. Huge amounts of data might be at hand depending on 
how coarse the transcriptions are.  

The collected data was analysed by using a questionnaire as a template 
for finding the sought-for answers. For every question, the transcription 
and the recording were checked by annotating key “words” that 
resembled the concepts searched. The tricky part was “validating” 
whether the statements were relevant in relation to the searched-for 
concepts. I used an approach of conceptual coherence (Miles & Huberman, 
1994), selecting from the transcriptions and the recordings (listened to 
several times) the statements that “made sense” in connection with the 
characteristics. This was an iterative process continuing until the most 
coherent statements remained.  

Reliability and Internal Validity 
There are several definitions of the components of reliability and internal 
validity of research. Blaxter et al. (1996, p 200) explain validity as “whether
your methods, approaches and techniques actually relate to, or measure, the issues you
have been exploring.” Reliability is explained by the same authors as follows:  

“Have I carried out [my research] in such a way that, if another 
researcher were to look into the same question in the same settings, 
he/she could come up with essentially the same results (though not 
necessarily an identical interpretation)” (Blaxter, 1996, p 200).  

In both these definitions, I find tracks of measurement stemming from 
the Nature Ground Motive. Other definitions might be more suitable for 
answering the question of the credibility of this research. Miles & 
Huberman (1994), for instance, suggest a number of questions that could 
be asked to ensure reliability. The questions are suitable for analysing 
qualitative data. Since qualitative data was gathered in my research, I use 
these questions in order to address the reliability aspect of my work: 

1. Are the research questions clear, and are features of the study 
design congruent with them? 
2. Is the researcher’s role and status within the site explicitly 
described? 
3. Do findings show meaningful parallelism across data sources 
(informants, contexts, times)? 
4. Are basic paradigms and analytical constructs clearly specified 
(Reliability depends, in part, on its connectedness to theory)? 
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5. Were data collected across the full range of appropriate settings, 
times, respondents and so on suggested by the research questions? 
6. If multiple field-workers are involved, do they have comparable 
data collection protocols? 
7. Were coding checks made, and did they show adequate 
agreement? 
8. Were data quality checks made (e.g., for bias, deceit, informant 
knowledgeability)? 
9. Do multiple observers’ accounts converge, in instances, settings, 
or times when they might be expected to? 
10. Were any forms of peer review or colleague review in place? 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p 278) 

Validity relates to trustworthiness, which means that realistic 
interpretations should be made from the empirical data (Yin, 1994; Miles 
& Huberman, 1994), and it also relates to methodological soundness and 
appropriateness (Graziano & Raulin 2000). The concept of validity in 
research needs can be addressed in terms of, for instance, construct 
validity, internal validity, and external validity (Yin, 1994). Construct 
validity aims to establish correct operational measures (Yin, 1994). 
Construct validity is not applicable to my work since nothing is 
measured. External validity aims to establish whether the conclusions of 
a study are transferable to other contexts (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
The context of the study is very specific, which means that I cannot 
discuss construct or external validity. Internal validity concerns whether 
the research makes sense or is feasible for the people studying it. Suitable 
questions to answer are: 

1. How content-rich and meaningful (thick) are the descriptions? 
2. Does the account “ring true,” make sense, seem convincing or 
plausible or enable a “vicarious presence” for the reader? 
3. Is the account rendered a comprehensive one, respecting the 
configuration and temporal arrangement of elements in the local 
context? 
4. Did triangulation among complementary methods and data 
produce generally converging conclusions? If not, is there any 
coherent explanation for this? 
5. Are the presented data well linked to the categories of prior of 
emerging theory? Do the measures reflect the constructs in play? 
6.  Are the findings internally coherent? Are the concepts 
systematically related? 
7. Were rules used for confirmation of propositions, hypotheses and 
so on made explicit? 
8. Are areas of uncertainty identified? 
9. Was negative evidence sought for? Found? What happened then? 
10. Have rival explanations been actively considered? What 
happened to them? 
11. Have findings been replicated in other parts of the database than 
the one they arose from? 
12. Were the conclusions considered accurate by the original 
informants? 
13. Were any predictions made in the study, and how accurate were 
they? (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p 279) 
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CHAPTER 4 

The Exploratory Research Journey 
In this chapter, I will present how the research progressed. The studies, 
both theoretical and empirical, are built on each other, i.e. the former 
study led to the next one, causing the overall study to grow. Therefore, 
the presentation contains my studies, their empirical results, analyses and 
contributions, organised along the time-line under which the research 
was conducted (Figure 1). 

I

Empirical
Study
on AIS

II
Initial

Develoment 
of the

Framework

IV
Further

Development
of the

Framework

III
Empirical

Test
on the

Framework

VI
Empirical

Study
on

Charcteristics

V
Theorethical
Search for

Characteristics

VII
First

Results
on

Characeristics

VIII
Further

Development
of

Characteristics

IX
Further

Empirical
Studies on

Charcteristics

Figure 9 – The exploratory research journey 

The research began with an empirical study (I). The study gave rise to 
some questions and the initial design of the framework (II), which was 
tested empirically (III). After that, the framework was revised (IV) in 
accordance with the evaluation. After this revision, characteristics of 
systems for digital preservation were searched (V). Characteristics found 
in the literature were then subjected to an empirical study (VI). The first 
results on characteristics were compiled and further developed (VII) and 
the proposition for characteristics was supplemented with influences 
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from agent technology (VIII). Finally, the characteristics were tested in 
two empirical studies (IX). 

Initial Study on Archival Information Systems (I) 
The first study I made was an evaluation of an archival application. The 
study was carried out in accordance with the evaluation method as 
described in the Research Approach. The aim of this study was two- 
fold; on the one hand approaching the understanding of tools for 
preservation and on the other hand the understanding of the OAIS 
Reference Model. The idea was to evaluate or map the application 
towards the OAIS Reference Model. A goal-free evaluation (Cronholm 
& Goldkhul, 2003) was carried out using a simple “table” listing 
recommended function from the OAIS Reference Model. The object of 
study was the application Arkis II, running at the Swedish National 
Archives. The main objective of this application is to ingest, maintain 
and access electronic records stored at the Swedish National Archives.  

Conceptually the Arkis II architecture is quite simple. There is a client 
side and a server side communicating through the Internet upon the 
protocols TCP/IP and HTTP. There are two types of clients, producers 
and consumers in OAIS terms. There are also two types of producers; 
people at the Swedish National Archives and organisations that submit 
material to the Swedish National Archives. The producers have access to 
ingest functions in ARKIS II. Internal producers have access via a 
specific interface and external producers via a web browser. External 
producers access ARKIS II through the Internet via a restricted address. 
The consumers have access to information via the Internet through 
NAD (Den Nationella Arkivdatabasen that provides information about 
archived material in Swedish archives, libraries and museums) and SVAR 
(Svensk Arkiv Information that provides information about the contents 
of the records of the Swedish National Archives). The long-term 
preservation techniques supported in ARKIS II are conversion, 
migration and digital imaging.  

The outcome of this study showed that the implementation of Arkis II 
deviated from the OAIS model. It confirmed that the model is a set of 
recommendations, far from being a blue print for an Archival System. It 
confirmed also that the model is used as a framework for “talking” about 
Digital Archives, Digital Repositories or any other Archive-related 
system for preservation and recordkeeping. Bearing in mind my habitual 
software engineer approach to application development, I tried to 
compare whether the OAIS could be interpreted as the CIM in the 
MDA approach or if it was a bit above it. The CIM is however equal to 
an organisation’s business model and the context of the implementation 
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of a specific software application20. The OAIS is too abstract to be a 
CIM. Therefore, OAIS was identified as a level above the MDA.  

The conclusion was that the OAIS Reference Model does not give 
enough guidance in the development of Archival Information Systems. 
The question of “how to preserve”, in relation to the model, can be 
answered in many ways even when the model addresses its own “why” 
and “what”. The lack of guidance in development combined with the 
problems of digital obsolescence and the need for specialised 
competence points to a need for a more general answer to “why”, and 
“what” for the developer. The study gave rise to two tracks to follow in 
this topic; the use of IS and different kinds of applications in the 
preservation and the development of IS that will support preservation 
activities and the preservation itself. These topics are closely related to 
each other. 

Initial Development of the Framework (II) 
Development of the framework for long-term digital preservation 
originated from the notion that preservation systems are special 
instances of information systems, that it is information that is to be 
preserved, that a software development method is needed for the actual 
development work and that the OAIS Reference Model would be useful 
for answering some “whys” and “whats”.  

Information systems for digital preservation should be identified by their 
special characteristics. Initially, two characteristics can be identified; the 
nature or purpose of the system (digital preservation), and the design 
(according to the characteristics of the information to be preserved). 
Special for this kind of system is the time continuum. Most information 
systems, as well as the information handled by them, are based on a life-
cycle model; they are developed, implemented, used and discarded. 
Systems for preservation need to be based on a design “philosophy”, 
which emphasises information as perpetual, and should be utilised giving 
information “eternal life”. However, not only information longevity is 
desirable. The preservation goals, trustworthiness, usability and 
understandability, must also be fulfilled.  

The purposefulness of an IS in a preservation context is to fulfil the 
demands on information of a specific designated community or any 
users, through the responsibility of the preserving organisation. In this 
case, the major purposes are preserving and making access possible. It is 

20 A recent similar analysis is to be found in Miles, A (2008). On the OAIS Information 
Model as a Platform-Independent Model (PIM) in a Model-Driven Software 
Architecture. Available online as from 23 September 2008 at 
<http://alimanfoo.wordpress.com/2008/01/30/on-the-oais-information-model-as-a-
platform-independent-model-pim-in-a-model-driven-software-architecture/> 
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important to point out that the purpose “might” change when curators 
are interacting with the system. Sometimes, for the curator the purpose 
will be the management of the data to be preserved and accessed.  

In Runardotter et al. (2005, p 27), it is stated that “information is alive when

used and useful for the designated community”. This means that curators, due to 
their custodial responsibility, preserve and give access to information 
perhaps using different generations of software. The observation to be 
made is that software is substitutional although information must remain 
the same. In the preservation context, the stored information is 
preserved in the same way using different generations of software. The 
records must remain the same in order to achieve preservation goals. 

Very little preservation software has been developed (Ruusalepp, 2005). 
Nevertheless, Borghoff (2006) has surveyed and ranked a short number 
of items of preservation software. The survey showed that very few 
software systems offered mechanisms for long-term digital preservation; 
instead, most of the systems concentrate their functionality on highly 
specialised tasks such as file format conversion or XML Schema 
Validation. 

The purposefulness of an information system in a preservation context is 
to fulfil the demands of information of any designated community 
through the responsibility of the custodians of the information. 
Custodians then utilise for preservation purposes suitable tools 
(software) that support preservation such as FedoraCommons21, Digital 
Record Object Identifier (DROID22), PRONOM, etc. However, trends 
in IT show paths towards service-oriented architectures due to the fact 
that there are “no inherent architectural restrictions that prevent the modelling of

specific digital library systems” (Suleman, 2005, p143).  

The OAIS Reference Model alone does not provide enough guidance for 
developers who try to carry out systems development in accordance with 
the model. In IS we find the MDA which defines system functionality. 
The Records Continuum Model on the other hand deals with the 
creation and management of records from the records perspective, thus 
providing an epistemology and ontology for the development of 
recordkeeping systems. We (Quisbert & Hägerfors, 2006) proposed the 
Records Continuum Model to be placed in a higher level that the OAIS 
Reference Model for two important reasons. First, it encompassed the 
continued reshaping of information which was therefore the object of 
preservation and due to the model evolved from the need for control of 
electronic records, It focused on the nature of (electronic) records being 

21 http://www.fedora-commons.org/ 
22 http://droid.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Introduction 
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multipurpose (organisational and collective memory) and having 
continuing value (current as well as historical), An (2001). Second, it 
provides the fundaments for stating the requirements for recordkeeping 
systems, i.e. it stipulates demands about how to use certain models such 
as the OAIS Reference Model. 

At that time, the framework consisted of three parts, the Records 
Continuum Model, the OAIS Reference Model and a conceptualisation 
of software engineering, the MDA. The Records Continuum Model 
expresses the continuing value of records (i.e. information) on the 
highest level. On the next level, we find the OAIS Reference Model 
more concretely providing the frame to create architecture for 
preservation and access. Finally, on the lowest level the most replaceable 
parts are to be found, in the form of a practical software engineering 
method, guided by the Records Continuum Model and the OAIS 
standard. 
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Figure 10 – The first proposed framework 

Empirical Test of the Framework (III) 
The evaluation was carried out at the Centre for Long-term Digital 
Preservation. In this evaluation, the Future Workshop method (Jungk & 
Müller, 1988) was used with the participation of six systems developers 
working at the centre. The evaluation showed two categories of data 
related to the long-term preservation process: A) Short term actions and 
B) Long-term fundamentals.  

In the first category, standardisation may support developers in their 
everyday work. The developers talked about models to describe an idea 
or depict a phenomenon. These models are based on knowledge about a 
phenomenon at a certain point in time and might be used during that 
period. New models might (and surely will) emerge. The respondents 
implied that “how to preserve” might be demanding, but still feasible.  
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In the second category, the lack of deeper guidance or “philosophy” was 
perceived as the most crucial. The aspects of the framework that were 
understood and accepted concerned the OAIS Reference Model. The 
model was well-known by the participants. Also the MDA approach was 
familiar due to the systems developer background of the respondents. 
An “ideal” approach to Digital Preservation was declared to comprise a 
set of (not yet known) principles or characteristics (expressed as the Ten
Commandments of Digital Preservation), yielding an intrinsic method for 
preservation, i.e. long-term preservation must evolve with all these 
components as a whole. While the “how” was perceived as feasible , the 
questions of “why” and “what” seemed to be unclear (although the 
Records Continuum Model responded to “what”). Extending this idea, 
an even more abstract or unsubstitutional level seemed to be necessary in 
order to complete the framework. 

In summary, the evaluation showed that: a) the framework might be 
useful when developing preservation information systems, this in 
reference to short-term actions (returning to it whenever a new 
preservation action is going to be addressed), b) an even more 
“unsubstitutional” level is called for in order to handle preservation in 
the long term, and c) a set of principles or characteristics for long-term 
digital preservation information systems forming a whole is needed.  

Further Development of the Framework (IV) 
The evaluation of the framework showed the need for a foundation level 
with as little substitutionality as possible. The framework became a 
“ladder”, showing different levels of substitutionality in which the lower 
levels are prone to changes, such as the constant upgrading of software, 
and the highest level satisfies the need for long-term stability demanded 
by the nature of the digital environment. 

While further developing the framework, I had to rethink some of its 
peculiarities. Was the framework a model or a method aimed at the 
development of preservation systems? Although the framework includes 
models, it is a way of thinking about preservation systems that 
agglutinate separated bodies of knowledge. The exploration for a 
preservation foundation began. In addition, my thinking became more 
focused on systems for digital preservation on a more general level than 
Archival Information Systems, which was one of the starting points of 
my research. I considered Archival Information Systems to be connected 
to a specific context and the phenomenon of Digital Preservation 
reached beyond the context of preservation. Preserving information also 
reaches beyond the juridical limits of preserving records in an archival 
perspective. The foundation would also have to meet the ideas and 
perceptions of Digital Preservation of both the preservation community 
(especially archives) and information systems developers. The 
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Information Continuum Model provided support for information to be 
seen as a perpetual (allocative) resource, something to be shared and to 
be used within our activities; i.e. the object of preservation. Moreover, 
the Information Continuum Model made me realise that preserving 
information should contribute to the reconstruction of social systems in 
the future.
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Figure 11 – The proposed framework revisited 

The Information Continuum Model provided support for information as 
the object of preservation. Information as the object of preservation 
required particular attention since the object of preservation requires 
adaptation of the preservation environment. Consequently, the view of 
preservation should remain the same. For instance, the terms of records
and archives have different meanings in the archival and IT professions 
(Runardotter, 2007). Existing concepts such as information object, digital 
object, preservation object, electronic record, information package and 
significant properties are context-dependent and focus on the object to 
be preserved, rather than the preservation of information. Consequently, 
they are not suitable for realising the information perspective in long-
term digital preservation.  

 The concept of Digital Information Preservation Object, DIPO 
(Quisbert et al., 2007), was therefore introduced and a tentative 
definition of the concept was presented based on the Information 
Continuum Model. The framework now seemed complete. The next step 
was to find “implementable features”, i.e. characteristics of preservation 
systems that would support the achievement of preservation goals. 

Theoretical Search for Characteristics (V) 
Let us go back to some aspects of the Continuum models. They are 
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expressed in four dimensions: Creation when individuals as creative 
sources engage in particular activities; Capture involves the addition of 
information about the recorded information, i.e. documenting the history 
of the record; Organisation is achieving navigable structures so the 
information can be shared in different space-time, i.e. linking information 
pieces together; and Pluralisation corresponds to taking information out 
to points beyond the organisation and promoting the use of information 
in ways which are less predictable or controllable, i.e. opening a diversity
of windows to the preserved information. Furthermore, the OAIS 
Reference Model provided its six high-level functions (Ingest, Data 
Management, Storage, Administration, Access and Preservation Planning) as 
fundaments or “default” characteristics of preservation systems. The 
framework itself showed the characteristic of substitutionality due to the 
constant replacement of software. Furthermore, Checkland (1981) taught 
us that social forces tend to alter the Information System by a process of 
augmentation (creating diversity) and replacement (or substitutionality). 

The research had so far addressed issues concerning digital obsolescence 
and the need of specialised competence. How could Information 
Growth be dealt with? The Intelligent Agent metaphor became 
prominent, introducing intelligence to preservation processes. This 
allows for the automation of processes, which involve dealing with large 
amounts of data. The agent-based approach is suitable for dynamic, 
uncertain and complex environments, which is typical for preservation. 
Although preservation tends to be centralised, the control and expertise 
lie within humans. Automating this expertise would diminish human 
errors and release human resources.  

The agent technology features of sensors and effectors, security, 
robustness, reliability and usability were discarded as characteristics 
because these are very much related to software or platform features. 
Planning and scheduling were discarded because these two activities 
seemed to be affected by events outside the preservation environment, 
such as new regulations or the appearance of new technology. 

Two other questions I found relevant were how the archival and 
librarian professions are changing and how the preserved material is 
used. The archivists/librarians are metadata experts and have often 
become experts by “digging” within the archives. They know how to use 
the preserved material. Based on this reasoning, autonomy, rationality, 
predictability, and memory were discarded. Learning was however, a good 
candidate for a characteristic of preservation systems since it resembled 
the use of information and reflected the work of the archivist. To some 
extent, learning also addresses memory and reasoning because learning 
requires something to be remembered and reasoning leads to the 
drawing of conclusions, i.e. what is learned.  
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Empirical Study on Characteristics (VI) 
At that stage, I had identified a number of potential characteristics in the 
literature; the OAIS high-level functions, documentation, linkability, 
diversification, substitutionality and learning. What could then be 
detected in digital preservation practice?  

The exploration of a more long-term thinking about Information 
Systems for preservation continued with a case study within an 
organisation that had built a platform for digital preservation. The 
Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences (MiUAS) had built such a 
platform. The study was two-fold. It contained an evaluation of the 
MiUAS as a trusted repository and collection of data concerning 
characteristics of preservation systems. 

Systems Evaluation 
The evaluation was performed making an adaptation of three guidelines 
for auditing Digital Repositories, namely the TRAC (OCLC & LRC, 
2007), nestor (Dobratz et al., 2007) and DRAMBORA (DCC & DPE, 
2007) guidelines. Data were collected by asking the personnel to fill out 
forms. The “questionnaire” (the fill-in forms) consisted of parts of the 
templates provided by the DRAMBORA community. The analysis form 
was a slightly re-formatted form from the templates provided by TRAC 
guidelines.  

The conclusions drawn after the evaluation were that the evaluation 
showed important considerations about the MiUAS as a trusted 
repository. The MiUAS needs to adopt a more stringent policy about the 
handling of documents necessary for the organisation. This concerns a 
more centralised and controlled access (and availability) to documents 
even concerning naming and language used. New projects are needed in 
order to generate greater financial sustainability. There is a risk that this 
money hunting might compromise the reliability of MiUAS as a trusted 
repository. There is a high level of competence and commitment at the 
MiUAS towards its role as a Trusted Repository. The commitment concerns 
the stakeholders and archival holdings and the competence concerns 
handling technologies. The overall judgment of this part was that the 
repository showed a strong awareness of the field of long-term digital 
preservation and that the repository is heading for even deeper 
commitment. The organisation, in this respect, is acting in accordance 
with open cultural and transparent accountability.  

Evaluating repositories demands continuity, since the problems 
elaborated at the beginning of this thesis demand that the evaluation 
instrument has to be re-adapted to new requirements for every new 
evaluation. The results of the evaluation (presented in Quisbert, 2008) 
and the results of the inquiry follow in the next part of this section. 
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The evaluation showed that documentation is crucial and considered 
important by the people at a trusted repository. The documentation is 
meant to show clear insight into the activities of the trusted repository, 
as well as policies and regulations to follow. The access to documents, 
referencing one another, has to be easy and transparent, rendering 
understandability over the holdings, the technical infrastructure and the 
process carried out. Documenting does however not seem to be a 
automatic cognitive process for technicians, especially IT personnel. The 
MiUAS evaluation showed that even though there are no documented 
plans for handling all preservation or security aspects, the aspects that 
are considered highly important are followed strictly by the personnel at 
the division. This implies that i) some activities are purely automatic as 
they are part of the culture of the organisation and its role as Trusted 
Repository making it a reliable organisation and ii) related activities are 
part of the profession and practised naturally. However, complete 
documentation was both asked for by the organisation and required by 
the guidelines. Documentation and how the documents refer to one 
another were considered crucial within the preservation environment.  

Interview Study  
The respondents were also interviewed about preservation systems. Six 
people were interviewed. The interviews lasted about 30 to 45 minutes. 
The survey concerned peculiarities about Digital Repositories; 
differences in the development of Digital Repositories, which 
considerations were taken into account before initiating developments, 
whether the OAIS Reference Model was studied in depth, what the 
fundaments of Digital Repositories were considered to be, and what 
form the characteristics of future Digital Repositories will take. 

The respondents thought that the idea of a Digital Archive can be 
perceived as applying new technology to the old business of archiving in 
which the content is the original in digital form. The contents would be 
preserved and used in the future with the help of the existing 
descriptions of the content.

The respondents also expressed difficulty in defining what the 
differences between Digital Archives or Digital Repositories and other 
IT systems are. However, most of the other kinds of systems handle 
information that is needed in everyday activities, while Digital Archives 
preserve information that one perhaps would need in the future. 
Moreover, they also expressed difficulties in finding the borders between 
these two kinds of information assets. However, they saw a difference 
between traditional archival systems (paper-based) and Digital Archives, 
meaning that the Digital Archives are less hierarchical systems and the 
information is easier to use. 
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The differences in development were expressed as a difference in 
thinking when applying a development method to different kinds of 
applications. One of respondents exemplified this by explaining that the 
same solution can be applied to different problems if the way of thinking 
is also changed; “To solve problems correctly you have to immerse 
yourself in that way of thinking, and then you apply the thinking in 
strategies and the way in which you analyse what you are going to do.” 

They also expressed that developing Digital Archives is not different 
from developing other kinds of systems; however, the purpose is 
different. One important issue is to design in such as way that the data 
can be migrated to a new system. Nowadays, the systems are designed23

to preserve data for just a short period. It is difficult to see into the 
future and thus difficult to say whether the systems will serve their 
purpose then. Trying to see a future need is difficult, as is foreseeing the 
difference in design.. 

The first consideration to take into account when developing 
preservation systems is what kind of material is going to be in the system 
and how the organisation will use the material. Apart from that, it was 
considered similar to any other development project. Other 
considerations concerned strict regulation of access and distribution, 
which can differ between users. 

Concerning the OAIS Reference Model, the respondents stated that 
naturally the model was “checked” against development specifications 
and used to conceive the nomenclature within everyday activities. They 
also expressed that there were difficulties checking among standards 
since there are so many of them, national as well international, and some 
of them do not fit together.  

Concerning the characteristics of Digital Archives one immediate answer 
was stipulating a preservation plan and also approaching design and 
implementation from two starting points. The first concerned creating 
evidence; expressed as defining not only context of authenticity and 
accountability, but also the circle of the content and the structures. The 
second concerned design for the unknown; preservation is made for 
several generations ahead and it is not possible to know how IT will 
operate or function in the future. Many things have to be taken into 
account, such as knowledge about the digital object to be preserved. 
Other answers referred to how the material arrives at the archives, and 
its storage and distribution. Other issues that were expressed as 
fundamental were structural abstraction and preserving the preservation 
information. I interpreted these two issues as making an analysis of the 

23 Including Digital Archives, Digital Repositories, etc. 
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material in terms of the Information Package model of the OAIS 
Reference Model. 

Finally, futuristic issues were addressed. In this topic, the interviewees 
believed that on a high level, Digital Archives or archiving would not 
change radically. Evidence, provenance and context would be the most 
important aspects (in archiving as in Digital Archives) and needed to be 
collected. A thought about a more global way of distributing and 
accessing digital material was raised concerning new means of storage, 
ingesting and searching. The basic archiving will however remain. The 
data itself may be centrally stored, but the means of access will vary, 
perhaps via cell phones, or other kinds of digital devices for accessing 
data and perhaps data replication will be necessary. Thus, a trend of 
diversification of the data will appear. The fundaments for design perhaps 
will be very different and based on more flexible object models. One 
idea was expressed as abstraction of the structure and abstraction of the 
information (contents and descriptions).  

I observed several things during the study. The borders between what is 
operational and archived information are not visible; the Records 
Continuum Model also highlights this phenomenon. Addressing 
preservation systems demands a change in thinking. The fundaments of 
preservation systems were expressed as creating evidence, designing for 
the unknown and that it is impossible to see how the system will serve its 
purpose in the future. In some way designing and developing systems for 
preservation is designing for the uncertain and unknown. Knowledge 
about the content to be preserved is required as well as knowledge about 
abstraction of the structures to be preserved. 

First Results on Characteristics (VII) 
Documentation is crucial and very important for the understanding of 
the preserved material and to be able to track the history of the material. 
Documentation encompasses the capture dimension of the continuum 
models. 

Linking is also important to avoid isolated “information islands”. 
Keeping information pieces together enhances the understandability and 
the usability of the preserved material. Linkability encompasses the 
organisational dimension of the Continuum Models. 

The high-level functions of and the OAIS Reference Model as a whole 
seem to be perceived as a background providing a conceptual framework 
for preservation activities. 

Preservation systems should offer not only a global way of distributing 
and accessing information but also a diversity of digital information 
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devices. This issue encompasses the pluralisation dimension of the 
Continuum models.  

Further Development of Characteristics (VIII) 
The concept of Long-term Digital Preservation Information Systems 
(LDP-IS) was presented in Quisbert & Hägerfors (2008). LDP-IS are to 
be signified by the characteristics of long-term preservation systems. The 
characteristics are meant to be an aid in the development of new LDP-IS 
and the evaluation of existing LDP-IS.  

LDP-IS is a broader concept than Archival Information Systems, 
Recordkeeping Systems or Digital Repositories. Preservation is not just 
an archival issue (i.e. connected to archival institutions), but a more 
general issue concerning the preservation and access of preserved 
digitally recorded material, whatever the context of creation was. This is 
also reflected in the framework in which the Information Continuum 
Model conceptually embraces all kinds of digitally recorded information 
pieces, not only those created as evidential records. The model argues for 
the reconstruction of social systems in the future. This reconstruction 
would be possible through the documentation of the material to be 
preserved, the process of preservation, and connecting (linking) pieces of 
information. The reconstructive property of these kinds of systems is 
generic for all kinds of information systems used for digital preservation 
purposes.

LDP-IS is theoretically based on a soft pluralistic perspective of 
Information Systems, a foundation of digital information preservation, 
the OAIS Reference Model and the Information and Records 
Continuum Models. The Information Continuum Model provides a 
perspective in which the information to be preserved is in the centre, a 
view where information is considered to evolve. That is, information 
lives longer than people, organisations and tools. Implicit in the 
Information Life Cycle Model (Runardotter et al., 2005) is the fact that 
people, organisations and tools are replaced over time. The systems thus 
need to be adapted to the information, not the other way around. This 
means that the proactive setting up of informational forward-
compatibility is necessary.  

It was first presumed that LDP-IS had a legacy in the OAIS Reference 
Model. The MiUAS study, as well as the initial Archive Information 
System study, however indicated that the OAIS Reference Model was 
more of a background framework, a curator-curator/curator-
developer/developer-developer communicative nomenclature. Five 
characteristics of LDP-IS had now been implicated – documentation, 
linkability, learning, diversification and substitutionality – as 
characteristics of preservation systems that can attain the goals of Digital 
Preservation. Further empirical testing of the validity of these 
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characteristics was needed. Acquiring expert opinions on this subject 
seemed to be the most suitable way of achieving this.  

Further Studies on Characteristics (IX) 
The relevance of the characteristics was searched for in two studies 
covering two groups of experts; curator professionals and systems 
developers. About 20 curator professionals with in-depth knowledge 
about digital preservation were asked to participate in the first study. 
Eight people working at different curator institutions responded and 
were interviewed; five of them in Sweden, two in Estonia, and one in the 
Netherlands. All of the interviewees had been working with digital 
preservation for many years, and had participated in different 
preservation projects in Europe. The second study was carried out as a 
group interview at the Centre for Long-term Digital Preservation. The 
group consisted of six system developers, all of whom had been working 
with information systems for digital preservation for several years. The 
second study was made taking into account what had been learned in the 
first study.  

Some fundaments of preservation systems could be derived from the 
studies. Who the client is and how the digital objects are used were 
considered important for decisions on what and for whom we preserve. 
This may vary from one context to another. Several answers concerned 
the value of the preserved information and its use; use was considered 
very important. Preservation goals should be derived from the use of the 
material. Principles for preservation and its systems should in turn be 
derived from the goals. Furthermore, system reconstructability, hierarchy 
and collaboration should be issues. Another issue raised was about how 
to deal with and control the digital object; how to dynamically package, 
address and expand the digital object. How the input to system is made 
should be a major factor affecting preservation systems. The use of 
standards, such as those for Records Management or those deployed by 
the International Council on Archives, should also be paid close 
attention in order to guarantee traceability and authenticity. The answers 
thus addressed on the one hand goals of preservation (what and for 
whom) and on the other hand properties of the technical infrastructure 
of the preservation environment.

The curator professionals considered that a high degree of automation of 
activities currently done by hand is one of the top desires of the 
preservation community and that all characteristics are pushing in that 
direction. Automation was seen as very desirable at all levels of 
preservation, especially in the workflow of digital preservation. They also 
expressed that every context demands a set of rules or a policy to follow. 
Setting up policies or “ruling preservation activities” was perceived as 
connected to: A) the requirements of the material to be preserved, B) the 
policies that might exist within the organisation, and C) the available 
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techniques. The policy should also be influenced by the amount of 
material which might steer physical conditions of the records (i.e. a 
storage issue), and by appraisal guidelines; whether everything is valuable 
enough to preserve. The systems developers expressed that the concept 
of preservation planning, presented in the OAIS Reference Model, is one of 
the key activities of Digital Preservation. 

Documentation 
The characteristic of documentation was conceived in two particular 
ways. It was conceived as metadata capture, meaning that the material to 
be preserved needs to be strictly documented, which also implies 
metadata aggregation. In this respect documentation will be one of the 
providers of authenticity. Second, it was perceived as the monitoring 
(and documentation) of activities related to the management of 
preservation material and preservation activities. This was also seen as a 
confirmation that the acts of preservation have been carried out 
correctly. The model for documentation for the system that exists today 
is in the form of logs. This form of documentation is becoming useless 
because logs can be very long and there is no usability built into the 
reporting mechanisms. Good reporting functions (understandability and 
usefulness) are required. Documentation requirements change in more 
“living” archives; stricter in some areas or less strict in others. 
Documentation must rely on the basis of use. Many times, this 
characteristic also led the respondents to think of control. 

The system developers argued that documentation is a concern of policy 
that should steer which processes and attributes should be captured, 
based on a homogenous structure. As an example, one of the 
respondents noted that PREMIS offers not extensive but enough entries 
in its schema to capture relevant information about the object to be 
preserved, and technical metadata and operations performed on the 
object. The difficulties in this approach were perceived to be whether the 
implementation should be carried out for each object or all the material 
stored. If a specific PREMIS schema is created for each object to be 
preserved, then one might need to create perhaps millions of such 
schemas. On the other hand, if one or perhaps a few schemas were 
created for all the material stored, then each of the schemas might 
contain millions of entries making the files huge and almost impossible 
to survey. The search for an optimal level of documentation seems to be 
extremely difficult and thus necessary; there is an imminent risk of 
drowning in information (i.e. documentation).  

The documentation issue concerns short, medium and long-term 
preservation activities. Documentation should guarantee several aspects: 
A) The capture of metadata, essential for the long-term preservation of 
the material; B) Capture of technical metadata to ensure the transfer of 
the material to newer generations of technology (medium term); And C) 
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The monitoring of activities of management (short-term). The view of 
the respondents about documentation strongly confirms the importance 
of this concept as a characteristic for LDP-IS; it aims to unify the 
scattered capture of metadata. 

Linkability 
The concept of linkability is seen as very important by both curator 
professionals and systems developers, not only in preservation systems, 
but in general terms of preservation and records management. The 
curator professionals argued that data and information are fragmented 
and must be linked to each other so that they can show a whole context. 
One achievement is the association to different presentations types, 
enabling the reuse of the preserved material in new and different ways. 
Furthermore, data and information need to be linked to each other not 
only within the system but also outside the walls of the curator 
organisation or information keeper. In this way both desired redundancy 
and material integrity is achieved. This concerns also having references 
about copies of a particular digital object; when and where it was last 
updated. However, there have to be awareness mechanisms if there are 
offline copies. User-generated links (semantic linking, such as 
amazon.com offering the same items that others have bought when you 
buy something) have to be separated from the intrinsic links or 
relationships of digital objects. Linkability also creates resource maps, 
which enable navigation between converted items of information (i.e. 
tracking conversions). This is seen also as an important mediator for the 
construction and reconstruction of information.  

System developers discussed this topic in relation to web archiving. The 
thought conveyed expressed difficulties in “harvesting” all relevant cross 
references and the problems that might be bound to the concept of 
Persistent Identifiers and “intrinsic cross references”. On the other hand, 
Fedora, given as an example of a repository, can be used to keep 
together the material to be preserved at a physical level, while PREMIS 
offers the possibility of keeping the material at the metadata level. A 
combination of the two should offer a comprehensive way of ensuring 
linkability. Linking pieces of information together will make it possible to 
show a whole context regardless of where the linked pieces are. This is 
one of the most important mediators for the construction and 
reconstruction of coherent information. The view of the respondents 
confirms strongly the importance of this concept as a characteristic for 
LDP-IS. This issue is very important; however it should be addressed on 
two levels: the physical and metadata levels. 

Diversification 
The curator professionals’ comments were varied on this issue. One 
comment concerned following trends. Another focussed on the fact that 
it is the motive behind the preservation that might lead to adoption of 
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access to new media; but without “touching” the preserved material. The 
reason for this was that the respondent looked for few and simple 
formats. Furthermore, this idea might be a question of access as a service 
for the user. However, this service might not render the whole picture of 
the retrieved contents. This means that there are risks that not all 
information can be sent or rendered in the platform of the user. It is to 
be noted, though, that none of the respondents touched on the theme of 
searching the “right” information across several archives. One of the few 
comments on this was that there has to be a kind of metadata broker in 
between the archives involved. There has to be an agreement between 
two or more curators. An agreement might require a lot of effort to 
achieve consensus or choice of standards, but this might be a separate 
service. 

Diversification was seen by systems developers as an issue of access, and 
this was perceived as fundamental in relation to the preserved material. 
However, this is an issue that changes over time, connected to the 
current technology and existing environments. This idea leads to the 
thought of having two parallel systems; one dedicated to storing the 
material and the other dedicated to the distribution of the preserved 
material. The discussion continued to reveal problems in web archiving, 
e.g. concerning how to make a harvested web site accessible. One 
argument concerned the fact that the harvested web site and its contents 
might be still online. However, this should follow trends, monitoring 
technology changes, making the preserved material accessible for the 
existent diversity of information platforms, and promoting the use of 
preserved information. Diversification was seen as a highly desirable 
element in LDP-IS. 

Learning 
This feature turned the curator professionals’ attention to the access side 
of preservation (i.e. the access function of the OAIS Reference Model). 
This idea was associated with Artificial Intelligence and Agent 
Technology. Other technologies that came up were Data Warehousing 
and Data Mining. A comment was also raised concerning the adjustment 
of the system in relation to the material that is preserved. Some 
comments also concerned internal actions within the system; the 
preservation system might learn and automate preservation activities, e.g. 
how to approach seamless maintenance of preservation systems or 
migration to newer generations of technology. Another comment was 
related to reducing threats proactively. The introduction of 
anthropomorphic mechanisms was seen as novel and most of the 
respondents thought it was called for, although not all shared this 
opinion. All considered this particular feature to be a separate service. 

Systems developers conceived the concept of learning as desirable within 
management and maintenance of LDP-IS and access to the preserved 
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material. According to the interviewees, the topic of learning resembles 
the approach of the PROTAGE project that utilises agent technology in 
preservation issues, especially in the ingestion phase. However, for the 
respondents this issue was related to automation of certain activities in 
the workflow of preservation also optimisation of the system itself. A 
second thought was that automated mechanisms in the system should 
perform re-structuring of the stored material. This was seen as a highly 
desirable anthropomorphic feature in LDP-IS. 

Substitutionality 
The answers of the curator professionals concerning substitutionality 
covered two tracks. One was clearer than the other and was expressed 
affirmatively; a set of interacting modules or applications was to be 
desired over an integrated system. Services (i.e. web services) and Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) should be the architectural fundaments of 
preservation systems. This idea provides the possibility to implement or 
construct the system in relation to the size of the organisation. The 
second track was more unclear. It focussed on the efforts that are 
demanded in management and maintenance and the amount of money at 
one’s disposal to develop the system. However, it was also conveyed that 
from the computer science angle, any smaller system is more desirable, 
because is easier to oversee, maintain, debug and replace. The argument 
continued with the assertion that recently funded projects are addressing 
smaller and cleverer solutions. 

Substitutionality was expressed by the systems developers in this way: 
“better small and easy to overview applications than being stuck with a 
single and hard-to-change system”. The structure of the system should 
not be big and monolithic but be based on a plug-and-play approach; of 
course it is a question of having resources for the maintenance and 
continuous development of such systems. Specialisation of services (or 
specialised applications) acting on the preserved material produces a kind 
of federated system, emphasising that Substitutionality is a characteristic 
of LDP-IS. 

General Remarks 
Exploring characteristics of LDP-IS has shown that there is no one 
established view of general characteristics of Preservation Systems. The 
respondents’ answers show that different projects establishing their own 
goals, context, fundaments and even their own “preservation theory” can 
lead to disagreements on why, what and how to achieve successful 
preservation. This suggests the need for one or a very general and 
coherent perception of Digital Preservation and is what characterises 
Long-term Digital Preservation Information Systems.  

The interviewees expressed that the characteristics were valuable as parts 
of preservation systems, but not all of these were entirely novel. Even if 
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some of the characteristics already exist to some extent, a clearer 
direction achieving mechanisms that are more coherent was perceived as 
a good thing. Even if some of the proposed characteristics are not really 
“novel”, embracing them as a whole, and enhancing them into 
requirement specifications, would contribute to successful preservation. 

The aim of this research was to explore the relevance of the proposed 
characteristics of LDP-IS. The studies not only provided “confirmation” 
of the importance of several of the proposed characteristics but also 
disclosed a further characteristic - ruling. The respondents reaction to 
the characteristics made me realise that of the proposed characteristics 
some were decidedly important (a must within LDP-IS) and others were 
merely decidedly “desirable”. 

Some of the characteristics are rather abstract or meta principles, which 
should be striven for. The studies pointed out automation, ruling and 
preservation planning as meta principles. The proposed characteristics 
provide a high potential for automation of activities currently carried out 
by hand. Implementing the characteristics in a preservation system 
invites opportunities for automation of these activities. The presence of 
preservation policies (automated or not) were required. These policies 
should act as ruling or steering principles in preservation. Whether these 
policies should or could be implemented within preservation systems 
was unclear. 

General characteristics, on a more concrete level, are documentation, 
linkability, diversification and substitutionality. One of the proposed 
characteristics was considered merely a desirable feature; learning. The 
presumption that the high-level functions of the OAIS Reference Model 
were characteristic of preservation systems was not confirmed. The 
OAIS Reference Model and its high-level functions were stated as 
characteristics for preservation systems just once in the studies. The 
model was perceived more as a nomenclature to be communicated 
between curators. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Results, Conclusions, Discussion & Further 
Research 
To explain the conclusions made in this thesis, it is necessary to recall the 
overall research question and its subordinate questions. The overall 
research question stated was: 

What might constitute a framework for realising systems for 
long-term digital preservation? 

The subordinate questions were:  
- What are feasible components of such a framework? 
- What might characterise systems based on such a framework? 

My research journey brought about the framework that answers the first 
subordinate research question. The second subordinate question resulted 
in the concept of Long-term Digital Preservation Information Systems 
and a number of characteristics for development of LDP-IS. These three 
ingredients are closely integrated within each other and constitute my 
research contribution.

How the framework and the concept of LDP-IS relate to one another is 
shown in Figure 12. The characteristics are meant to be a basis for 
concrete system requirements that can be implemented to support 
preservation activities. They are meant to be introduced in the early 
design phases of the development of preservation systems.  

The framework has been constructed from empirical (first systems 
evaluation) and theoretical reasoning and empirically tested. The 
framework is derived from IS theory and Contemporary Archival theory. 
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Figure 12 – The Framework, the concept of LDP-IS and its characteristics 

The framework is intended to contribute to solving the problems 
concerning long-term preservation (the problems of time and technology 
obsolescence) by utilising parts of several bodies of theories. The 
framework has grown bottom-up, based on my search for how long-
term preservation systems can be designed. It is based on the 
Information Systems theory in that a preservation system is perceived as 
an instance of Information Systems and as such is characterised by its 
special features. In this instance, these features need to satisfy the 
demand for long-term preservation of and access to digital information. 
Information Systems theory and practice have contributed to MDA, 
which was born in Software Engineering. The OAIS model contributes 
to a method of communicating digital preservation. Contemporary 
Archival Theory has provided the Records Continuum Model, which can 
be seen as a new provenience principle. The Information Continuum 
Model has its roots in contemporary Archival Theory, but can be seen as 
an emergent information theory. The framework constitutes a set of 
ontological assertions about LDP-IS since it provides one way of 
extracting the components needed for the support of long-term digital 
preservation.

The framework is made up of several levels, or a hierarchical “ladder” of 
substitutionality, in which the lower levels are more prone to substitution 
than the higher levels. Questions of why, what and how to preserve can 
be addressed with the aid of the framework. The question of why finds 
answers at the highest level; the foundation. The question of “what” can 
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be addressed at the higher levels and the question of “how” finds more 
short-term and technological-dependent answers at the lower levels.   

The concept of Long-term Digital Preservation Information Systems, 
LDP-IS, is a general overview of information systems used for the 
preservation of digitally recorded information in the long term. Due to 
its Information Continuum foundation, which kernels the continuing 
value of information, LDP-IS ensures that social systems will be 
reproduced as memory tracks of human activities in the future. The 
perspective of information is derived from Information Systems theory, 
and (?) the Information and Records Continuum Models.  

LDP-IS is a conceptualisation of its characteristics, some of which are 
identified in this thesis. The characteristics support fulfilling preservation 
goals; trustworthiness, understandability and usability. From the LDP-IS 
perspective, information is an allocative resource, something to be 
shared and to be used within our activities; this means that access to 
preserved information is necessary. Information as an allocative resource 
demands usability and understandability, achieved by the characteristics 
of LDP-IS. Information is also an authoritative resource, something to 
be relied upon not because of its content but because of the way in 
which it has been created and maintained. Information as an 
authoritative resource demands trustworthiness, achieved by the 
characteristics of LDP-IS. The characteristics, once implemented in an 
instance of preservation systems, will ensure that information is both 
allocative and authoritative by aiming at the goals of preservation.  

LDP-IS should be characterised by its meta principles, Automation – 
which strives for the automation of tedious and human-intensive 
preservation actions, Ruling – stipulating preservation policies, and 
Preservation Planning – deciding how to create forward-compatible 
information. LDP-IS and its characteristics strive for preservation that 
will maintain information in a trustworthy, understandable and usable 
fashion. The meta principles have been founded on empirical studies; 
automation in particular has corroboration in Information Systems 
theory – including AI, and all performed studies (implicitly and 
explicitly). It is obvious that these meta principles should be a part of the 
framework and the concept of LDP-IS as an answer to the calls for 
solutions proposed by the research agendas presented in chapter 1, the 
nature of Digital Preservation and the nature of the digital realm itself. 

The goals of trustworthiness, usability and understandability of 
preservation have to be achieved through the integration of preservation 
components within the system and working on the different levels of 
preservation such as the characteristics of LDP-IS.  
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Automation of activities performed by hand in order to diminish human 
labour and save costs is desirable at all levels of digital preservation, 
especially in the workflow. Information Systems are to a large extent 
built on this idea. The concept of learning is desirable within the 
management and maintenance of LDP-IS as well as within access to the 
preserved material. Contextual aspects of the use of information need to 
be “learned” to access the “right” information. This would also speed up 
access to information within large quantities of data. Learning offers 
possibilities for automation of activities in the workflow of preservation, 
such as ingestion and access as well as optimisation of the system itself 
while re-structuring of  records in accordance with different kinds of 
usage. Learning alleviates problems caused by the exponential 
augmentation of information. This issue addresses usability and 
understandability of digitally recorded information. 

The implementation of ruling principles or preservation policies 
according to the strategies the curator organisation wants to follow is 
connected with the requirements of the material to be preserved 
(including the amount and physical conditions), existing policies within 
the preservation organisation and available technologies.  

Preservation Planning presented in the OAIS Reference Model is conceived 
as one of the key activities of Digital Preservation. It stipulates activities 
that have to be carried out in order to achieve preservation goals. The 
activity needs to be addressed continuously in every preservation project. 
The plan cannot be static due to the ever-changing digital realm.  

Documentation. The capture of metadata has been tedious and time-
consuming, and it still is today Dedicated mechanisms for 
documentation, i.e. metadata capture and augmentation, are highly 
desirable. The documentation issue concerns short, medium and long-
term preservation activities. Documentation should include several 
issues: A) the capture of metadata, essential for the material to be 
preserved in the long term; B) the capture of technical metadata to 
ensure the transfer of the material to newer generations of technology 
(medium-term); and C) the monitoring of management activities (short-
term). Documentation is a concern of policy that should steer which 
processes and attributes are to be captured, based on a homogenous 
structure. The search for an optimal level of documentation seems to be 
extremely difficult; there is an imminent risk of drowning in information 
(i.e. documentation). This issue addresses trustworthiness, usability and 
understandability of digitally recorded information and encompasses the 
capture dimension of the Continuum Models. 

Linkability. Changes in society or the preservation environment need to 
be reflected in the information that is to be preserved. These changes 
need to be “propagated” automatically for all instances of pieces of 
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information that are concerned with these changes. The changes might 
be, for instance, organisational, conceptual or linguistic. This 
characteristic concerns the use of information addressing how pieces of 
information create new pieces of information (according to the 
Information and Records Continuum). Linking pieces of information 
together will construct a presentation of a whole context, regardless of 
where the linked pieces are - intrinsic, physical or at a metadata level. 
This is one of the most important mediators for the construction and 
reconstruction of coherent information. A combination of linkability at 
the physical and logical levels should offer a comprehensive body of 
coherent information. This issue addresses trustworthiness, usability and 
understandability of digitally recorded information and encompasses the 
organisation dimension of the Continuum Models. 

Diversification is two-sided. The first part of diversification is concerned 
with the search for “right” information across several “archives” or 
repositories. This information might be recorded in different formats, in 
different repositories (archives) and presented homogeneously to the 
searchers. The second part of diversification (pluralisation) is connected 
with different digital platforms of presentation (e.g. computers, PDAs, 
cell phones) and is an access, or informational, issue. Trend analysis or 
monitoring of technology changes assures that the preserved material 
will be accessible from the, at different points in time, existing diversity 
of information platforms, thus promoting the use of preserved 
information. Diversification is an ongoing issue that changes over time 
in correlation with current technology and existing environments. 
Diversification is an “answer” to the natural process of augmentation 
and replacement within a functioning system and encompasses the 
pluralisation dimension of the Continuum Models. This issue addresses 
usability and understandability of digitally recorded information.  

A federated system should be the metaphor for substitutionality, in which 
loosely coupled “modules” mirror preservation activities. This is, to 
some extent, an architectural characteristic of LDP-IS. The system might 
exist through communication, not in a traditional sense, but through the 
cooperating parts of the system “communicating” (using the information 
embedded in the material to be preserved) to build the system, 
sometimes, on the fly. The system is constantly changing shape and 
status and thus the borders of the systems are blurred. The modules can 
be specialised pieces of software or internal or third-part services 
operating on the preserved material in a plug-and-play approach. The 
loosely coupled services or modules offer a better overview and better 
possibilities for change than a big monolithic system. LDP-IS needs to 
be as technology-independent as possible and thus should be structured 
as a set of integrated and easily exchangeable tools. This will lead to the 
ongoing enhancement of system performance. Substitutionality is an 
“answer” to the natural process of augmentation and replacement within 
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a functioning system. Moreover, it is also directly provided by the nature 
of technical evolution, which makes older software and hardware 
obsolete. This issue addresses trustworthiness, understandability and 
usability. 

The empirical studies demonstrated that the high-level functions of the 
OAIS Reference Model, with the exception of Preservation Planning, are 
not considered characteristics of LDP-IS. 

Discussion
In Chapter 1, three problems in the digital environment were described: 
hardware and software obsolescence, the exponential growth of 
information and the need for specialised competence. The results of my 
research do not solve these problems, but suggest some alleviation while 
furthering the creation of new knowledge within the Digital Preservation 
domain. The need for specialised competence is the problem area where  
most can be accomplished. My contributions can support increased 
awareness that digital preservation problems have to be viewed and 
addressed holistically, responding to “why” (implicitly “for whom”), 
“what” and “how” from a coherent point of view. The framework can 
be considered as an attempt at theorising Digital Preservation from an 
Information Systems perspective. 

What might be difficult to achieve is a change in a way of thinking. The 
respondents at MiUAS expressed the need for (and implied difficulties 
in) changing the way of thinking when addressing different kinds of 
problems within different domains. The thinking presented in this thesis 
might be conceived as “abstract” by practically oriented people. The 
characteristics of LDP-IS can however be used to bridge the “gap” 
between abstract and concrete, in that they can be utilised as a basis for 
requirement specifications in development of LDP-IS.  

Another difficulty concerns how to achieve the goals of preservation. 
For instance, the stipulated goals, trustworthiness, understandability and 
usability are achieved by the implementation of the characteristics of 
LDP-IS. Understandability and usability are dependent on the 
accessibility of the preserved data. It can be accessed if there is a good 
description of the records (searchable documentation) that allows the 
gathering of relevant pieces of information (through linkability). 
However, presenting the gathered data in an understandable way can be 
done by using the most efficient service (substitutionality) to present the 
data to the users’ realm (diversification). The presentation can be based 
on similar earlier searches (learning). Trustworthiness is dependent on 
the fact that the preserved data can be held with integrity. This is 
possible if there is an adequate description of the processes the 
preserved data have undergone (history documentation), and if there is a 
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guarantee that all connected pieces of information (through linkability) 
are in place. 

The OAIS Reference Model is used mainly for communication about 
digital preservation. This might explain why most of the high-level 
functions of the model are not considered to be characteristics of 
Preservation Systems. Bearing in mind that the OAIS model is mostly 
used as nomenclature within Digital Preservation, it would be necessary 
to review which parts of the model can still be part of the framework. At 
the moment of writing, Preservation Planning is a candidate. Preservation
Planning is an internalised view within the preservation community. The 
OAIS model contributes to increased awareness of the necessity for 
having a plan for preservation, which includes setting up preservation 
activities, such as deciding the intervals of migrations, making technology 
reviews, etc. It also contributes to a conceptualisation of the material to 
be preserved according to its information package model. 

The OAIS perspective is compatible with the IS perspective. 
Preservation systems do not differ from other instances of IS in their 
essence; there are inputs, there is some kind of storage, data is managed; 
and there is a process of delivering or retrieving data. Changes in a 
system lead to changes in organisation and work practices, and 
conversely. There might be several motives for making changes or 
developing new information systems. Preservation systems need to 
evolve in the same way as other software. From time to time, these 
changes might be based upon new technology or new demands from 
designated communities or imperatives from authorities demanding 
information systems of this kind to be flexible and prone to change.  

The lower levels of the framework are prone to constant change and this 
implies that there is no (or will never exist any) real long-term “solution” 
to the problems that digital preservation faces. Perhaps the term 
“solution” should be removed from the Digital Preservation vocabulary; 
I find the term “digital preservation supportive” more appropriate. 
However, any substantiated proposal about models supporting digital 
preservation and methods to alleviate digital preservation activities 
should be welcome because any piece of knowledge in this field is 
essential. Within archiving the term “metadata aggregation” is commonly 
used. This term should be replaced with merely “documenting” the 
records, because in my view that is what is being done.  

Some characteristics of the ideal concept of LDP-IS are known within 
the field. They are however scattered and have not been compiled 
coherently under an Information Systems umbrella. Compiling them 
would provide improved possibilities for understanding these issues in a 
more coherent and comprehensible way. The characteristics, the concept 
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of LDP-IS and the framework would function as an aid for a holistic 
perception in the realm of digital preservation practice. 

Further Research 
The characteristics, mechanisms supporting preservation, will be 
implemented and tested on the long-term digital information 
preservation system test-bed currently being developed at the Long-term 
Digital Preservation Centre in Sweden. Thus, the characteristics are parts 
of the characterisation of the test-bed. The continued work on LDP-IS 
will focus on identifying further characteristics, properties, structures and 
functions that ought to be found in an LDP-IS, verifying both the 
characteristics already identified and new ones, refining the framework 
and carrying out more studies on it. The purpose is to gain more and 
enhanced guidelines for the development of LDP-IS and the evaluation 
of existing preservation systems such as Digital Archives and Trusted 
Repositories..
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CHAPTER 6 

Reflections on the Research and Learning 
Process
I have asked myself several questions during this research process. At the 
end of it, I would like to discuss the credibility of the thesis. The major 
part of this thesis has a theoretical foundation; how valid or credible are 
the results presented here - not only the results, but also the whole 
thesis? Other questions and issues concerned whether I have discussed 
the subject deeply enough and whether I could have done it differently. I 
experienced problems while studying the subject, writing papers and 
delimiting the research. Finally, I asked myself whether I had achieved 
my research goal. I wish to reflect upon these questions, in order to 
better understand the research process and to see how similar processes 
can be improved in my future research. 

Reliability
Below I answer the questions from chapter 3, postulated in relation to 
reliability and internal validity of the research by Miles & Huberman 
(1994). 

1. Are the research questions clear, and are features of the study design congruent with 
them? I consider the overall research question to be clear. The 
subordinated questions are derived directly from the overall question. 
Paper I was written early in my research studies, establishing some basic 
perspectives for the research; the roles of archivists are changing from 
being keepers to acting as information brokers; the performance or 
meanings of digital objects are essential; new models for the 
development of Archival Information Systems are needed and 
information is to be the object of preservation. Paper II stated an 
ontological position concerning Archival Information Systems, 
influencing the development of the framework. The search for a new 
model where information is the focus of preservation produced the 
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framework that was evaluated in paper III. The evaluation of the 
framework disclosed the need for a stable foundation and a set of 
characteristics of meaningful Long-term Digital Preservation Systems. 
This disclosure also led me to realise that information, as the focus of 
preservation, was a “missing part” of the framework. The main result of 
paper IV was an abstract definition of ‘digital information preservation 
object’ (DIPO), which was based on an informational foundation; the 
Information Continuum Model. The interpretation of this model became 
the contribution of the paper to my research; it was put at the top of the 
framework, which now seemed to be complete. The search for 
significant characteristics to implement the achievement of preservation 
goals then began. I had uncovered some probable characteristics in the 
literature and needed to test them empirically. The study presented in 
paper V showed that documentation is very important for trusted 
repositories. Paper VI contributed indirectly to my research, since it 
allowed me to find a peculiar characteristic to address a “forgotten” 
problem; the exponential growth of information. In paper VII the 
concept of LDP-IS based on an IS perspective was introduced and initial 
characteristics of LDP-IS were addressed. The description was rooted in 
papers I (having information as the object of preservation), paper IV 
(the Information Continuum Model as a foundation) and the result of 
papers V and VI. In paper VIII the results of paper VII were empirically 
tested. The research had a clear exploratory approach and the studies 
were designed based on the results of previous theoretical and empirical 
studies.  

2. Is the researcher’s role and status within the site explicitly described? My role has 
been clear in the studies; I have been the inquirer. However, I found 
leading the Future Workshop a bit difficult. In the second group 
interview, these difficulties had diminished. In all the studies I tried to 
avoid asking leading questions during the interviews and this was 
sometimes quite difficult.

3. Do findings show meaningful parallelism across data sources (informants, contexts, 
times)? I have carried out literature studies, systems evaluations, future 
workshops and qualitative inquiries within different contexts and at 
different points in time. Data has been collected using document 
reading, check list controls, group interaction, observations and 
interviews. The systems evaluations show strong similarities over two 
different contexts and points in time. The studies carried out at MiUAS 
and the LDP Centre, as well as the opinions of the curator professionals 
and systems developers,  confirm a number of the proposed 
characteristics of LDP-IS as highly important within preservation 
activities. All pointed to the OAIS Reference Model as a “background” 
model, something that is used to talk about preservation. 
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4. Are basic paradigms and analytical constructs clearly specified? (Reliability 
depends, in part, on its connectedness to theory.) My theoretical choices and the 
results of my research show that I see the researched field through 
Information Systems spectacles. As described earlier, Digital 
Preservation was first noticed and addressed by curator organisations 
(i.e. archives) with an archival perspective. My approach has its 
fundament in Information Systems theory and my approach to the 
Digital Preservation field is based on an IS perspective. Archival theory 
is treated as help theory. The theoretical connection of the constructs; 
the framework, the concept of LDP-IS and its characteristics, are well 
specified. 

5. Were data collected across the full range of appropriate settings, times, respondents
and so on suggested by the research questions? The research was carried out in 
long-term digital preservation contexts, all data collection was performed 
within this context and all the respondents were strongly connected to 
Digital Preservation. Perhaps LDP-IS, first presented in Paper VII, could 
have been addressed earlier in the research. However, I worked along a 
logical time line during my research and in later studies have confirmed 
observations made during the early stages.

6. If multiple field workers are involved, do they have comparable data collection 
protocols? I was the only one collecting data.

7. Were coding checks made, and did they show adequate agreement? All the 
studies required some kind of guide. For the first systems evaluation a 
table was used. The systems evaluation at MiUAS demanded special 
coding, which was based on the DRAMBORA and TRAC guidelines. 
For the final studies the same interview guide was used with very small 
adjustments. The studies showed a high level of agreement in their 
outcomes.

8. Were data quality checks made (e.g. for bias, deceit, informant knowledgeability)?  
All informants were experts within the field, and this was the reason for 
choosing them as informants. Moreover, all informants were 
“stakeholders” and eager to get valuable results from the studies in order 
to enhance their own digital preservation work. This was considered to 
maximise the chance of obtaining truthful and thorough answers. 

9. Do multiple observers’ accounts converge in instances, settings, or times when they 
might be expected to? I was the only one collecting data.

10. Were any forms of peer review or colleague review in place? Both the papers 
and the cover paper have been reviewed. The papers were submitted to 
peer-reviewed and refereed conferences, and most of the papers received 
a positive response. Review of the cover paper was carried out regularly 
by my supervisor and other peer reviewers.
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Internal Validity 
Now, to the question of internal validity. Do the findings of the study 
make sense? Can the results be believed? Questions to be answered are 
compiled from Miles & Huberman (1994). 

1. How content-rich and meaningful (substantial) are the descriptions? I have tried 
to elaborate the descriptions of the studies and the collected data 
sufficiently for them to be meaningful.  

2. Does the account “ring true,” make sense, seem convincing or plausible or demand 
a “vicarious presence” on the part of the reader? The initial framework was 
accepted, but according to the respondents, something was missing and 
a model with as little substitutionality as possible was added. The 
investigations on characteristics confirmed that the characteristics were 
perceived to be important when working actively in preservation 
activities.

3. Is the account rendered a comprehensive one, respecting the configuration and 
temporal arrangement of elements in the local context? The contexts in which the 
empirical studies were carried out differed; however the kernel was the 
same, Digital Preservation. The same kind of data was rendered from all 
the studies. 

4. Did triangulation among complementary methods and data produce generally 
converging conclusions? If not, is there any coherent explanation for this? Formal 
triangulation has not been carried out. The methods used however 
complemented each other and rendered a comprehensive picture across 
the studies carried out.  

5. Are the data presented well linked to the categories of prior or emerging theory? Do 
the measures reflect the constructs in play? The framework and the concept of 
LDP-IS were derived from theory. The characteristics were founded in 
theory and confirmed in empirical studies.  

6. Are the findings internally coherent? Are the concepts systematically related? The 
findings are built from the selected theory and confirmed in empirical 
studies. The framework, the concept of LDP-IS and its characteristics 
form a whole that aims to guide the development of LDP-IS and the 
evaluation of existing preservation systems.  

7. Were rules used for confirmation of propositions, hypotheses, and so on made 
explicit? No propositions or hypotheses were sought for. 
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8. Are areas of uncertainty identified? Not directly. Nonetheless, every study 
showed the necessity for further research.  

9. Was negative evidence sought for? Found? What happened then? No. However, 
negative evidence was found in relation to some assumptions in paper 
VIII related to the higher levels of the OAIS Reference Model. The 
OAIS Reference Model was considered to be more of a communication 
instrument in Digital Preservation rather than providing characteristics 
of LDP-IS. The high-level functions of the model were abandoned as 
characteristics of LDP-IS, with the exception of preservation planning.

10. Have rival explanations been actively considered? What happened to them?
There were no rival explanations because the research approach was 
exploratory. However, there were some surprises (the attitude towards 
the OAIS Reference Model). 

11. Have findings been replicated in parts of the database other than the ones they 
arose from? Yes, different studies showed the “same” results. 

12. Were the conclusions considered accurate by the original informants? Partially. 
One study has not been checked with the informants; the final curator 
professionals’ study of characteristics. 

13. Were any predictions made in the study, and how accurate were they? The 
research approach was exploratory. No predictions were made but some 
results were expected and also achieved.  

Reflections about the Research Process 
During the literature review process, I experienced one of the dangers of 
what has been referred to as “data poisoning”, which is a form of 
overload when trying to absorb and synthesise too much too soon. 
Several aspects of the field, described in the literature, took a very long 
time to absorb, comprehend, and understand in relation to other parts of 
my research. 

Have I Discussed the Subject Deeply Enough? 
A single search on Google of the terms “records continuum” and 
“OAIS Reference Model” produces about 17,800 and 31,000 hits 
respectively. The term “digital archives” produces approximately 
1,800,000 hits. Therefore my spontaneous answer is that I have not 
covered all the literature on the topic. There is a difficult trade-off 
between reading and understanding and producing papers and/or a 
thesis. Delimitation is necessary. Another aspect is gathering enough 
arguments to enable discussion on the subject. I see this as a maturing 
process with respect to the fact that studying more theory, thinking more 
deeply on the subject, collecting more data, etc. should naturally develop 
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deeper knowledge of the subject and automatically generate more and 
better arguments. Yet another problem about going deeply into a subject 
is connected to the vast access to information in today’s “Google 
society”. In the “old days” researchers sometimes had problems having 
to wait for information (research articles) to arrive in their home 
libraries. Today’s Internet infrastructure provides possibilities to access 
research articles the very same day of their publication - an advantage 
when it comes to being up-to-date. But this also means that there is an 
imminent risk of drowning in data while searching among sometimes 
millions of both relevant and less relevant hits. Consequently, I had to 
limit the number of articles to read. This has two implications. Some 
articles, notwithstanding the title, only slightly addressed some of the 
topics I was searching for. Delimiting the contributions to read might 
also have led to missing valuable contributions to this work; this is 
connected to the bounded rationality of time. The second implication is 
that in spite of the title or the contents of the “related work” some 
articles contributed very little to my research. The reason for this was 
that the articles did not address Information Systems in a broader 
context. 

Could I Have Done Differently? 
Of course! I have experienced many things during this research journey. 
I have learned a lot. Having this thesis in my hand and contemplating it, 
I realise that I have made many mistakes. For instance, at the beginning 
of the journey, I was not critical enough towards the Records 
Continuum Model, archival literature, or other theories that helped me 
to bring this thesis about. I think the simple reason is that I became 
fascinated by the new philosophical perspectives. In recent papers I have 
taken a more critical stance.  

This thesis represents the journey of my doctoral studies. I see the 
studies as a learning process. I am confident that the learning and the 
knowledge and experiences I have gained will ensure improvements in 
my further research.  

Writing Papers 
As always, there are advantages and disadvantages of doing things in a 
certain way. Writing a thesis based on papers has, in my experience, the 
following advantages and disadvantages: 

Often, the paper has to be adapted to the aims of the specific 
conference or journal of submission. Such adaptations might 
deviate from the aims of the thesis and then re-adaptation has to 
be carried out afterwards. I see this as a disadvantage. 
Writing papers provides the opportunity to test one’s ideas 
during ongoing research activities. If the paper is presented at a 
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conference, comparisons with the ideas and paths of other 
contributors can be made. This might lead to reconsideration of 
one’s own ideas or current path of research. I see this as an 
advantage. 

Have I Achieved my Research Goal? 
This matter concerns whether I have found answers to my research 
question and its subordinate sub-questions. I humbly answer yes to the 
question of whether I have achieved my research goal. The answer is 
demonstrated by the framework, the components of the framework and 
what characterises LDP-IS. 

Final Words 
The following section of this thesis, the papers, was written before the 
thesis itself. My journey as a researcher has sometimes been chaotic, 
created some crises and has helped me to realise how little I still know. 
As I declared in the section entitled “My view of Knowledge”, increasing 
my knowledge is a compulsion that I have; perhaps this makes me a 
poor researcher or maybe a good one. However, I want to continue 
along this path giving, from the depth of my knowledge and the best of 
my skills, substantial contributions to the Digital Preservation field. 
Finally, I have to return to what I consider to be one of the most 
important statements in this field. Digital Preservation is an ongoing 
activity; it never stops as it evolves in time and space. From this point of 
view, I have to say, “to be continued…” 
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CHAPTER 7 

Summary of the Papers 

Relation between the Papers
Paper 1 shows the first step in my research. In this paper, my co-authors 
and I state that is information we want to preserve, however the role of 
Information Systems has not yet been identified. In paper 2, I put 
forward my theoretical construction, the framework of AIS. One of the 
fundament of this continued work. Paper 3, shows that more 
substantiation is needed, however in this paper the spirit of the 10 
commandments of digital Preservation shows up. I realised that 
identifying them is important in relation to the context in which the 
framework is to be used. In the transition between paper 3 and 4, I 
“abandon” Archival Information Systems in favour of Long-term Digital 
Information Preservation Systems. In paper 4, I begin with the search of 
one of the elements of digital preservation; a steering philosophy is 
stated. In paper 5, I detect documentation, diversification and linkability 
as principles for LDP-IS but it is not presented in the paper. From Paper 
6, I get the idea of anthropomorphic behaviour in LDP-IS. In paper 7 - 
The Concept of Long-term Digital Information Preservation, LDP-IS 
and its principles for development are put forward. In paper 8 the 
direction for LDP-IS is asked amongst people with experience in Digital 
Preservation. I show the indication that principles for preservation (and 
thus for LDP-IS) are not established. 

Paper I – The Information Life Cycle – Issues in 
Long-term Digital Preservation 
This paper was published in the proceedings of the Information Systems Research Seminars in 
Scandinavia, IRIS 28, August 6-9, Kristiansand, Norway. Available at 
http://www.hia.no/iris28/Docs/IRIS2028-1044.pdf [2005-08-25]. The paper was revised and 
later published in Arkiv, samhälle och forskning 2006:1, pp 17-29. Svenska Arkivsamfundet, 
Stockholm, ISSN 0349-0505. Co-author. 
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Abstract
In this paper, a new view of the life cycle of information within the 
archival world is described. In line with the Continuum Model, we claim 
that information never dies. Instead, it evolves and reshapes 
continuously. The constituents for information are: the context in which 
information is born and flows, internal attributes which enrich and gives 
better understanding of information, and the tools used for managing 
distribution, dissemination, access and availability of information. 

Paper II – Foundations for Archival Information 
Systems Development 
This paper was publishes as the Post-proceeding of the 12th Annual CPTS Working Conference. The 
Centre for Philosophy, Technology and Social Systems. Maarssen, Netherlands, April 2006. pp 10-
26. ISBN 10: 90-807718-5-6 ISBN-13: 978-90-807718-5-7. Main author. 

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a foundation for the development of Archival 
Information Systems (AIS). The OAIS Reference Model standard, that is 
supposed to guide system developers, deals with the creation of archival 
software intended to manage records. The model alone does not 
however provide enough guidance for developers who try to carry out 
systems development in accordance with the standard. The Records 
Continuum Model deals with the creation and management of records 
from the records perspective, thus providing an epistemology and 
ontology for the development of AIS. In this paper, we propose that 
such a framework is necessary for the development of AIS that are well 
functioning in relation to the goals of such systems. In addition, a 
software engineering method alleviating the practical development work 
is needed. The foundation proposed thus consists of three parts; the 
Records Continuum Model, the OAIS Reference Model and a software 
engineering method. We propose that well functioning AIS can be 
developed only when these three parts are considered as a whole. 

Paper III – Evaluation of the Archival Information
Systems Thinking Framework 
This paper was published in the proceedings of the proceedings of Constructing and sharing memory: 
community informatics, identity and empowerment, October 9-11, 2006, Prato, Italy. Later it was 
published in the Proceedings of the Constructing and Sharing Memories - Community Informatics 
Conference. pp 223-235. Cambridge Scholar Publishing. ISBN 1-84718-277-1; ISBN 13: 
9781847182777. Main author. 

Abstract 
The use of IT in archival context has pointed out the need of preserving 
digital information and therefore there is a need of new approaches to 
archival software. The development of Archival Information Systems 
has to be non-ad hoc and based on a special way of thinking, a 
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framework. The paper Foundations for Archival Information Systems 
Development (Quisbert, Hägerfors, 2006) proposes this new framework. 
This paper presents the results of an evaluation of this framework. The 
evaluation shows that the framework might be useful but further 
evaluation is needed. The evaluation also shows the lack of fundamental 
principles for long-term preservation. 

Paper IV – Towards a Definition of Digital 
Information Preservation Object 
This paper was presented at the 2nd conference on Metadata and Semantics Research in Corfu, Greece, 
10-12 October 2007. The paper has been published in the book Metadata and Semantics. Spinger, 
2008, pp 11-22. Main author. 

Abstract
In this paper, we discuss long-term digital preservation from an 
information perspective, rather than the predominant approaches; the 
Archival and the Technocratic Approach. Our standpoint is that 
information is at the core of long-term digital preservation. This means 
that information is the object of preservation in the long term. 
Information lives longer than people, organisations and tools (software). 
The Information Continuum Model provides support for this 
standpoint. However, we find that there exists no concept to support 
practical action in preservation from the information perspective. 
Existing concepts as information object, digital object, preservation 
object, electronic record, information package and significant properties 
are context dependent and focus on the object to be preserved, rather 
than preservation of information. Consequently, they are not suitable for 
realizing the information perspective in long-term digital preservation. 
The concept of Digital Information Preservation Object is therefore 
introduced and a tentative definition of the concept is presented. 

Paper V – Evaluation of a Digital Repository 
This paper was presented at the Society of Imagining and Technology (IS&T) Archiving 2008 
Conference, 24-28 June, Bern, Switzerland, and published in the proceedings of the conference, IS&T 
Archiving 2008, pp 120-124. ISBN: 978-0-89208-277-3 

Abstract
This paper is the result of an evaluation of an organisation as a Trusted 
Repository. The evaluation was carried out in November 2007, using 
parts of the existing guidelines concerning the certification of Trusted 
Repositories. The contributions of are 1) findings on organisation 
concerning its commitment towards its stakeholders and archival 
holdings and 2) findings about repository evaluation. The findings show 
that a highly committed and competent organisation is reliable as a 
trusted repository and there is a need of continuity evaluating digital 
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repositories since an evaluation does not show the reliability of an 
organisation as a trusted repository in the long-term. 

Paper VI – Using Agents for Long-Term Digital 
Preservation - the PROTAGE Project 
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Distributed Computing and Artificial Intelligence, 
22th-24th October 2008 – Salamanca – Spain. Co-author 

Abstract
This is a summary of the PROTAGE project and a proposal for creation 
of agents useful for automation of the vast amount of human 
interactions and work otherwise needed in digital preservation. The 
potential of the technology is illustrated with an agent for appraisal of an 
individual's personal files. 

Paper VII – The Concept of Long-term Digital 
Information Preservation Information Systems 
This paper is submitted to the International Journal of Digital Curation. Main author.  

Abstract
In this position paper, we argue the concepts of preservation need 
rethinking when it comes to preservation of digital material. New, and 
sometimes radically new, concepts, models, methods and tools are 
required if long-term access to digital information is to be achieved in 
times dominated by rapid technological change and exponential growth 
of digital information. Long-term Digital Information Preservation 
System (LDP-IS) is such a new concept, building on ideas from Digital 
Preservation, Information Systems and archival thinking. Long-term 
Digital Information Preservation Systems is theoretically based in a 
steering philosophy of digital information preservation and a soft 
pluralistic perspective on Information Systems. The steering philosophy, 
the Information and Records Continuum Models of preservation, 
provide us with a perspective in which the information to be preserved is 
in the centre. The systems thus need to be adapted to the information, 
not the other way around. DIPS have its legacy on the fundaments of 
the OAIS Refrence Model. Moreover, we identify five characteristics – 
documentation, linkability, learning, diversification and changeability – 
that we consider principles of design and implementation to achieve the 
goals of Digital Preservation. Preservation The aim of the work on LDP-
IS is to identify and corroborate guidelines, consisting of principles, 
characteristics, properties, structures and functions, for development of 
new and evaluation of existing LDP-IS. 
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Paper VIII – The Search of the Characteristics of 
LDP-IS in Practice 
Submitted to the Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage. 

Abstract
In this paper, characteristics for Long-term Digital Preservation 
Information Systems (LDP-IS) are elaborated with support of an 
exploratory qualitative inquiry. LDP-IS is intended to address problems 
concerning the time aspect in long-term digital preservation. The idea of 
LDP-IS is built on Information Systems theory in combination with the 
Information and Record Continuum Models and has its legacy from 
contemporary archival theory. To characterize LDP-IS, initial 
characteristics drawn from the OAIS reference model were proposed: 
Ingest, Archival Storage, Data Management, Access, Administration and 
Preservation Planning. Further characteristics were identified in the 
literature and in two case studies: Documentation, Linkability, Learning, 
Diversification and Substitutionality. Two studies on the relevance of 
these characteristics are presented in this paper. The studies were carried 
out using interviews with experts; curator professionals and systems 
developers working with theoretical and practical approaches to Digital 
Preservation. The studies supported several of the proposed ones and 
discarded some. Three meta principles were indicated; automation, ruling 
and preservation planning. The studies also indicated that the proposed 
characteristics could be categorized into general characteristics 
(documentation, linkability, substitutionality and diversification) and 
desirable features (learning). In addition, the study provided preliminary 
definitions of the proposed characteristics. No support for the OAIS 
high level functions as characteristics was found. The results of the study 
show that there is a need for further studies from the desirability and 
feasibility perspectives. 
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Abstract. In this paper a new view of the life cycle
of information is described. Information never dies.
The constituentes for information are: the context
in which information is born and flows, internal
attributes which enrich and gives better understan-
ding of information, and the tools used for mana-
ging distribution, dissemination, access and availa-
bility of information.

Introduction
In this paper1 we discuss the concept of information
in relation to long-term digital preservation. This is
a most acute question for all sorts of ”preservation
institutions”, such as archives, libraries etc. The so-
ciety is today facing a problem that might stem
from a momentary loss of awareness. The problem
concerns the fact that if digital records produced to-
day shall be accessible in the future we must secure
this today. As Brand describes it:

Due to the relentless obsolescence of digital for-
mats and platforms, along with the ten-year life

mari runardotter, hugo quisbert, jörgen nilsson,
ann hägerfors & anita mirijamdotter

The Information Life Cycle
Issues in Long-term Digital Preservation

spans of digital storage media such as magnetic
tape and CD-ROMs, there has never been a time
of such drastic and irretrievable information loss
as right now. If that claim seems extravagant,
consider the number of literate people in the
world and how much work is ”knowledge” work,
which increasingly means computer work. The
world economy itself has become digital. This is
a civilizational issue. (Brand, 1999)

Just as Brand states, this issue is a concern for the
society as a whole, especially for organisations and
institutions set out, or assigned, to preserve digital
material. Amongst them are archives and libraries,
but also governmental and local authorities and
administrations. However, even enterprises that
develop information systems will need to be aware
of, and prepared to handle, this problem since pre-
servation measures need to be built in from the start
(Bearman 1994). This problem is today identified
and acknowledged. Several projects and institutions
around the world have taken on the challenge and
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are working on finding solutions to the problem2.
These projects are mostly concentrated on research
and developments activities or education.

The Swedish National Archives and Luleå Uni-
versity of Technology are running the Long-term
Digital Preservation (LDB3) research and develop-
ment project with the aim to develop methods and
models for long-term digital preservation. Key con-
cepts are openness and trustworthiness since the
electronic records should be physically and techni-
cally preserved in order to be possible to bring back
and made available over time and thereby used in
various citizen oriented solutions.

Beginning our research, within the LDB project,
naturally involved a literature review. Since our in-
tention is to complement each other, in order to
provide a broad view on the subject, the initial
literature review made it clear that we needed a
common view on what is to be preserved, data, in-
formation or knowledge. The reason for this is that
it will have consequences for our further research as
well as for what methods, models and techniques
that will be developed and used. This paper, which
is a result of the literature review, describes our
common view on what to be preserved in a long-
term perspective. We found information to be a
common denominator in our research areas. This
paper therefore discusses the concept of informa-
tion as central for long-term digital preservation.
Furthermore, we approach the issue from three dif-
ferent angles that are essential for digital informa-
tion accessibility; context, embedded attributes, and
information processing tools. These three angles
cover different parts of the field of digital preserva-
tion that are slightly related to each other.

The paper is divided in four main parts: the first
part discuss the notion of information, that is, what
should or could be regarded as data, information
and knowledge, respectively. We continue with
implications of this in the archival world, and
discuss consequences of this from the archivists’
viewpoint. Thereafter we give an account of the
embedded attributes of information in an Archival
Information System (AIS) and finally we describe
the role of information processing tools in the
archival context.

The Information Life Cycle
The term information is used with different
meanings by different groups and in different con-
texts (Langefors, 1993) and there is no well-defined
definition of the terms ‘data’ and ‘information’
(Checkland & Howell, 1998). A common and short
definition is that information is interpreted data
(Bratteteig & Verne, 2000). Hence, data is signs
used to represent information (Langefors, 1993), or
signs which carries with them the possibility to
compose and/or transfer back the text, photo, mu-
sic etc. from which it is derived. Thus, ”bringing
back” the file provides access to the information
and we can start reading/viewing/listening but also
interpreting and analysing the information existing
in the file. This results in the creation of knowledge,
that is, we learn from information.

The central idea is that data become information
by a process of interpretation (Langefors, 1993).
The infological equation says that I = i (D, S, t)
where I represent the information we can get
through the interpretation process, i, which is ope-
rating on data, D, together with our pre-knowledge,
S, during a certain time, t (Langefors, 1993). Lan-
gefors states that ”One of the central insights from
infology is that data or texts do not ’contain’ infor-
mation (knowledge) but will only, at best, represent
the information to those who have the requisite
’pre-knowledge’ ” (Langefors, 1993, p. 30) and he
also means that the infological equation is a repre-
sentation of this.

Dealing with information systems require a
broad view of information, since using a computer
implicitly involves information services of some
kind, that is, we get service by being informed by
data. According to Langefors it is necessary to
define information as knowledge, since ”informa-
tion is knowledge and not physical signs” (Lange-
fors, 1993, p. 113). He regards information as
knowledge structured in such a way that it is
communicated. Because of this it can also be stored,
which leads to information being stored knowledge.

Checkland & Holwell (1998) provides the view
that information is a service that supports decision
making within organisations. Data are facts and a
starting point for mental processes. They introduce
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the concept capta, which is the result of selection of
certain data (we pay attention to, create some new
category or get surprised by the data). In other words,
data that catches our interest transforms to capta, a
consciousness of something. This signifies that tur-
ning data into information is done through a men-
tal process and during that process the data changes
form, and will ultimately lead to knowledge. Once
we have selected, paid attention to or created some
data, or turned it into capta, we relate it to other
things or put it in a context, we attribute meaning to
it, and by this we once again convert it, this time to
information. This can be done individually or collec-
tively and this process, selection and conversion of
data into meaningful information can lead to larger
structures of related information, or what we call
knowledge. The interpretation process Langefors
(1993) emphasizes is implicit in this reasoning.

This is in line with our claim – that information
is not equated with knowledge. Just like data must
be interpreted in order to become information, so
must information be interpreted and analysed in
order to be knowledge. Information is never the
knowledge itself, the knowledge is within the
knower (Goldkuhl, 1995). We agree with Langefors
with his notion that in order to understand informa-
tion people must have pre-knowledge. This we see
as knowledges that consist of the ability to assi-
milate the information, but also to have an under-
standing of the information content, or the subject
in focus. If these abilities are found, new knowledge
is created. This can, in turn, be written down, or
transferred to information again, and so the cycle
evolves, in a never ending manner.

Finally, when thinking of information it is
necessary to be aware of the communication aspect.
Based on Langefors, Göran Goldkuhl (1995) has
investigated a communicative action view of infor-
mation, and he claims that there is a producer of in-
formation whose action is to create information,
which later is to be achieved by the information
user through interpretation. Goldkuhl (1995) per-
ceives that the infological equation stresses the in-
formation user, but never explicitly refer to the
information producer.

Information is thus created the moment someone
(individually or in a group) thinks of an issue.
When people’s ideas, or knowledge, are being
shaped and transferred to a media they are made
available for others to share. Hence, the knowledge
has now once again become information and exists
physically or digitally, available for people who
need it in order to learn and increase their
knowledge of something, for example in an organi-
sation. This implies a very important phenomenon
to observe – information never dies provided that it
is preserved and used. It is constantly shaped and
reshaped, evolving through time, picking up further
information or loosing some parts but information
is all the time under reconstruction. Information is
a living concept, and forms a part in an ongoing
process.

When information is created, stored and retrieved
digitally new problems arise. It is pertinent that di-
gital information is available to the future society
for e.g. legal, historical and democratic reasons. But
how to achieve this? Numerous issues need to be
addressed. Some of the important ones are: the con-
text of digital information in relation to the pro-
venance principle and appraisal of public records,
the attributes of digital information and its interpre-
tation, the limitations of digital information proces-
sing tools and storage media. This leads us to a new
view of the information life cycle in a long term di-
gital preservation context as shown in Figure 1.

 An idea is born in the mind/s of individual/s.
The idea is then formulated as information and ex-
tra content information, that is embedded attribu-
tes, such as layout and colouring, is added. The in-
formation is then stored as a digital object where
more information, preservation description infor-
mation, is needed in order to preserve the context of
the information. This is where provenance and
appraisal is crucial. When the preserved informa-
tion is used, with the assistance of processing tools,
it is once again possible to transform the data into
information which ultimately leads to new know-
ledge in the user/s. This is a constantly ongoing
process and the responsibility for keeping this pro-
cess alive lies on the archival community.
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We want to emphasise the concept ongoing and
our circular view of the information  life cycle in
contrast to the traditional linear view of informa-
tion life cycle which implies that information might
”die” at certain point of time (Wygant & Markey,
1988). This idea of living spiral is also supported by
the Records Continuum Model developed by the
Records Continuum Model Research Group at the
University of Monash, Australia (Uppward, 2000).
The resemblance of this model and our model of
the information life cycle is that there are no end
products: information and records continues to
evolve in space-time. Our approach has its funda-
ment in Social Informatics and Computer and Sys-
tems Sciences while the Records Continuum Model
has its fundaments in Sociology and Archival Science.

The Context of Information in the Archival
World
In the archival world we can notice that, based on
the discussion above, what reaches the archives is
information, in the form of records created by in-

formation producers. Archival sciences is the
scientific study of the nature of archives, their
importance and development, and the study of
methods needed in order to preserve, make app-
raisals and to make archives functional. The
nucleus is systematisation and the principles of or-
der (Ulfsparre, 2005). The archival profession rests
on two pillars, appraisal and to arrange and describe
the content and the context of archives. The funda-
mental idea with archives is that they should be
houses of memory that holds the keys to the collec-
tive memory of a society. In these houses archivists
were seen as ‘keepers’ partly because nothing in the
archives should be changed after the records were
archived (Cook, 1997). We want to challenge this
view and mean that archives should be regarded as
a living and participatory part of the society where
the information is made accessible and useful to
citizens. The archivists’ role would then be changed
from keeper to facilitator.

What, then, is a memory? It is to recall the past
and its information, since a memory that only holds

Figure 1: Our model of The Information Life Cycle in a long-term digital preservation context
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data would not offer us anything to remember if the
means to interpret was not available. Furthermore,
memories do, besides providing us the opportunity
to remember, also plays the trick of forgetting.
Until this day what is preserved in the archives is
selections of information, they do not hold a
complete and total storage of information.

The Provenance Principle
The provenance principle states that the original
order or context should be preserved and explained,
thus provenance stands for the origin of records and
implies that these matters should be clear when
records are being archived. The principle can be
regarded as an apprehension of how archives are
created, or as a method for how they should be
managed when it comes to questions such as how to
deal with making lists and appraisal, or in other
words, what information is needed in order to make
the archives functional and meaningful. The prin-
ciple of provenance has in Sweden a twofold mean-
ing, as work method but also as a guiding principle
who will secure the preventive archival care (Back-
haus, 2005). We regard the principle of provenance
to state that it is information that is to be preserved
since the context matters. Data without context is
not possible to interpret and can never transform
into information. Moreover, the principle of pro-
venance inherits a conceptual interpretation – the
societal perspective, which could be regarded as
more appropriate in the digital age, but also a
physical interpretation, which has to do with re-
search. The organic context is however regarded as
the most important to mirror (Cook, 1997).

Records have both primary and secondary values,
according to Cook (1997). Primary value reflects
their importance to their creator, while secondary
value concerns their use for researchers. The latter
is further divided to evidential value – which ref-
lects the importance for researchers when it comes
to documenting the functions, programmes, poli-
cies and procedures of the creator – and infor-
mational values. Informational value concerns the
content of the records and relates to persons, cor-
porate bodies, things, problems, conditions etc.

The moment the records are to be archived is
interesting. As mentioned earlier it is information –
not data – that should be preserved. We now have a
situation where the interpretation vanishes unless
written down as information. Furthermore, there
must be added information of the information in
order to secure the preservation of the context in
which the original information first was produced.
On the other end we have the situation when the in-
formation is asked for – that is, it should be brought
back in order to once again be interpreted.

To arrange and describe is to provide the devices
necessary in order to be able to interpret the re-
cords, which is to secure that information is preser-
ved. This puts specific demands on archivists, since
despite all guidelines and regulations on how to
conduct this, it ends up as an individual judgment.
This shows the importance of analysis and planning
of archives in advance of the actual archiving
activity (Cook, 1997). In other words, it is better to
take on a pro-active role as an archivist, than it is to
afterwards try to fix things that could have been
done in a better way.

Appraisal
Appraisal of public records is by the Swedish Na-
tional Archives defined as destruction of public
records or information in public records. Destruc-
tion of information in connection with transforma-
tion to another data carrier is regarded as appraisal
if the transformation leads to loss of information,
loss of possible ways to gather the information, loss
of possible ways to search for the information or
loss of possibility to confirm the authenticity of the
information (Gränström, 2005). As we can see IT
has influenced this definition, new data carriers and
new media are used that challenge the traditional
way of performing the appraisal act. There is a need,
according to Gränström (2005), to analyse in what
way appraisal should be conducted within the IT
community. Most essential to remember is that the
use of the records, their potential, should never be
jeopardised. In computer based information
systems (IS) it is the principles for withdrawals- and
work up of material, or the integrity and context of
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the archive, that are important to preserve, not the
original order, since there does not exist one fixed
order in computer based IS (Gränström, 2005).
When it comes to appraisal the question is, what is
sorted out – data or information? From which
perspective should appraisal be conducted? Is it
functions rather than individual records? And
which way is the most suitable in the digital world?
This implies that archivists should research and
understand the functions and activities of archives.
Archivists are active interveners and auditors in the
archival document continuum (Cook, 1997).

Information Structuring in Archival Science
and Information Systems Sciences
Functionality appraisal and systematisation and
principles of order, we argue, show that the borders
between archival science and information systems
sciences are not easily detected. Instead there are a
lot of similarities. Both archival science and infor-
mation systems sciences deals with structuring in-
formation where the latter is especially concerned
with the structure and order in computer based
systems, whereas archival science takes on a more
general grip.

However, Burell (2005) argues that archival sci-
ence might belong to the group of sciences that is
especially influenced by IT. Similarities are found
in the fact that the information system, within infor-
mation systems sciences, is regarded to mirror the
organisational activities, and thereby there exist
linkages in the relation between information system
– activities and archival creation – activities.

The differences are that in information systems
sciences, systems are considered to consist of parts
that together constitute the whole and in order to
understand the whole it must be broken down in
these parts (Burell, 2005). In archival science the
premise is that archives should be viewed and
shown/presented as one total system, and only oc-
casionally be presented or separated into a partial
archive. The reason for this difference is, according
to Burell (2005) that the main purpose in informa-
tion system sciences is not to describe existing
structures, but to create new information structures

that are not influenced by the traditional archival
classification. This implies that the concepts that
are fundamental in archival science, such as record,
document or archival record, has not the same
dignity in information systems sciences.

Another difference, Burell (2005) states, is that for
the archivist it might be obvious that the original
structure is important to preserve, since this tra-
ditionally has been important. For a systems desig-
ner it is the abstract model that holds the structure
of the information that is in focus, such as routines,
functionality, event or occurrences, and data or
object. In other words, information systems do not
contain fixed archival records or archival series,
which implies that a re-formulation of the Swedish
concepts archive and archival record could be, or
maybe should be made (Burell, 2005). Further-
more, in information systems sciences methods do
not deal with long term, ”for ever” perspectives to
the same degree as in archival science. This has not
been detected as an issue in information systems
sciences until recently.

There is a huge need for development of common
platforms, according to Burell (2005), in order to
secure the long term digital preservation of records.
Standardisation is used in order to decrease prob-
lems with transference from one organisation to
another. This implies that possibilities and limits of
digital long term preservation because of archival
reasons are not separated from IT development in
general (Burell, 2005). It should be a concern for all
authorities that are expected to keep digital files to
develop and maintain IT platforms that can unite
the need for preserving older technical solutions
and at the same time safeguard the use of new
techniques.

The Archivist in the Digital Ages
What are the implications of this, for the archi-
vists’? Contextual information is the archivist pro-
fession’s legacy. Consequently, provenance-based
retrieval of information, focused on form and
function of records, and the context of creation,
could be regarded as superior to subject- and con-
tent-based methods. The rediscovery of provenance
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and the richer understanding of creator contextu-
ality are regarded to transform information to
knowledge. Therefore the relevance of provenance
should be interpreted liberally rather than literally,
conceptually rather than physically, if the principle
continuously will revitalise the archival profession
in the electronic environment (Cook, 1997).

Moreover, the traditional assumption of a one-to-
one relationship between records and their creating
administration is no longer valid – records are as
changing and dynamic as their creating administra-
tions. Cook (1997) also claims that IT profession-
als too often are concerned with efficient access and
use of information. Because of this they lose sight of
the essential qualities of integrity, completeness,
accuracy and reliability, which is needed if the in-
formation will serve as evidence of actions.

Unless institutions can thus be held accountable,
which includes being accountable for ensuring
that these qualities of ”recordness” are present in
their records-keeping systems, then any efficient
access gained to information will be meaningless,
for current and archival users alike (Cook, 1997,
p. 40).

According to Cook (1997) there has been a strong
emphasis on information content over provenancial
context, library cataloguing over archival descrip-
tion and also of treating electronic data files as
discrete and isolated items rather than as part of the
comprehensive, multimedia information universe
of the record creator. There are challenges if we are
to maintain the traditional view of records when all
new electronic formats change the foundation for
the traditional scenario. But even if the information
and communication technology rearranges the
record matters, we still have a world of information
relationships, interconnections, context, evidence
and provenance. Hence, the essence of the archi-
vists’ task of comprehending and elucidating con-
textual linkages remains the same (Cook, 1997).

The new model of the information life cycle,
described earlier, implies that archivists need new
awareness, new skills, routines and work methods

because their role will change in the future. What
are the most adequate skills, routines and work
methods in order to secure long term digital preser-
vation? The question is still to be answered. How-
ever, in order to secure that the information is
accessible and possible to interpret, archivists need
to adopt new work practices. One of them is how to
preserve the embedded attributes of digital infor-
mation. This leads us to our second approach on the
subject.

The Embedded Attributes of Information
As already mentioned, information can be a number
of things. Allegedly one of the shortest, if not the
shortest, correspondence between two parts was
when Victor Hugo wrote a telegram containing
only ”?” to his publisher Hurst & Blackett, and got
”!” in return. The correspondence concerned the
publishing of his new novel ”Les Misérables” and
how it was doing.

Getting the Most Out of Data
Data needs to be combined in some manner to
make information. The letters in this sentence is
combined in a specific way to make words. The
words are in a way just data in a more structured
form. The meaning of the sentence is not inherent
in its words or letters; it will need to be put in
context to make sense.

So a sentence is more or less meaningful when
put into context. But there could be more informa-
tion hidden than the sequence and combination of
words (or letters) presents. The text may be for-
matted in special ways by making it bold or italic
which leads to a slightly different interpretation of
the actual text. There may also be differences in
size or colour of the text, as well as different fonts.
All of those visual features of the text make us inter-
pret the data slightly different than if there had been
no differences in the visual appearance. So even if
this kind of information usually is regarded as not
being part of the information to be preserved, the
ability to include such information must exist. This
has not been a problem earlier since a paper docu-
ment also carries layout and formatting besides the
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actual information. Concerning information that is
created digitally, and only exists in digital form, the
problem to preserve layout and other visual attri-
butes of information becomes more complex. Paper
is a self contained carrier of information but digi-
tally created information is only a stream of bits that
need to be interpreted to a higher degree of infor-
mation to be understandable to a human. This first
step of interpretation is usually handled by a com-
bination of software and hardware.

Take for example a form in a web based informa-
tion system. This form probably contains a heading
and some labels. It certainly has a background
colour and input fields are positioned in a specific
manner, and some text might be bold to emphasise
its value. If a user of this form fills in data and sto-
res them, they are probably stored in some kind of
database, and when the user wants to open the same
form again, the data is presented in its corres-
ponding fields. This is the view that the user is used
to see, and for authenticity reasons this is the view
that should be preserved. The performance model
(Figure 2) developed by researchers at The Natio-
nal Archives of Australia shows this concept in a
rather simple way (Heslop, Davis & Wilson 2002).

As shown in Figure 2, the researcher is actually
dealing with a rendering of data. This rendering is
produced through a process involving hardware
and software that acts upon a data file. The perfor-
mance (in this case the rendition on the screen) is
what is worth preserving as close to the original
performance as possible. Both the data file and the
hardware and software are replaceable as long as
the essential parts of the performance remain the
same. This can be compared to an audiovisual
record (a film) where the nitrate film is not the
prime interest for archiving, instead the perfor-
mance of the film is what is of interest. (Heslop et
al. 2002)

With regards to what is essential in a record,
some non-essential characteristics are mentioned,
for example the ordering of bytes in a data file or
the data format of the document, whilst essential
characteristics, in for example a word processing
document, might be the actual content, formatting,
colour, tables and figures. Determining which char-
acteristics that are essential is a task for the
archivist. (Heslop et al. 2002)

Performance and Context
Even if the performance is accurate, the context of
the performance is of essence as well. Take a look at
the classic example in Figure 3:

Figure 2: The Performance Model for a digital object (Heslop et al. 2002)

Figure 3: The importance of context (Preece et al., 1994).

Most, if not all, of you probably read the content of
the figure as ”the cat” although the figure in the
middle of each word actually looks exactly the same.
This is due to the (presumed) context and your
previous knowledge of the English language. In an-
other context (or another language) perhaps the
”correct” interpretation would have been the cht or
tae cat.

Let us say that the context of Figure 3 is construc-
tion machines. If the reader has background know-
ledge on the subject construction machines, the mean-
ing of ”the cat” might have changed to a vague re-
ference to a caterpillar or a bulldozer instead of
perhaps a pet.  This exemplifies the importance of
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context information, information about the infor-
mation for the information to be understood and
perceived in a reliable and trustworthy way, i.e.
enacting the provenance principle. Even if it is
archivists that are expected to judge what to be pre-
served and what is not to be, they will always benefit
from tools that assist them in their task. In other
words, what information processing tools that are
available will be of great importance. Thus, we
move to our third approach on the subject.

The Role of Information
Processing Tools in the
Archival Context
The latest year’s development of
computers and software has been
very fast and to a large extent unfo-
reseeable. This has caused a number
of conditions to change in society as
we use the new artefacts (computers,
PDAs, cell phones, tablet PCs, etc)
for information exchange and dis-
semination. Large amounts of digi-
tal information have been created.
At the same time, the technical evo-
lution has created a number of prob-
lems. The problems of software and
hardware dependency are pointed
out by Rothenberg (1999), the long-
evity of storage media by ZD Net
Australia (2002) and the ultimate
goals of accessibility and availabi-
lity by Dollar (2000).

Hardware and Software Dependency
There is a clear difference between dealing with
digital material and paper based material. Tradi-
tionally data has been printed on paper according to
some format making the data readable at first sight.
Shifting to another kind of data carrier (magnetic
optical, disc, etc.) reduces readability because the
following two reasons. Firstly, in a conventional
hard disk data is stored by ”magnetic” points on the
surface of the disk. The distance from point to
point is so small, that it is impossible for the human

eye to read the stream of magnetic points on the
disk. Hardware is needed to facilitate the mecha-
nical access to the stored data. Secondly, even if we
could read the optic stream on the disk (by using a
very strong microscope) we are unable to underst-
and the meaning of the optical (bit) stream4. A bit
has a single binary value, either 0 or 1. A bit stream
is a contiguous sequence of bits, representing a
stream of data. But what does a bit stream repre-
sent? A bit stream could represent different things,
as described in Figure 4.

Making an analogy to the use of alphabetical
symbols like the symbol ”A” is readable and (at
least in western cultures) understandable, but this is
not the case for a bit stream. An interpretation
facilitator (software) is needed in order to render
the ”meaning” of bit streams.

Storage Media Longevity
There are several kinds of storage media, such as
hard disks, compact disks (CD, DVD), magnetic
tapes, magnetic disks and static memory (Flash
memory). Every kind of these media has an
expected lifespan (ZD Net Australia, 2002).

Figure 4: What a bit stream represents. (Rothenberg, 1999)
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From the table above it is easy to conclude that all
data must be transferred to another media approxi-
mately in 3 to 100 years, at least once.

Information Processing – Threats and
Limitations
The rapid and unforeseen development of compu-
ting has contributed to solve and support several
ways of dealing with information processing. Still,
there are several weaknesses in computing. Some of
the major problems and issues are summarized by
Walker (1994):
– Specifications. The specifications for a problem

might not be complete and consistent.
– Problem unsolvability. Some problems have no

solutions.
– Problem nonfeasibility. Solutions to some problems

might not be delivered in a feasible amount of
time.

– Hardware reliability. Malfunctions might always
occur.

– Software. Error-free software is not achievable for
complex systems. Errors might be introduced, for
instance, in the algorithm design or/and in the
maintenance of the software.

– Human errors. Can be expected when entering
data or/and when operating a computer system.

– Security. Data and/or hardware might be altered,
corrupted or even destroyed by malicious soft-
ware such as viruses, trojans, etc.

These threats and limitations will surely remain in
the future, since some of them are not connected to

the technical aspects, but instead of a social or hu-
man character. However, as Walker (1994) points
out, not even hardware will ever be one hundred
percent reliable.

Accessibility and Availability
The improvements of computers, the development
of software, the implementation of different ver-
sions of the same software, and the existence of dif-
ferent platforms and operating systems, have caused
the creation of different formats. There exists for-
mat incompatibility between versions and plat-
forms. A large amount of existing digital material,
produced just some years ago, is not readable with
today’s software. Thus, there already exists a lack of
accessibility. This problem should be handled by an
approach that is aimed at forward-compatibility. By
this we mean that new information systems should,
already during their first phases of design, deal with
the matter of long-term preservation of the infor-
mation to be produced by the system.

The paradigm shift between paper based media
to digital media was not preceded by a strategy for
long-term preservation. This phenomenon can be
explained in terms of lack of knowledge and
experience when handling digital material. Besides,
no one could foresee the speed and complexity of
the evolution of computers and software.

Digital material that is produced on a certain
platform, with a certain application, a certain ver-
sion and in a certain format, needs to be converted
to other platforms, applications and/or formats in
order to gain access to the information over time.
Another way of retrieving stored information is to
emulate the original software (and platform) in
which digital material has been produced. In either
way, information might be lost and the information
retrieved may not be fully reliable.

Digital Processing and Archival Information
Systems
To achieve a high level of accessibility and availa-
bility to trustworthy digital information in the fu-
ture, developed forms of digital processing and
Archival Information Systems (AIS) are needed. In-

Table I. Storage media longevity
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When dealing with long-term preservation of in-
formation, it is necessary to define the term AIS.
The ISO standard Open Archival Information Sys-
tem (OAIS) Reference Model defines an archive as:
”An organization that intends to preserve informa-
tion for access and use by a Designated Commu-
nity” (CCSDS 2002). A system built according to
this model should contain six high level processes:

1. Ingest: receives the information and prepares it
for preservation.

2. Archival Storage: storages, maintains and retrieves
the preserved information.

3. Data Management: coordinates description in-
formation from an archival object and system
information which is used to support archival
operations.

4. Access: helps the consumer to identify and retrieve
information.

5. Administration: plans the ubiquitous archival
activities. Monitors the environment and assess
the development of new standards and policies.

formation in the digital era demands several kinds
of tools for its processing. Nevertheless there is a
lowest common denominator: digital processing.
We begin on the position that we do not want to
give a definition of digital processing, we only want
to show our perspective of this phenomena, as a
mediator for digital information.

Traditionally we understand digital processing as
the result of the execution of a computer program
in a digital environment. A simplistic model of this
process contain an input, a process (that processes
the input and generates) an output (Figure 5). We
consider this sequence as a part of an information
system.

6. Preservation Planning: provides recommendations
for conversion, migration, monitoring changes in
technology.

In order to develop well-functioning AIS we need
useful definitions of what they might be perceived
as. A well-known definition is that an informa-
tion system consists of two linked subsystems –
the system that serv and the system which is served,
both could consist of people taking action (Check-
land & Holwell, 1998). This idea is depicted in
Figure 6.

Figure 5: A simplistic model for a computing model Figure 6: An Information System (Checkland & Holwell, 1998)

Our position is that information is alive when used
and useful for the designated community; otherwise
the information is just stored and therefore only
data. To keep information alive demands a set of
ongoing activities, both organisational and techni-
cal. When dealing with organisational activities of
information preservation Checkland & Holwell
(1998), Buckingham et al. (1987) and the broader
sense definition of Verrijn-Stuart (1989) are sui-
table. Concerning the technical activities of infor-
mation preservation the narrower sense definition
of Verrijn-Stuart (1989) and also Langefors’ (1993)
infological view of information systems are appro-
priate. Therefore an AIS could be defined as an in-
formation processing system that serves an archival
organisation which has the responsibility of pre-
serving and making archival information accessible
to a designated community i.e. the society itself.

Conclusions
In this paper we started by discussing the informa-
tion life cycle and provided a view where informa-
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tion is regarded to evolve. That is, information
lives longer than people, organisations and tools.
Implicit in the Information Life Cycle Model (see
Figure 1) is the fact that people, organisations and
tools are replaced over time. This leads to con-
sequences for the three areas addressed: archival
context, embedded attributes of information, and
the use of processing tools. The problems in these
three areas must continuously be addressed in or-
der to ensure that archiving of digital information is
an ongoing activity.

The first issue, the archival context, will be
effected, not least will the role of the archivists
change due to IT and it could be regarded adequate
to educate information managers as well as
archivists, if we are to cope with this challenge. IT
and its influence on modern archival creation put
expectations and demands on the archival science.
Archivists need to move from being keepers to act
as auditors ”if they hope to preserve provenance and
protect the evidential accountability of archival
electronic records” (Cook, 1997, p. 43). A keeper
can handle the records as data – an auditor must
deal with the question of securing the information.
This leads us to the conclusion that archivists need
new awareness, skills, routines and work methods
that can deal with long term preservation strategies
and management. When this is achieved, the archi-
vists can have a pro-active role and the archives can
move from being houses of memory to a more
active participation in the information life cycle and
thereby providing the society with information.
How these skills, routines and methods will be de-
signed is to be investigated in our research.

The second issue, embedded attributes of infor-
mation, implies that the context of information
must be preserved to enrich the understanding of
the archived information in the future. Since infor-
mation can be more than just the words and
sentences written down, visual attributes may be
necessary to preserve as well. In general, it is the
performance of an archival object that is essential,
not that its bit stream is intact. The conclusion to
be drawn is that both visual content information

and context information need to be preserved to
ensure future interpretation and understanding of
the archived information. This issue is also to be
dealt with in our forthcoming research.

The issue on use of processing tools, states that
new information systems should ensure the
longevity of digitally created information. This
means pro-actively set up forward-compatibility.
Today information lifetime is prolonged by a set of
activities when information passes from its native
environment to an AIS. These activities include
making the data readable (compatible) for the new
environment. Forward-compatibility should be
addressed in collaboration with soft ware vendors.

It is inevitable that any kind of information sys-
tem must rely upon a specific platform and be
supplied by one or more suppliers, even an AIS.
Platform dependency sometimes forces developers
to platform specific technical solutions. This could
imply deviations from standards. Supplier depen-
dency implicates not only expertise from a third
part organisation but also people involved in the
process of long-term preservation such as archi-
vists.

What needs to be addressed in the issue of infor-
mation processing tools? We believe that an im-
portant area is the definition of new models for the
development of AIS which ensure long-term preser-
vation of information. Such new models should rely
on monitoring, and quality assurance of preserva-
tion activities due to the limitations and threats of
computing.
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Edinburgh University Library and the UK National
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the National Archives of Australia, and OAIS, NARA,
ERA and San Diego Supercomputer Center at the
University of California San Diego in USA (Ruusalepp, 2005).

3. In Swedish: Långsiktigt digitalt bevarande.
4. Bit is short for binary digit and makes up the smallest

unit of data in a computer. A bit is a magnetic point on
the hard disk.
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FOUNDATIONS FOR ARCHIVAL 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

HUGO QUISBERT1, ANN HÄGERFORS2

ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose a foundation for the development 
of Archival Information Systems (AIS). The OAIS Reference Model 
standard, that is supposed to guide system developers, deals with the 
creation of archival software intended to manage records. The model 
alone does not however provide enough guidance for developers who try 
to carry out systems development in accordance with the standard. The 
Records Continuum Model deals with the creation and management of 
records from the records perspective, thus providing an epistemology and 
ontology for the development of AIS. In this paper we propose that such 
a framework is necessary for the development of AIS that are well 
functioning in relation to the goals of such systems. In addition, a 
software engineering method alleviating the practical development work 
is needed. The foundation proposed thus consists of three parts; the 
Records Continuum Model, the OAIS Reference Model and a software 
engineering method. We propose that well functioning AIS can be 
developed only when these three parts are considered as a whole. 

KEYWORDS: Archival Information Systems; Records Continuum 
Model; OAIS Reference Model; Epistemology; Ontology. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Long-term Digital Preservation Project (LDB3) is a co-operation 
project between several national Swedish entities: The Swedish National 
Archives, Luleå University of Technology, the Municipality of Boden 
and The National Social Security Board. This is a three-year project with 
three major goals; to increase knowledge in the field of long term digital 
preservation by research and to disseminate state-of-the-art knowledge to 
archivists and systems developers working with digital archives and the 
formation of a R&D centre for long-term digital preservation. This paper 
is based on research carried out within the LDB-project.  

2. MOTIVATION 
An Archival Information System should be considered one instance of 
information systems (IS). Basically, an Information System is constituted 
by three major components: people or users, data (or information) and 
data processing tools (the software). In this sense there is no difference 

1 Department of Systems Sciences, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 
2 Department of Systems Sciences, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 
3 Swedish acronym for Långsiktig Digitalt Bevarande – Long-term Digital Preservation 
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between an AIS and any other IS. There are however, three 
distinguishing features of AIS. One feature is that there are two specific 
categories of users: archivists, who have the responsibility of delivering 
archival services to the designated community, and the designated 
community which uses the archives in order to find usable information. 
Another feature is that the data contained in the system is of a different 
kind. This means both different types of content and different type of file 
formats. The data processing tool has the purpose to render the data and 
as a consequence delivering information. A very important difference, 
the third feature, between IS in general and AIS is that the data managed 
by AIS needs to be preserved much longer than the expected life-time of 
the data processing tool.  

In order to identify further important aspects of an Archival 
Information System we can use definitions of “archive” and “information 
system”. The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems4 has 
proposed a definition of an archive. An archive is: 

“An organization that intends to preserve information for access 
and use by a Designated Community” (CCDS 2002).  

This definition is very similar to well accepted definitions of information 
systems, thus further confirming the proposition that an AIS is a kind of 
IS.  

An Information System contains two linked subsystems (as 
depicted in figure 2): the system that is served (the people taking the 
action) and the system which is doing the serving (Checkland, Howell, 
1998). 

Figure 1: An Information System

Now let us examine to another definition of information system provided 
by Buckingham et al. (1987): 

“…a system that assembles, stores, processes and delivers 
information relevant to an organization (or to society), in such way 
that the information is accessible and useful to those who wish to 
use it, including managers, staff, clients and citizens. An 
information system is a human activity (social) system which may 
or may not involve the use of computer systems.” 

4 The Consultative Committee for Data Space Systems (CCDS) is an organization 
within the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), in the United 
States of America. 

The system which 
serves 
Processing of 
selected data 
(capta) relevant to 
people 
undertaking 
purposeful action 

The system which 
is served 
Purposeful action 
whose doers have 
information needs 

Provides 
support to 
people taking 
action 
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Some times computer systems are referred too as information systems. 
Verrijn-Stuart (1989) discusses this perspective by giving two categories 
of definitions:  

Information system in the broader sense: “The totality of all formal 
and informal data representation and processing activities within an 
organization, including the associated communication, both 
internally and with the outside world” 
Information system in the narrower sense: “Computer-based 
subsystems, intended to provide recording and supporting services 
for organisational operation and management”. 

From these well known definitions we conclude that there are some 
important aspects to consider when working with information systems: 

Purposefulness. 
The use (or not) of computer systems 
Access and use of information. 

The purposefulness of an IS in its archival context is to fulfil the 
demands of information of the designated community through the 
responsibility of the custodians of the information. In this case the major 
purposes are preserving and making access possible. It is important to 
point out that the purpose “might” change when custodians are 
interacting with the system. Sometimes, for custodians the purpose will 
be the management of the data in order to preserve and access. Lavoie & 
Dempsey (2004) have shown that digital preservation is “one of many 
options” of preserving information. Further is stated that: 

 “analog manifestations of digital materials may already be the 
subject of preservation efforts, even as their digital equivalents are 
perceived to be at risk. Efforts to preserve digital materials must 
take into account potential overlap with analog preservation 
activities, as well as circumstances where preservation in analog 
form may be preferable to digital preservation”.  

This means that the information to be preserved may exist within the 
information system but outside the computer system. In conclusion, the 
material to be preserved has to be treated from the same philosophy but 
practically the way of treating it may differ due the nature of the material.  

In the article “The Information Life Cycle – Issues for Long-term 
Digital Preservation” (Runardotter et. al., 2005), it is stated that 
“information is alive when used and useful for the designated 
community”. This means custodians of information, due to their custodial 
responsibility, preserve and give access to information perhaps using 
different generations of software. The observation to be made here is 
(again) that software might be substituted by a newer version of software, 
but the information must remain the same. In the case of archives, the 
stored information or better to say, the records are preserved in the same 
way: using different generations of software. The records must remain as 
same in order to fulfil demands of evidence.  
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In Sweden, by law, private enterprises have to store business data 
for ten years. Public organisations in contrast need to preserve the 
recorded data for 100 years or more, serving as evidence or cultural 
heritage. A survey conducted in Japan by Tetsuo & Yohsuke (1992), 
showed that the average lifetime of software is approximately 10 years. 
This means that data is manipulated in enterprises by at least two 
generations of software. Data kept by public organisations, to be 
preserved for say 100 years, might be manipulated by at least ten 
generations of software.  

Consequently, the purpose of AIS is to preserve and provide access 
to information that has not changed over time. An implementation of AIS 
is also software and might be substituted by newer software after some 
years. Is this piece of software then usable to preserve and give access to 
information in a long-term? The obvious answer is no. New AIS must be 
developed in order to fulfil preservation and access responsibilities. One 
of the most important assertions that can be made in this context and as a 
motivation for our research is that the fundamental design of “archive 
systems” the last decades has remained the same and the development of 
integrated digital archive software these days is still on the stage of 
defining functional requirements (Ruusalepp, 2005). Our efforts in this 
field are to outline the fundaments for the development of Archival 
Information Systems.  

2.1 AIS Existentiality 
According to Magoulas & Pessi (1998) there are four paradigms for 
Information Systems Management, namely The Depicturing paradigm, 
The Governing paradigm, The Human-infological paradigm and The 
System-infological paradigm. The last one gives fundaments for how 
data, that represents information, should be managed and how 
information processing and providing access should be studied. The 
ontological principles of this paradigm, distinguishes between social (or 
cognitive) and technical systems. The epistemological principles in this 
paradigm, has it’s fundament in the idea that “information is the 
increment in knowledge and experiences of humans” (ibid.). This means 
that information processing is a process for knowledge development. 
This is, as we see, a suitable paradigm for understanding the essence of 
Archival Information Systems. 

In order to understand the concept of AIS it is also necessary to 
explain why such systems exist and for whom. Ackoff (1980) provides us 
with good direction on this matter. Questions such as: System for what? 
What is the purpose of the system? Who gives input to the system? Who 
decides over the architecture of the system? Who works with the 
systems’ functions?  Questions such as these needs to be answered.  

Archival Information Systems are in this work seen as a special 
kind of IS. The major difference is that Archival Information Systems 
handles the forward compatibility of information (Runardotter, 2005). It 
should thus be easy to make a definition of an AIS based on the 
definitions above. But to clarify the definition to a higher extent we 
believe it’s necessary to point out the principles of this “special case”. 
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Question to be answered are: a) which principles are important for 
describing the scope of the system? b) Which phenomena embrace the 
system concept? c) What are the characteristics of the phenomena? d) 
Which are the relations between them? e) Which principles are crucial 
for the nature and harmony of the system? Other questions are: 1) What 
kind of information do we have about the system? 2) Which pieces of 
information do we need about the system? 3) How should this 
information be understood? 4) Which attributes of this information are 
desirable? 5) How do we judge the suitability of the information? The 
first set of questions concerns with ontological principles and the second 
with epistemological principles of information systems and the answers 
should be according the System-infological Paradigm. We believe that is 
necessary to answer those questions, indicating the ontological and 
epistemological principles of information systems, on a general level. 

The differences between AIS and IS as well as legislative demands 
and the high substitutionality of software calls for measures not covered 
by conventional or traditional models for the development of Information 
Systems. They are insufficient when developing AIS. Below, we 
demonstrate the need for a more comprehensive framework. The 
argumentation starts at the lowest level, working upwards.  

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Software engineering 
The technical side of information systems must be programmed, either 
using a programming language such as Java or C++, or using a so called 
CASE tool. In any case the software is the result of the use of a software 
development method. A large amount of methods has been proposed for 
this objective the last decades. In our search for a good candidate for our 
study, we have to make a choice among many methods. In our point of 
view a good candidate is a reliable method which is well established, 
accepted and used in developer’s domain. A good and plausible method 
for developing IS, we judge, is the Object Management Group (OMG's) 
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) (Mukerji, Miller, 2003) as described 
in figure 1. This method covers several steps in the creation of software.  

Figure 2:  The OMG’s Model Driven Architecture
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The lowest level, Code (later called software), is the level where the 
software is physically constructed. On the next level, the platform 
specific model (PSM) constructs the specification. The code is based in 
the PSM. Minor or major changes may be done on the code based on 
zero or minor changes in the PSM. The platform independent model 
(PIM) is the base of the PSM and it may be tolerant of technology 
changes. The PIM is a computational adaptation of the computation 
independent model (CIM) on the highest level. The CIM is an abstract 
model over activities (the organisation business) which are intended to be 
supported by the software to be developed. Already at this stage we 
realize that there are two components missing: a) a long-term software 
foundation and b) a high level manifest that could serve as philosophy for 
long-term strategies. 

3.2 Levels of Substitutionality
It is easy to realize that the MDA levels are more or less interchangeable 
in the development of software. Figure 3 shows these levels.  

Software

PSM

PIM

CIM

More
substitutional

Less
substitutional

Software

PSM

PIM

CIM

More
substitutional

Less
substitutional

Figure 3: Levels of substitutionality

As shown in the figure, the more we step down in the hierarchy, the more 
interchangeable things are. The software might be replaced by a new 
release or a new version several times in the first year of their use. The 
PSM should be more stable and might be changed if for instance 
technology changes have occurred in the underlying infrastructure such 
as the operating system. This has, of course implications for the software. 
The PIM should be yet more stable than the PSM. The PIM might suffer 
changes only if changes are made in the CIM. The CIM might change as 
a consequence of external changes, such as new legislation, or because of 
internal changes within the organisation, such as internal re-organisation. 

The description above is the description of a method. What is 
missing? The answer is found in the definition of methodology that we 
use as a guide in the development of the framework. A well accepted 
definition of the concept of methodology is as follows: 

“a recommended collection of philosophies, phases, procedures, 
rules, techniques, tools, documentation, management and training 
for developers of information systems.” (Maddison, 1983). 
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The MDA approach covers very well phases, rules, techniques, but one 
important ingredient: philosophy or a way of thinking is missing. Where 
do we find this way of thinking? We believe that this missing part is a 
theoretical foundation for the information systems we want to develop. 
We have chosen the OAIS Reference Model (CCDS, 2002) as a 
theoretical fundament for the  technical implementation of Archival 
Information Systems and the Records Continuum Model (Upward, 1996) 
for its study on records, often the archive object that should be preserved 
an accessed in the future. This paper describes this missing part as an 
epistemology and ontology for Archival Information Systems based on 
these two theories. A remark it this point is that we don’t pay much 
attention to the lower levels of the framework since they are highly 
substitutional. 

3.3 The OAIS Reference Model 
A model that has had a defining influence in the development of digital 
preservation methods and software is the OAIS Reference Model 
(CCDS, 2002). The OAIS reference model is a conceptual framework for 
an archival systems dedicated to preserving and maintaining access to 
digital information. The model is compound by four major foundation 
components: 

A producer (person or machine) which produces the information 
to be preserved. 
A manager which sets up a policy or framework for preservation. 
An archive (an implementation of the OAIS model). 
A consumer (person or machine) which interacts with the archive 
in order to retrieve information. 

The figure below shows the conceptual model of the OAIS Reference 
model. A system build according to this model should contain six high 
level processes: 

Figure 4: The OAIS Reference Model

Ingest: Receives the information and prepares it for preservation.  
Archival Storage: storages, maintains and retrieves the preserved 
information. 
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Data Management: coordinates description information from an 
archival object and system information which is used to support 
archival operations. 
Access: helps the consumer to identify and retrieve information. 
Administration: plans the ubiquitous archival activities. Monitors 
the environment and assess the development of new standards and 
policies. 
Preservation Planning: provides recommendations for conversion, 
migration, monitoring changes in technology. 

The archive entities are objects which move around in this system. These 
are called Information Packages, which change their status depending on 
where they are in the archive. There are three types of packages: 

Submission Information Package (SIP): This is the digital object 
package, which is sent to the archive by the information producer. 
In some cases, it may well not arrive with adequate metadata. 
Archival Information Package (AIP): This contains all the 
information needed in order to preserve the digital object. All the 
relevant metadata will be added and technical specifications to 
render the object. 
Dissemination Information Package (DIP): The package that the 
user will receive is the digital object and some of its metadata. 
There is little need for the user to have access to all the complex 
technical metadata stored in the AIP.  

It’s very important to point out the responsibilities for this kind of 
system:  

Negotiate and accept suitable information from the producers. 
Keep enough control over the information and manage it to a 
suitable level, necessary for long-term preservation. 
Decide which organisations are parts of the Designated 
Community in order to understand the received information. 
Ensure that the information to be preserved is independently 
understandable. Information will be understood without help from 
experts. 
Follow policies and activities which ensure that information is 
preserved against eventualities in order to accept the information 
as original information. 
Make the information accessible to the Designated Community. 

3.3.1 The Epistemology of the OAIS Reference Model 
The epistemological principles of the OAIS Reference Model are: 

Information is knowledge that can be exchanged. 
Humans and systems have knowledge base. 
Data, which represents information, is contained and structurized 
in archival packages. 
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The system-infological paradigm show similar fundaments in the first 
two principles. In contrast the theoretical framework for this paradigm 
distinguishes two kinds of information in the knowledge base of humans: 
directive (such as desires, decision rules, alternatives, system properties) 
and operational (such as system state, observed results). The OAIS 
Reference Model does not explicitly this distinction. As we see an OAIS 
(an archive) is a mediator for the exchangeability of information. Typical 
for archives is that information is gathered, organized and structurized in 
archival collections i.e. the packages. The archival packages contain 
sufficient information about itself in order to understand its contents and 
support the long-term use of them. 

3.3.2 The Ontology of the OAIS Reference Model 
As ontology helps us to understand the nature, it also leads our thoughts 
in descriptions, explanations and/or in making predictions about 
characteristics, attributes or behaviour of the systems. The ontology of 
the OAIS Reference Model is summarized:  

Important principles are the concepts of archiving, openness and 
standards. 
The phenomenon OAIS embraces is archiving and the 
standardization of open archives and its components (i.e., the 
archival objects).  
The characteristics of the phenomenon, archiving, is described by 
means of high level functions (ingest, data management, storage, 
access and preservation planning). Further, the flow of archival 
packages in the archive (the OAIS). 
There are several states for an archival package (SIP, AIP, and 
DIP), depending on the use of those within the archive by the 
render of the functions in the system. 
One crucial principle in such system is the long-term 
responsibility of the archival organisation (archiving information) 
towards a designated community. 

Is this epistemology and ontology enough to guide developers in the 
creation of AIS?  We believe that something more is needed to ensure 
that substitutionality will not become a problem in the future in the AIS 
we develop today. Further digital preservation research has showed that:  

In the Blue Book of the OAIS, the applicability of the model is 
described as: “This reference model does not specify a design or 
implementation. Actual implementations may group or break 
functionality differently” (CCDS, 2002).  This leads to the 
conclusion that the OAIS Reference model is only a framework 
from which an empty shell of an Archival Information System 
might be derived. 
The publications Preservation of Digital Publications and 
NEDLIB: Contribution to the Review of the OAIS Reference 
Model, suggests extensions to the OAIS Reference Model 
(NEDLIB, 2000). 
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In the report Implementing Preservation Repositories for Digital 
Materials (The PREMISS Working Group, 2004), it can be 
understood that the Access function in The OAIS Reference 
Model, is not fully developed to clearly support or guide the 
implementation of access functionality.  

We do not want to address or suggest any solutions to the above 
statements. We simply realized then that the OAIS Reference Model 
alone might not be sufficient in order to develop a conceptual model for 
an Archival Information Systems. Then, what else is necessary? The 
answers lies in what is to be preserved: the input to the system i.e. 
records. Our research showed The Records Continuum Model as being a 
very promising theory in order to fill the showed missing part. 

Upward (1997) proposes The Records Continuum Model as a 
paradigm shift in recordkeeping. Although we do not fully agree with 
this statement, this theory gives answers and philosophical guidance in 
the understanding of archival objects. For this reason we propose that 
The Continuum Model complements OAIS with essential aspects, 
without which methodological principles cannot be derived.  

In information systems management as well as in OAIS no clear 
records world view really exists. The Records Continuum Model can 
therefore be seen as a proposal for a record world view. In this model 
records are more important than the tools used for their management (i.e. 
information systems). The reason is that organisation might change 
direction or purpose, but records exist as an outside phenomenon living 
their “own life” and the contents of the record might not be changed due 
its value as evidence. The Continuum Model provides both a clear 
epistemology and an ontology that can be utilized in the development of 
AIS.  

3.4 The Records Continuum Model 
The Records Continuum Model theory was conceived by the Records 
Continuum Research Group, at Monash University in Australia. The 
Records Continuum Model has as its fundament recordkeeping theory 
and the structuration theory of Anthony Giddens. This model is object 
oriented in the sense that the object i.e. the record is focus of interest. The 
concept of Continuum refers to three principles of records (Upward, 
1996, 1997, 2001):  

A concept of “records” which is inclusive of records of 
continuing value (= archives), which stresses their uses for 
transactional, evidentiary and memory purposes, and which 
unifies approaches to archiving/recordkeeping whether records 
are kept for a split second or a millennium. 
A focus on records as logical rather than physical entities, 
regardless of whether they are in paper or electronic form 
Institutionalization of the recordkeeping profession's role requires 
a particular emphasis on the need to integrate recordkeeping into 
business and societal processes and purposes. 
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Figure 5: Records Continuum Model (Upward, 1996)

The model expresses dimensions of records and four continua. The 
dimensions are summarised as follows (Kennedy, Schauder, 1998):  

Create. In this dimension records of business activities are 
created as part of business communication processes within the 
organisations (e.g. through e-mail, document management 
software, or other software applications). 
Capture recordkeeping systems manage similar kinds of 
transactions and records series documenting processes at the work 
unit or single function scope of complexity. This involves the 
addition metadata, which disembeds information from the 
immediate contexts of its creation.  
Organise. In this dimension, a recordkeeping system embraces 
the multiple collections of records that service the entire 
documentary needs (business, regulatory & cultural/ educational/ 
historical) of a single juridical entity.  Records become part of a 
formal system of storage and retrieval that constitutes the 
corporate memory of the organization. It is the prime locus of 
time-space distanciation. 
Pluralise. In this dimension Records that are required for 
purposes of societal accountability (e.g., by corporate law) or 
other forms of collective memory become part of wider archival 
systems which comprise records from a range organizations. It 
involves the use of information in ways which are less predictable 
or controllable. 

And the four continua of the model are:  
Transactionality relates to records as products of activities. 
Identity relates to the authorities by which records are made and 
kept, including their authorship, establishing particularities of the 
actors involved in the acts of records creation, the empowerment 
of the actors and their identity viewed from broader social and 
cultural perspectives. 
Evidentiality relates to the records as evidence. 
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Recordkeeping Containers relates to the objects we create in 
order to store records. 

3.4.1 The Epistemology of the Records Continuum Model 
In order to better understand the epistemology of the Records Continuum 
Model, is necessary to for a while focus on concept of records. The 
essence of records is (Carucci, 1987):  

“a representation of an act by a creator (a legal entity such as 
business or a physical person), produced in a specific form that at 
juridical systems recognizes and accepts, and retained as evidence”.  

 According to diplomatics [ibid.] a record must be compounded by the 
following properties: 

Identification of the author or individual responsible of its 
creation, 
an act or manifestation of decision, 
a medium that makes that record stable and therefore identifiable, 
form, which is composed of the constituent elements such as date 
and time of creation, the text and authentication signature. 

The fundamental epistemological principles of the Records Continuum 
Model are: 

Records are logical rather than physical entities. 
Record’s formation and its packaging are integrated at higher 
levels of aggregation. 
Records have continuing value. 

The manifestations of these properties are held within the record. 
Traditionally the archivist could physically point out a record as 
observable in paper, that was a single document or collection of 
documents. In virtual archives, records are rendered results of data 
processing in computers systems (the recordkeeping objects).  

3.4.1 The Ontology of the Records Continuum Model 
In order to describe the scope of a “record system”, important 
principles are: a) the concept of record (paper or electronic) and 
b) the integration of recordkeeping into business and societal 
processes and   purposes. 
The primordial characteristics of the phenomenon are described 
in terms of dimensions (i.e., create, capture, organise, pluralize) 
of the spacetime distanctiation. These four dimensions contain the 
four continua: identity, transactionality, evidentiality and 
recordkeeping containers (later called recordkeeping objects). 
Crucial principles for the nature and harmony of this model in 
some context are, using Anthony Giddens’ words:  
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“…stretching of social systems across time-space, on the 
basis of mechanisms of social and system integration” 
(Giddens, 1984). 

4. DISCUSSION 
A new foundation, a way of thinking that alleviates problems of 
substitutionality, is proposed. This foundation is based, on the highest 
level, by The Records Continuum Model. The second step in this 
foundation is The OAIS Reference Model. On the lowest level a software 
engineering method is found. 

4.1 Levels of Substitutionality – Revisited 
Figure 6 below describes the emergent framework for developing AIS for 
long-term preservation and access of digital information. 
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Figure 6: Levels of Substitutionality – Revisited

In comparisons to figure 4, there are three observations to be explained: 
The foundation level. 
The abstract/philosophical-concrete chain 
The substitutionality chain. 

The foundation level has to be stable and not object for major changes. 
The foundation level can be expressed as the steering philosophy or the 
“paradigm” in which we think and act in order to preserve information 
for following generations. The reason for stating that is because we must 
have a perspective which contains a long-term thinking about the 
activities and the information to preserve. In our specific case The 
Continuum Model is the foundation for that expresses the continuing 
value of records.  

In the abstract/philosophical-concrete chain, the developers must 
raise their heads to a more philosophical level in order to avoid the 
development of software based on a technical-deterministic view. 

The substitutionality chain is similar to the explanation given in 
section 3.2. On the highest level we found the Records Continuum Model 
as explained earlier. On the next level we find the OAIS Reference 
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Model more concretely providing the frame and making it possible to 
create architecture for AIS that supports preservation and access. Finally 
on the lowest level are found the most replaceable parts, in the form of a 
practical software engineering method, guided by the steering philosophy 
and the OAIS standard. We are sure of if this journey is made by AIS 
developers, then the resulting software should mainly and better fulfil the 
purpose of archiving. 

4.3 The Epistemology of Archival Information 
Systems
First we have to deal with our world views. It should be considered that 
the authors of this paper have two different world views. In order to 
achieve harmony we have agreed about a “methodological pluralism” 
that should help us to express this epistemology. Below we propose a set 
of epistemological principles for AIS. 

Dealing with AIS is dealing with making records accessible. 
Information is knowledge that can be exchanged. 
Humans and systems have knowledge base.  
Records are logical rather than physical entities and are 
represented in manifestations of data. 
Records have continuing value by means of information 
exchangeability. 
The information package, which constitutes of set of records, 
takes form in its creation moment. 

Why the term accessible and not preservation? We argue that access to 
recorded information is the essence of archives. Preservation is a very 
important pre-requisite, though “subordinate” activity. Access is only 
possible if records are preserved in the long-term. Preservation without 
access is just storing data. The concept of record from diplomatics is 
quite old. We are convinced that no new definition will be given, perhaps 
slight adjustments to fit actual legislation might come but nothing that 
disturbs our model depicted in figure 6. Not even a new definition of 
“electronic record” because the essence of records would remain. 

We argue for the terms “manifestation” and “exchangeability”. The 
first term means that records are physically fragments of bit streams, 
physically interconnected to each other creating a logical entity. This is 
true, especially if the record has been born digital. The term of 
exchangeability is to be understood as the result of accessing data 
rendered by processes in computers systems.  

4.4 The Ontology of AIS 
In this section we propose a set of ontological principals for AIS as 
follows: 

AIS embrace archiving of digital records in archiving 
organizations. 
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Forward Compatibility is achieved by means of openness and 
open standards. 
Information and records has several states depending on the use 
of those within the archive by the render of the functions in the 
system. 
Conceptualizing of archiving objects is done in terms of the four 
continua. 
Accessibility and long-term preservation is stretching the 
longevity of records across time-space. 
Providing accessibility and long-term preservation are 
responsibilities of archival organisations. 

We argue for the necessity of distinguishing between the organization as 
a system and the technically implemented system. In our case, emphasis 
is put on the development of the technical system. The technical system 
includes collections of files, data bases, and software. The vocabulary of 
the OAIS is suitable for this aim (but without forgetting terms of the 
Records Continuum Model). Long-term preservation is achieved by 
setting up strategies based on state of the art technology. That means the 
archival preservation activity is an ongoing activity that might affect by 
technology changes. These changes have impact only on the lower levels 
of the framework. 

Accessibility is achieved by means of the AIS functional 
performance. AIS are used by archival organizations which preserve 
records and perform preservation activities. The epistemology and the 
ontology for AIS should guide us in stating methodological principles for 
the development of AIS. Let’s say we begin our journey downwards. 
Today information lifetime is just prolonged by a set of activities when 
information passes from its native environment to an Archival 
Information Systems. These activities include making the data readable 
(compatible) for the new environment. Forward Compatibility should be 
addressed  as a very high openness (e.g. giving description of the format, 
structure, etc., of the archival object). 

This framework would give us understanding of Archival 
Information Systems. Therefore Archival Information Systems could be 
defined as an information processing system that serves any 
organisation5 which has the responsibility or necessity of preserving and 
making archival information accessible to a designated community. At a 
long extent this designated community may be the society itself. 

4.5 Further Research 
The first question that arises is, if the work is done? The obvious and 
immediate answer is no. As far we could see this framework is just in an 
embryonic stage. Of course we realize that this is a weakness of the 
framework and the paper itself. We are sure that an extent research work 
based on this new perspective is necessary. A natural next step in our 

5 We don’t use the term archival organisation since any organisation should have 
archival necessities. 
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research should be to apply and validate the proposed framework in a 
case study. This in order to refine the framework by means of: a) Adding 
parts that could be missing, b) correct weaknesses, c) reinforce strengths. 
This may be achieved in workshops with developers within the LDB 
Project, whom might apply this methodology in the development of 
Archival Information Systems. A the same time we see  that our way of 
thinking might usable in order to understand and carry out the activities 
of long-term digital preservation and access. Efforts in this area will also 
be made on a near future. 
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EVALUATION OF THE ARCHIVAL
INFORMATION SYSTEMS THINKING

FRAMEWORK

HUGO QUISBERT
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The use of IT in archival context has pointed out the need of preserving 
digital information and therefore there is a need of new approaches to 
archival software. The development of Archival Information Systems has to 
be non-ad hoc and based on a special way of thinking, a framework. The 
paper Foundations for Archival Information Systems Development (Quisbert, 
Hägerfors, 2006) proposes this new framework. This paper presents the 
results of an evaluation of this framework. The evaluation shows that the 
framework might be useful but further evaluation is needed. The evaluation 
also shows the lack of fundamental principles for long-term preservation. 

Introduction

Archives, traditionally, have been associated with special places in 
which archivists did the job of searching in the archives and delivering 
stored paper records. Today’s archival community is seeing a shift from 
paper based records to digitally stored information. Archival 
organisations have been facing these technological changes and 
disclosing the need for long-term preservation of digitally stored 
information. New approaches to archiving are therefore necessary. 

It is not an understatement to affirm that digital archiving is a 
growing field that emerges from Archiving Science and IT. Archival 
Information Systems (AIS) for long-term preservation and future access 
to digital information are therefore needed in this growing field. AIS are 
in this research defined as an information processing system that serves 
an archival organisation which has the responsibility of preserving and 
making archival information accessible to a designated community. 
(Runardotter et al., 2005). A basic assumption in this research is that AIS 
are special instances of Information Systems. 
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Motivation

The rather new research field of long-term digital preservation, 
covers the areas of digital archiving, record keeping, metadata, 
preservation techniques such as emigration and emulation, legal and 
organizational issues amongst them (Lazinger, 2001). In (Ruusalepp, 
2005) it is shown that the fundamental design of digital archive systems 
has remained unchanged during its three decades of research. Although 
the OAIS Model (CCSDS, 2002) is a standard aimed to support the 
development of digital archive systems, it has mostly been used as a 
blueprint in order to achieve a common view of a digital archive (ibid.), 
and actual development of AIS and for ensuring long-term accessibility 
has been scarcer. 

Ruusalepp’s observation leads to the conclusion that no long-term 
thinking has been introduced in software development. Addressing a new 
approach in the development of AIS demands a revision of the 
fundamental ideas in software development. In this paper I discuss a 
previously developed new framework for long term preservation 
(Quisbert, Hägerfors, 2006), the AIS Thinking Framework. The 
framework is based on the idea of Forward Compatibility (Runardotter et 
al., 2005) and theories from information systems science and archival 
science. This framework was theoretically developed and has now been 
subjected to an initial empirical evaluation. Forward Compatibility is an 
appeal to the whole IT Community to promote more open attitudes 
towards other IT actors concerning the specification of file formats and 
software implementation. The concept is also a part of a way of thinking 
or a major assumption in the development of archival software. 
Developers of AIS should take the lead in using this concept, making it a 
design principle and showing how it can be practically realized. 

The AIS Thinking Framework 

The Records Continuum Research Group, at Monash University in 
Australia, conceived the Records Continuum Model (RCM) theory. This 
model has as its fundament on recordkeeping theory and structuration 
theory. This model is object oriented and expresses the following 
principles (Upward, 1996, 1997). 

A concept of “records” which is inclusive of their continuing 
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value, which stresses their uses for transactional, evidentiary 
and memory purposes, and which unifies approaches to 
archiving/recordkeeping whether records are kept for a split 
second or a millennium. 
A focus on records as logical rather than physical entities, 
regardless of whether they are in paper or electronic form. 
Institutionalization of the recordkeeping profession's role 
requires a particular emphasis on the need to integrate 
recordkeeping into business and societal processes and 
purposes. 

The dimensions are summarised as follows:  

Create. In this dimension, records of business activities are 
created as part of business communication processes within 
the organisations.  
Capture. Recordkeeping systems manage similar kinds of 
transactions and records series documenting processes at the 
work unit or single function scope of complexity. This 
involves the addition metadata, which disembeds 
information from the immediate contexts of its creation.  
Organise. In this dimension, a recordkeeping system 
embraces the multiple collections of records that service the 
entire documentary needs of a single juridical entity.  
Records become part of a formal system of storage and 
retrieval that constitutes the corporate memory of the 
organization. It is the prime locus of time-space 
distanciation.
Pluralise. In this dimension Records that are required for 
purposes of societal accountability (e.g., by corporate law) 
or other forms of collective memory become part of wider 
archival systems which comprise records from a range 
organizations. It involves the use of information in ways that 
are less predictable or controllable. 

The four continua of the model are:  

Transactionality relates to records as products of activities. 
Identity relates to the authorities by which records are made 
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and kept, including their authorship, establishing 
particularities of the actors involved in the acts of records 
creation, the empowerment of the actors and their identity 
viewed from broader social and cultural perspectives. 
Evidentiality relates to the records as evidence. 
Recordkeeping Containers relates to the objects we create in 
order to store records. 

The OAIS Reference Model (CCSDS, 2002), has had a defining 
influence in the development of digital preservation and archival 
software. This model is process oriented and comprises four components: 

A producer (person or machine) which produces the 
information. 
A manager which sets up a policy for preservation. 
An archive (an implementation of the model). 
A consumer (person or machine) which interacts with the 
archive in order to retrieve information. 

A system built according to this model should contain six high level 
processes:

Ingest receives the information and prepares it for 
preservation.  
Archival Storage: stores, maintains and retrieves the 
preserved information. 
Data Management: coordinates description information from 
an archival object and system information that is used to 
support archival operations. 
Access: helps the consumer to identify and retrieve 
information. 
Administration: plans the ubiquitous archival activities. 
Preservation Planning: provides recommendations for 
preservation monitoring changes in technology. 

The archive entities are objects that move around in this system. 
These are called Information Packages, which change their status 
depending on where they are in the archive. 
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Submission Information Package (SIP): This is the digital 
object package, which is sent to the archive by the 
information producer.  
Archival Information Package (AIP): This contains all the 
information needed in order to preserve the digital object. 
All the relevant metadata will be added and technical 
specifications to render the object. 
Dissemination Information Package (DIP): The package that 
the user will receive is the digital object and some of its 
metadata. There is little need for the user to have access to 
all the complex technical metadata stored in the AIP.  

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) proposed by Object 
Management Group is a method for software development (Mukerji, 
Miller 2003). This comprises four elements in different levels of 
abstraction. The Computational Independent Model (CIM) is an abstract 
model over activities (the organisation business) which are intended to be 
supported by software. The Platform Independent Model (PIM) is a 
computational adaptation of the computation independent model that 
must be refined in order to fit a specific platform; this means that a 
Platform Specific Model (PSM) must be developed based on the PIM. 
The Code, the level that physically constructs the software, is based on 
the PSM. 

The Framework Explained 

The aim of the AIS Thinking Framework is to be used as a “thinking 
model” (Figure 1) when approaching to the development of AIS. A 
desirable effect of using this framework is, in the long-term, to gain 
knowledge about how to develop archival software through selecting 
important aspects of the RCM and the OAIS Reference Model.  
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Figure 1 The Archival Information systems Thinking Framework 

The software (the Code in MDA), aimed data manipulation in a 
computer, is the lowest level of the framework. The PSM should be more 
stable and might be changed if, for instance, technology changes have 
occurred in the underlying infrastructure such as the operating system. 
The PIM, more stable than the PSM, might suffer changes only if 
changes are made in the CIM. The CIM, which could be seen as the 
“business model” of an organisation, might change as a consequence of 
external demands, such as new legislation, or because of internal changes 
within the organisation, such as internal re-organization. On the next 
level, we find the OAIS Model more concretely providing the frame and 
making it possible to create architecture for AIS that supports 
preservation. 

The foundation level has to be stable because we must have a 
perspective based on a long-term thinking about preservation activities 
and the information to be preserved, in other words the implementation 
of Forward Compatibility. In our case, The RCM is the foundation for 
this, because it expresses the continuing value of records. In the 
abstract/philosophical-concrete chain, the developers must raise their 
heads to a more philosophical level in order to avoid the development of 
software based on a technical-deterministic view.  

It is necessary to be aware of discrepancies that might exist between 
the object-oriented approach of the RCM and the process-oriented 
approach of the OAIS Model. The framework embraces both approaches, 
because I believe the process and the object must follow each other. 
Using the framework in practical cases will address eventual 
discrepancies. 

It is also necessary to distinguish between the organization as a 
system and the technically implemented system. In our case, emphasis is 
put on the development of the technical system that includes collections 
of files, databases, and software. The vocabulary of the OAIS is suitable 
for this aim. Long-term preservation is achieved by setting up strategies 
based on state of the art technology. That means the archival preservation 
activity is an ongoing activity. Accessibility is achieved by means of the 
AIS functional performance. AIS are used by archival organizations, 
which preserve records and perform preservation activities. I argue that 
access to recorded information is the essence of archives and only 
possible if records are preserved in the long-term.  
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Method

The empirical evaluation of the theoretical framework utilized the 
Future Workshop Method (Jungk & Müllert, 1988). The main reason for 
using this method was that a group of people tackles their problems in a 
future-oriented way and the nature of long-term preservation is per se 
future-oriented. Another important reason for using this method is that 
this method helps to “dive deeply” in the selected topic.  

The method consists of two major part phases: the preparatory phase 
and the workshop itself. The workshop is divided in three phases: 
Critique, Fantasy and the Implementation Phase. The Critique Phase is 
used for the elicitation of problems or difficulties about the selected topic 
of discussion. The Fantasy Phase is used to unleash imagination and 
creativity in order to draw up possible solutions to the problems or 
difficulties found in the Critique Phase. In this phase, it is important to 
have a “brainstorming” approach without criticism on the possibilities of 
implementing ideas. The Implementation Phase is used to separate 
between what the participants would like to see and what actually can be 
done. In every phase, it is important to document the input from the 
participant in some way (e.g. writing in A3 paper sheets taped on the 
walls). The participants might read the input during the whole workshop. 
Criticism or ideas might be weighted by giving grades or by listing them 
by putting the most important first in the list and so forth. 

The topic of the workshop was the AIS Thinking Framework. The 
focus of the workshop was to validate the thoughts presented (Quisbert, 
Hägerfors, 2006) and to provide input on how to approach from the 
higher levels of the AIS Thinking Framework to the lower levels. The 
preparatory phase consisted in preparing the participants for the coming 
workshop by orally presenting the idea of having a workshop on the 
topic. The paper of Quisbert & Hägerfors (2006) was sent in advance to 
the group to be studied as an input for the workshop. The group of 
participants chosen was a group of professional AIS developers at the 
Long-term Digital Preservation Centre in Sweden. Three of them have 
worked for several years developing software, one was recently 
graduated and the last participant also has a technical background and is 
working with strategic issues. The group can be described as quite 
homogenous in background and experience. 

The workshop deviated from the method description in that the RCM 
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was orally explained in a short session before beginning the phases of the 
workshop. No grades where given to the input in the phases. It was 
agreed that the discussion should be limited to the topic and matters 
surrounding the topic. The amount of time used was approximately one 
hour for each phase, due to the topic and the amount of participants. 

Data Gathered

The most significant results are presented below for every phase of 
this data gathering method. In the Critique Phase of the workshop, a set 
of difficulties was disclosed. Most of them were related to the 
complexity of the RCM. For instance, the conception of time was 
difficult to understand intuitively. Other issues were that the RCM might 
not cover “everything” (i.e. every aspect that is needed to be covered in 
order to make preservation meaningful) and this model is as one of the 
participants expressed “just another model”. The OAIS Model was 
accepted, but the reaction in the group was that the models might be 
difficult to “mix” and (or just the RCM alone) might be difficult to 
implement. The reason for those comments was that the RCM seemed to 
be even more abstract than of the OAIS Model. A quite isolated remark 
concerned research, suggesting that other research “entries” than records 
research should be necessary in long-term digital preservation research. 
In the Fantasy Phase, an ideal model was proposed as follows:  

Figure 2 Ideal approach to Long-term preservation 

The question that needed to be answered here was: “What are these 
general “principles” that lead to a general method”? The answers given 
were based on questions raised in discussion within the group:  a) What 
is the purpose of archives in society? and b) what aspects of society or 
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“the archive being” (what ever to be preserved) need to be reflected in 
the long term? A common concept that appeared several times was 
“everything” and depicted as big circle (Figure 2). Within this big circle 
the societal, organisational or (whatever) aspects of “the archival being” 
can be found (the smaller circles, just examples). Within the smaller 
circles are found principles for what can or needs to be preserved, and 
finally in the smallest circles what material actually might be preserved.  

Figure 3  Everything and principles within it 

One comment concerning this set of (unknown) principles was that 
the principles should, as in Christian belief, have the same function as 
“The Ten Commandments” in order to “rule” the mentality and the 
actions of the preservation community and be powerful enough to 
survive technical, legislative or societal changes; this in order to ensure 
that everything is covered and preserved. In connection with this 
discussion, some parts of the OAIS concept of Information package were 
questioned. Other comments in this phase concerned, once again, the 
concept of everything but in the search of standardised metadata about all 
possible things. This should, in some sense, unite the (preservation) 
community under one umbrella. 

In the Implementation Phase, most of the comments concerned the 
necessity of stating the still unknown principles. The common attitude 
was that “everything is viable” and the principals and the model (Figure 
2) should be normative within the digital preservation community. This 
is due to its scientific underpinning in which is shown that the aspects (or 
principles) are reflected in the smaller circles and the smaller circles are 
concretizations of the aspects (or principles).  
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Analysis 

I have found two categories of data related to the long-term 
preservation process: a) short term actions and b) long-term 
fundamentals. In the first category, I found the terms of standardisation 
and other others that may support developers in their everyday work. In 
this category the RCM, the OAIS Model and the AIS Thinking 
Framework are included. The main reason is the following: these models 
are, as the developers express, just models. They might describe an idea 
or depict a phenomenon. These models are based on knowledge about a 
phenomenon at a certain point in time and might be used during that 
period of time. New models might (and surely will) emerge. Even the 
AIS Thinking Framework has limited longevity. It was obvious that 
forward compatibility is a “default desire” in long-term digital 
preservation in order to make the process easier.  

The comments about the difficulties of mixing the models in another 
model and the implementation of the latter could be interpreted as 
follows: Dealing with the OAIS Model is already difficult. This model is 
an abstract model and open to different interpretations and 
implementations. Adding another model in the process of long-term 
digital preservation might complicate things even more. The intention 
with the AIS Thinking Framework was then not fully understood.  

If this interpretation is accurate, then the conclusion that can be 
drawn is: a) either they did not fully understand the model or b) there 
might exist mental conflicts between the models, especially between the 
RCM and the OAIS Model or c) due to The RCM complexity and level 
of abstraction, it might be necessary to formulate a “simpler version” of 
this model in order to easier be understood by practitioners. 
Nevertheless, the question is if this is possible or rather desirable. I think 
it is possible, but not desirable, because its complexity forces one to 
think a bit (or perhaps very) differently in the conception of or when 
dealing with records. I pointed out in the Motivation section of this paper 
that the development of digital archives demands a revision of 
fundamental ideas in software development. The remark about time in 
the RCM was discussed and later understood. 

In the second category, I found that the lack of deeper guidance or 
philosophy is the most crucial. The aspects of the framework that where 
understood an accepted were The OAIS Model because is well known by 
the participants, and the MDA approach due to the background of the 
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group. According to the “ideal” approach to preservation a not really a 
new revision must be done to the AIS Thinking Framework but is 
necessary to put it in the “right” place within this “ideal model”. In this 
context, the proposed framework might be used just for specific purposes 
in a certain point of time, but together with archive objects (its 
definitions, properties, etc.) and organisational issues given or existing at 
the same point of time. The motive for that is that the development of 
digital archives must embrace the archive objects, the IT-support and 
organisational issues within the archival organisation i.e. long-term 
preservation must evolve with all these components as whole. Extending 
this idea, a further level is perhaps necessary in order to “complete” the 
framework and this level should be “placed” at the top of the framework. 

Discussion

From the analysis of the data I can make two major conclusions: a) 
the AIS Thinking Framework might be useful when developing archival 
software, this in the reference to short term actions, and b) a set of 
principles (perhaps based on philosophical base) needs to be set in order 
to carry out a meaningful long-term preservation of digital information, 
this in reference to long term fundamentals. To the first issue I use the 
expression “might be” because the group did not reject either accepted 
the framework directly. This means that the framework needs to be 
further evaluated and developed. Assuming that the group fully 
understood or not the framework, (at this stage) it does not give enough 
guidance in order to approach the concrete development. The group is 
practical-oriented and they have been facing the difficulties of not having 
guidance in the process of implementation of long-term digital 
preservation software.  

On the second issue, it can be said that a deeper philosophy is needed. 
All the models presented might be the object of questioning, if not just 
now at least within one decade or two. This means that upon my 
approach to the development of digital archives, (at least) one more level 
needs to be added (the real philosophical level). The level that was 
pointed out as “The Ten Commandments of Long-term Digital 
Preservation” or the set of principles that maybe reliable in a very long-
tem perspective. The desirable principles might remain unchanged or 
survive even if radical thing happened in the sphere of long-term 
preservation.  
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Figure 4 - The long-term preservation context and its principles 

Figure 3 approaches the relation between such principles and the 
context of digital preservation. The centre is the focus the long-term 
preservation in which we find its “elements”: the archival objects, the 
archival organisation and tools (software and hardware) for it. These 
elements are surrounded by principles affecting the actions of the 
organisation, the properties of the archival object and the development of 
the tools. This set of principles should be based on a deeper philosophy, 
beyond the philosophy of Information System, beyond the philosophy of 
records, beyond the philosophy of organisations, in order to achieve 
meaningful long-term preservation of digital information.  

A question that needs to be discussed is: Why did I get the data I got? 
There are two possible answers to that question: a) I might have used the 
wrong method. There are a large number of data gathering methods, but I 
judged the used method to be appropriate method due to its future-
orientation and I needed a deep evaluation of the AIS Thinking 
Framework. b) I might have used the method wrongly. I have little 
experience leading this kind of workshop and maybe I did not have 
enough leadership in order to deeply discuss just the AIS Thinking 
Framework. Maybe it was necessary to be rigorous applying the method 
but I considered that some modifications might not affect the results due 
to the limited group of participants. Anyway, the topic was discussed; the 
concepts, terms and definitions from the theoretical section of this paper 
were used during the workshop. As I see it, the group needed an input 
(the workshop) in order to disclose the lack of deeper fundaments in the 
process of long-term digital preservation. 
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Towards a Definition of Digital Information
Preservation Object

Hugo Quisbert, Margarita Korenkova, Ann Hägerfors 

Abstract In this paper, we discuss long-term digital preservation from an 
information perspective, rather than the predominant approaches; the Archival and 
the Technocratic Approach. Information lives longer than people, tools (software) 
and organizations live. The Information Continuum Model provides support for 
this standpoint. However, we find that there exists no concept to support practical 
action in preservation from the information perspective. Existing concepts as 
information object, digital object, preservation object, electronic record, 
information package and significant properties are context dependent and focus on 
the object to be preserved, rather than preservation of information. Consequently, 
they are not suitable for realizing the information perspective in long-term digital 
preservation. The concept of Digital Information Preservation Object is therefore 
introduced and a tentative definition of the concept is presented.  

1 Introduction

During the last years, development of digital technologies has been very fast and 
for the most unpredictable. Consequently, the amount of information created in 
electronic form is growing exponentially. [18] According to Runardotter et al., 
[25] digital information has to be available for the future society by legal, 
historical and democratic reasons. 

The solutions that are today for preservations and foremost to make digital 
material accessible for long time are insufficient. Archival inquiry “Archives for 
Everyone – Now and in the Future”, called attention to these great shortcomings 
and argued that models, methods and platform-independent software for 
preservation of the digital material are omitted largely. [19] On one hand, the 
“problem” with digital preservation is the lack of proven methods to ensure that 
the digital information will continue to exist [26]. On the other hand, the software 
currently available does not include good tools for saving digital recorded 
information in the face of rapid hardware and software obsolescence [12]. One of 
the challenges to be addressed is how to preserve information through technology 
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changes. [12] Within the practice of preservation, archives are still using methods 
developed since 1970-1980. These methods cause losing functionalities of records 
when archiving. Archival Science has not developed as rapid as information 
technology. Digital material is needed to be migrated and/or emulated to be 
preserved. [25]  

Information Systems Sciences have no methods that in the same degree as 
Archival Science deal with long-term, “forever” perspectives. The transition 
between paper-based media to digital media was not preceded by a strategy for 
long-term digital preservation. This phenomenon explained in terms of lack of 
knowledge and experience when handling digital material. [25]  

Society and information curators have to face the challenge of finding some 
sustainable solutions to ensure that digital recorded information of today become 
accessible and understandable in the future. Otherwise, digital material and 
likewise one part of society’s future cultural heritage and history are in danger of 
disappearing forever. Consequently, legal and democratic demands cannot be 
fulfilled. [19] According to Gladney [12] technology has influence in almost every 
aspect of long-term digital preservation and it is not widely believed these 
solutions can be achieved solely through technological means. To find solutions to 
the problem much research was limited to technical aspects of preservation but our 
research has taken another view on long-term digital preservation, which puts 
information in focus. This paper therefore discusses the concept of information as 
central for long-term digital preservation. 

2 Facing Long-term Digital Preservation

The authors of this paper are connected to the Long-term Digital Preservation 
Centre (LDP Centre) in Sweden. The major activities of the LDP Centre concern 
research and systems development within the field of long-term digital 
preservation. The LDP Centre has adopted, at this stage, migration as method for 
preservation and developed a model for structure for Information Package in 
accordance with [4]. This structure was (and is) intended to be used by archive 
creating organizations, in order to later deliver digitally recorded information to 
archives. The base-structure consists of different sets of metadata according to 
well-established international metadata standards such as METS, EAC, EAD, 
PREMIS, etc. 

We found out that the existing models for structuring information about the 
object to be preserved, produces problems in implementation. As we can realize, 
these structures are used as “wrappers” carrying metadata sometimes overlapping 
one another. Consequently, dealing with all these structures causes both 
intellectual complications and technical implementation difficulties. We, at the 
LDP Centre, have experienced that all these structures have some kind of inherent 
philosophy, which focuses on special features, or attributes of digital material. 
Here we did three significant observations: 1) the used structures do not focus 
specifically on information, 2) using several structures sometimes causes an 
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intellectual “mess” due to their inherent philosophies (such as ontological 
confusion), and 3) the used structures are inherited from the archival world and 
they support legislative (or authority) records more than digitally recorded 
information in general. We also found out that putting many efforts on these 
structures, made us loss focus on that we believe is important to preserve, 
information. It is obvious that technical or other aspects of digital material to be 
preserved are indeed important to deal with, but those are just means of preserving 
information while the digital “technology is a live”.  

Another issue concerns the fact that it was archival institutions that early 
experienced the need of digital preservation. Consequently, (archival) metadata 
standards were developed in order to support digital preservation. The archival 
inheritance spokes for the principle of provenience as one of the stone corners in 
long-term digital preservation, because this principle supports authenticity and 
trustworthiness of any kind of digitally recorded information. Consequently, 
today’s “solutions”, based on the Archival and/or the Technocratic Approach 
supports preservation only in a (relatively) short-term. 

To approach a solution concerning how to preserve information through 
technology changes and surpassing the archival inheritance, the LDP Centre’s 
research activities have taken a new view, which puts information in focus. This 
includes the development of a detached Digital Information Preservation Object
that is independent of technology and deals with the question of provenience in a 
rather new way. Such preservation object might be transferred between different 
technologies. This is viewed as the main key to a viable solution for long-term 
digital preservation. Such view demands a higher-level perspective of information 
and its continuing value without neglecting the constant changing technical 
aspects of digital preservation.  

3 Developing the Information Approach

This paper is a result of two research activities, literature review and interaction in 
the developing R&D team at the LDP Centre. The literature review was carried 
out with the purpose of developing a definition of Digital Information 
Preservation Object and the interaction helped to gather data about the developed 
structure through seminars, (informal) “interviews” and systems development 
meetings. 

There is a large quantity of literature about the concept of information. 
Nevertheless, in comparison, the quantity of literature in the field of long-term 
digital preservation is relatively small. The process of critical selection of relevant 
literature was based on guidelines such as “well known writers”, “established 
perspectives and/or schools”, in order to address the key sources, key theories and 
definitions of the topic [13]. Since our intention was to provide a broad view on 
the subject, the initial literature review made it clear that several research projects 
have shown its own approaches to what we call Digital Information Preservation 
Object. In our work, we tackle questions like: What are the elements of the 
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Information Approach? What properties/characteristics constitute a definition of 
the notion Digital Information Preservation Object?  

Since the LDP Centre intends to develop a general preservation model in which 
Digital Information Preservation Object is the mediator for preservation, this 
paper will have influence for further research as well as for what methods, models 
and techniques that will be developed and used. Furthermore, our result will 
influence the development of the information systems intended to serve long-term 
digital preservation.

3.1 On Information

The term information is used with different meanings by different groups and in 
different contexts [17] and there is no well-defined definition of the terms “data” 
and “information” [6]. A common and short definition is that information is 
interpreted data [3]. Hence, data is signs used to represent information [17], or 
signs which carries with them, the possibility to compose and/or decompose the 
text, photo, music etc. from which it is derived. Thus, retrieving the source 
provides access to information and we can start reading/viewing/listening but also 
interpreting and analysing the information existing in the source. This results in 
the creation of knowledge, that is, we learn from information. 

The central idea is that data become information by a process of interpretation 
[17]. Langefors [ibid.] states, “One of the central insights from infology is that 
data or texts do not “contain” information (knowledge) but will only, at best, 
represent the information to those who have the required “pre-knowledge””. 
Dealing with information systems require a broad view of information, since using 
a computer implicitly involves information services of some kind, that is, we get 
service by being informed by data. According to Langefors [17] it is necessary to 
define information as knowledge, since “information is knowledge and not 
physical signs”. He regards information as knowledge structured in such a way 
that it is communicated. Because of this, it can also be stored, which leads to 
information being stored knowledge. [17] 

Checkland & Holwell [6] provides the view that information is a service that 
supports decision making within organizations. Data are facts and a starting point 
for mental processes. They introduce the concept of “capta”, which is the result of 
selection of certain data (we pay attention to, create some new category or get 
surprised by the data). In other words, data that catches our interest transforms to 
capta, the consciousness of something. This signifies that turning data into 
information is done through a mental process and during that process the data 
changes shape, and will ultimately lead to knowledge. Once we have selected, 
paid attention to or created some data, or turned it into capta, we relate it to other 
things or put it in a context, we attribute meaning to it, and we once again convert 
it, this time to information. This can be done individually or collectively and this 
process, selection and conversion of data into meaningful information can lead to 
larger structures of interconnected information, or what we call knowledge. The 
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interpretation process [17] emphasizes is implicit in this reasoning. We agree with 
Langefors with his notion that in order to understand information people has to 
have pre-knowledge. This we see as knowledge that consists of the ability to 
assimilate the information, but also to have an understanding of the information 
content, or the subject in focus. If these abilities are found, new knowledge is 
created the moment someone (individually or in a group) thinks of an issue. When 
people’s ideas, or knowledge, are being shaped and transferred to a medium they 
are made available for others to share. Hence, the knowledge has now once again 
become information and exists physically (or digitally), available for people who 
need it in order to learn and increase their knowledge of something, for example 
within an organization. 

3.2 Information Continuum Perspective

Runardotter et al., [25] put information in a long-term digital preservation context 
that is a new circular view of the information life cycle. The authors manifested 
that information is a living concept and is in progress during constant ongoing 
process. The statement is based on that information is constantly shaped and 
reshaped, evolving through time, picking up further information or losing some 
parts and in that way information is all the time under reconstruction. To keep 
information alive demands a set of ongoing activities, both organizational and 
technical. The idea of living spiral is also supported by the Records Continuum 
Model and Information Continuum Model [32] [33]. According these models 
information and records continues to evolve in space/time and therefore are no end 
products. [25] The named models are founded on Giddens’ structuration theory. 
This theory of time/space distanciation has been translated into a ”rhythm” for 
information processing derived from the processes of creating information, 
capturing it as recorded information, organising it and bringing it together within 
the plural domains of competition. Each item of information once created, may or 
may not be recorded, stored and managed in ways that can benefit individuals, 
groups, communities, and can push that information out into the plural domains of 
the further reaches of space/time. The continua (the dimensions of the model) in 
the Information Continuum Model are collectively meant to focus analytical 
attention on the nature of recorded information as an allocative resource, 
something to be shared and to be used within our activities. The continua in the 
Records Continuum Model collectively are meant to focus analytical attention on 
the nature of recorded information as an authoritative resource, something to be 
relied on not because of its content but because of the way, it has been created and 
maintained with some continuing contact to the original specificities of its 
occurrence. [33] 

According to Upward [31], information (and its reconstituted products) 
outwardly spiral from the original act of creation of a document. In the 
Information Continuum Model, information is derived from a principle source (for 
example, an information object such as an interview), and becomes transformed 
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through the agency of people and technologies for different purposes. Information 
Objects are both embedded in the “context of the action in which they are part, 
and are recursively involved”. [28]  

We could use Giddens own “words” and transform these to our vocabulary of 
Information Continuum. Giddens “structure” equals to rules and resources 
organized as properties of systems. Systems equal to reproduced relations between 
actors or collectivities organized as social practices. Finally, structuration equals 
to the continuity or transformation of structures, and therefore the reproduction of 
systems [16] [11]. The dynamic of structuration is crucial in our view. “Social 
practices evolve over time and space and has to replicate even to stay the same” 
[24] (the essence of long-term digital preservation). The term of continuity, (i.e. 
continuum) promotes the reproduction of systems (i.e. memory traces, organized 
social practices) by means of digitally recorded information and its continuing 
value. Information is seen as an (allocative) resource, something to be shared and 
to be used within our activities [33] [25]. In the long-term gaining access to 
digitally recorded information (through long-term digital preservation activities) 
will tell us what sorts of things were out there in the world. We could summarize 
our view in simple words, as digital preservation will ensure, through the 
continuing value of information, that social systems will be reproduced as memory 
tracks of human activities. 

4 Predominant Approaches in Long-term Digital Preservation

In our research, we could observe two predominant approaches trying to define 
the object of preservation, Archival (including Records Management) and a 
technical (or merely a technocratic) perspective.  

4.1 The Object of Preservation in the Archival Approach

One definition of Preservation Object is given by Dollar [8] as “Preservation 
Objects are those to be archived. These objects are physically compounded by set 
of files in maybe different formats. The objects logically are compounded by data 
– the content for instance birth date of a person, and metadata – that should 
describe the context when the birth date of a particular person was used”. 

Preservation makes the record a vital component in the memory of 
organizations, individuals and in some cases of society [29]. A record is more than 
just information, it is supposed to be trustworthy i.e. being able to serve as 
evidence, and support accountability. The time for preservation could vary from 
days or months up to hundreds of years. [10][29] The International Standards 
Organization definition of records is: “Information created, received, and 
maintained as evidence and information by organizations or person, in pursuance 
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of legal obligations or in transaction of business.” [15] In the Guide for Managing 
Electronic Records of the International Council on Archives, from an archival 
perspective, a similar definition of record is given as “recorded information 
produced or received in the initiation, conduct or completion of an institutional or 
individual activity and that comprises content, context and structure sufficient to 
provide evidence of the activity.” Records can occur in different forms and 
representations. They are usually represented as logically delimited information 
objects, for example, as distinct documents. [14] However, increasingly we find 
records in the form of distributed objects, such as relational databases and 
compound documents.  

According to Thomassen [29] a record has four characteristics, which make the 
record unique in relation to other types of information: 1) Records serve as 
evidence over actions and transactions, 2) Records support accountability, 3) 
Records are related to processes, i.e. information that is generated by, and linked 
to some work processes, and 4) Records are going to be preserved, some even for 
eternity.  

Cox [7] have stated that the evidential value of a record can only exist if the 
content, structure and context are preserved. The context is the link between 
different records that belongs together and to the process where the record was 
created. According to Dollar [8], the electronic record is more of a logical entity, 
where integral parts can be managed at different places within an information 
system, or even in different information systems. 

The question “What is a record” has been one of the fundamental issues in 
debates and discussions in archiving and digital preservation over the past twenty 
years. Attempts to arrive at general definition of an electronic record were made 
in the last decade by several research projects and have by now being replaced by 
more constructive approaches that define the properties and functionalities of 
electronic records, which need to be preserved in a given context. An electronic 
record can be understood as a package or a set of technical properties and 
possibilities, and of administrative context where some of these technical 
possibilities were put to use. [26] 

In contrast, one approach in Digital Libraries that might have a significant 
difference is proposed by Nichols [21]. In this approach, the concept of “artefact” 
is central and defined as “a physical object produced at sometime in the past, and 
attesting to a given set of practices, thinking, and ways of viewing the world, but 
whose importance will be defined by present and foreseeable future needs and use. 
The value of the artefact is strongly influenced, but not completely determined by, 
the document/object’s features that are unique”. [21] An artefact is then an object 
with a set of values such as Evidential, aesthetic, Associational, Market and 
Exhibition value. An artefact is of value to the extent that it testifies to the 
information being original, faithful, fixed, or stable. Although, this approach does 
not mention the term record but “artefact”, we interpret this approach to be similar 
to the Archival Approach.  

The definitions of records are to some extent usable in our perspective. We 
perceive the evidentiallity of records as the major focus of Archiving and Records 
Management and less focus is given to records as informational source. 
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Thomassen [29] gives emphasis on the need of preservation of records in order to 
be reused as memory traces. This encompasses our Continuum perspective, which 
is beyond of just records. The “big difference” is that our perspective is turning 
the precedence of information in relation to Archiving. Another difference is that 
our perspective deal with any kind of digitally recorded information as evidence of 
human activities not just with records as legal evidence. 

4.2 The Object of Preservation in the Technocratic Approach

A definition of Digital Object is given by Blanchi & Petrone [2] as “a unique 
identified data abstraction that encapsulates content and access policies while 
providing a high-level, self-describing, type definition. Digital Objects are 
described through the use of an abstract typing mechanism that we refer to as 
content type”. The concept of Information Package of the OAIS Reference Model 
[4] states that data is interpreted using its Representation Information (described in 
metadata), which produces information, necessary to interpret that content. In 
order to preserve successfully such a generic Information Object, it is critical for 
an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) to identify clearly and understand 
the Data Object and its associated Representation Information, which together 
forms what, is called an Information Package. Objects, according to PREMIS 
[23], can be bitstreams, files or representations. Further, the notion Preservation 
Object can be compared to the approach of Persistent Object articulated by the US 
National Archives (NARA) and the San Diego Supercomputing Centre (SDSC). 
This method presumes that all records can be represented as objects with their 
specific characteristics and behaviour [26]. 

The concept of Significant Properties, proposed by the National Library of 
Australia (NLA) [20], are functions or characteristics of an object that are 
essential to the meaning of it. Preservation of digital objects, in this approach, are 
going to necessitate changes in look, feel, functionality or content if the object is 
to remain usable at all. In the Cedars project [5], Significant Properties were 
associated with the Underlying Abstract Form (UAF) of an object. Therefore, 
objects with the same UAF have the same significant properties. The PREMIS 
[23] working group, following on the work of OAIS, Cedars and NLA, defined 
Significant Properties as “characteristics of a particular object subjectively 
determined to be important to maintain through preservation actions”, noting that 
“Significant properties may be objective technical characteristics subjectively 
considered to be particularly important, or subjectively determined 
characteristics”. Further, the FEDORA architecture [22] conceptualize a Digital 
Object as having: 1) a structural kernel, which encapsulates content as opaque 
byte stream packages and, 2) an interface, or behaviour, layer that gives contextual 
meaning to the data in the Digital Object. One useful metaphor for a Digital 
Object is that of a cell. 
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A similar approach is given by Saidis et al. [27] as Digital Object Prototypes 
(DOPs) that has constituent components as files, metadata, behaviours and 
relationships. A DOP is a digital object type definition that provides a detailed 
specification of its constituent parts and behaviours. Digital objects are conceived 
as instances of their respective prototypes. The approach to Digital Libraries 
proposed by Arms et al. [1] described the “digital object” in a slightly different 
manner. The main building blocks in this approach are: "digital objects", which 
are used to manage digital material in a networked environment. From a 
computing view, the digital library is built up from simple components, notably 
digital objects. A digital object is a way of structuring information in digital form. 
[1] 

Very common are the terms: “data abstraction”, “data”“bitstreams”, “files”, 
“instantiation”, “characteristics and behaviour”, “functions”, “functionality”, 
“objective technical characteristics”, “structural kernel”, “encapsulates opaque 
byte stream packages”, “interface”, “metadata”, “behaviours and relationships”, 
“manage digital material in a networked environment”, “stored”. The ontology of 
this approach shows that the terms utilized come from computer science in general 
and at some extent from Object Oriented terminology. This spokes for data 
management through information systems making data central. The term object is 
also important, being conceptualization of data (such as files, bitstreams, etc.) 
having some behaviour (its functionality or implemented functions in as 
information system). No emphasis is made on information neither on its contents 
as traces of human activities. 

5 Towards a Definition of Digital Information Preservation
Object

Every other approach to define the object of preservation has focused from 
different perspectives of preservation and from different characteristics of the 
digital object using its own ontology. Furthermore, we found that 1) there is no 
existing or established definition of Digital Information Preservation Object, 2) 
existing concepts are context dependent and focuses specifically on object to be 
preserved. After our study we came to conclusions that research carried out so far 
do not handle Digital Information Preservation Object from Information 
Continuum perspective and do not contribute with any definition of the notion 
Digital Information Preservation Object. However, the studied research results 
merely focus on the structure and physical nature of the digital object. Their 
described abstractions are conceptualizations of the underlying physical level. 
Nevertheless, although these approaches support our activities to some extent, the 
definitions provided by these approaches are not suitable for our view, hence; we 
experienced the emergence of an own definition of Digital Information 
Preservation Object that specifically focuses on information. However, this study 
gave us insights to take another perspective. To define the notion of Digital 
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Information Preservation Object it is needed to take a standpoint. We cannot begin 
the definition from structure of the object; nonetheless, we will begin definition 
from a global view. If we start from the structure, we are viewing an object as a 
delimited entity at structural level, since our focus is on information, not the object 
itself. We want to distinguish the conventional view to the object that is a 
construction, a container or a carrier to hold together the elements (depending on 
level of conceptualization) from the view that is to see an object from continuum 
perspective. An object there is a piece or pieces of information that reflects human 
action in a social context in the continuum. 

Our intention (or level of abstraction) lay merely in the general level or, so to 
say, we try to define DIPO at an “ethereal” level; we want to define the “thing” 
DIPO. We take stand in the philosophy of Dooyeweerd who stated that Meaning 
rather than Existence is the primary property in created reality [9]. In our 
perspective, this view encompasses the Information Continuum Model perspective 
in which put the continuing value of information (i.e. its reconstruction of human 
social actions) as the meaning (raison d’être) of the DIPO.  

The DIPO is a recorded result of action of humans in the form of information 
pieces. This information is categorized in an information type from social context. 
These information pieces can have relationships to other information pieces either 
within its own physical carrier or toward other objects. The vital characteristic of 
the information object from continuum perspective is that new object can be 
created through the combination of information pieces that can be a piece of other 
objects. In that way, the information will be reused in another context and 
reproducing human social actions. It means that information can be related to 
processes (that is generated by, and linked to work processes). Furthermore, the 
information in the object has to serve as evidence over actions and transactions as 
well. 
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Abstract
This paper is the result of an evaluation of an 

organisation as a Trusted Repository. The evaluation 
was carried out in November 2007, using parts of the 
existing guidelines concerning the certification of 
Trusted Repositories. The contributions of are 1) 
findings on organisation concerning its commitment 
towards its stakeholders and archival holdings and 2) 
findings about repository evaluation. The findings show 
that a highly committed and competent organisation is 
reliable as a trusted repository and there is a need of 
continuity evaluating digital repositories since an 
evaluation does not show the reliability of an 
organisation as a trusted repository in the long-term. 

Introduction  
Long-term Digital Preservation is prerequisite for 

long-term accessibility to digitally recorded 
information. Long-term Digital Preservation has 
become prioritised as a strategic and research issue for 
different institutions the latest years [5], [8]. There are 
several reasons for approaching digital reservation; one 
of them is software and hardware obsolescence [6], 
[12]. Different requirements have developed different 
“solutions” to Long-term Digital Preservation. Garret & 
Waters [7] stated, “A critical component of the digital 
archiving infrastructure is the existence of a sufficient 
number of trusted organizations capable of storing, 
migrating and providing access to digital collections.” 
The Research Library Group & the Online Computer 
Library Center [14] define a Trusted Repository, as “… 
one whose mission is to provide reliable, long-term 
access to managed digital resources to its designated 
community, now and in the future”. This component 
has been identified as a Trusted Repository. This 
statement implies two sides of the same coin; what is a 
trusted repository. A trusted repository cans be a 
technical as well as an organisational infrastructure. 
The technical side is managed by a trusted 
(organisational) repository. Kaczmarek et al. [10] refers 
to the technical infrastructure as the “little r” whereas 
the organisational infrastructure is referred as the “Big 
R”. R refers, of course to “Repository”. Such 
repositories are implemented in institutional level 
offering services such as access to archival collections. 
The “little r” consists of the actual software executing 
processes of preservation, migration or retrieval and so 
forth. The title of this paper refers to a “Digital 
Repository” while the section above is describing a 
“Trusted Repository”. A Trusted Repository (in this 
paper) is indeed a Digital Repository, but a Digital 

Repository is not necessarily a trusted Repository. 
Nevertheless, the definition of Trusted Repository also 
highly resembles the definition of Digital Archives 
provided by the OAIS Reference Model [2]. However, 
these concepts are treated equally until the Conclusion 
section of this paper. 

The description of Trusted Repositories 
corresponds to definitions of Information Systems 
proposed by Checkland [3], Buckingham [1], or 
Langefors [11] amongst others. Consequently, such 
Information Systems, when implemented, must also be 
object of evaluation. 

On Information Systems Evaluation 
What is evaluation? I think this question is 

connected to “why” the Information System exists and 
for “whom”, but also “what” is to be evaluated and 
“when”. Evaluation can be carried out in many ways. 
Cronholm & Goldkuhl [4] distinguishes three types of 
evaluation 1) Goal-based evaluation, focusing on the 
intended services and outcomes of an Information 
System 2) Goal-free evaluation creating an 
understanding of the nature of what is evaluated and, 3) 
Criteria Based evaluation, that uses checklists, 
heuristics or quality ideals . Smithson & Hirscheim [17] 
identify five levels of evaluation. The macro level 
focuses on a national or international perspective. The 
sector level focuses on the acting domain or market 
sector. The firm level approaches the performance and 
impact of an Information System within a firm or 
organisation. The application level evaluates the impact 
of a particular application and finally the stakeholder 
level that matches stakeholders concerns and values of 
the system towards the Information System itself. 
Serafeimidis [16] offers the understanding of evaluation 
from a technical stream looking at efficiency or 
technical performance, an economic stream looking at 
effectiveness or quality and utilisation of the outputs of 
Information Systems and interpretive alternatives 
looking at the understanding of what is to be evaluated, 
meaning social action and organisational learning. 
Evaluation can also be understood as the measurement 
of Information Systems success. There is, therefore, a 
range of success factors (measurable or observable in 
some way) for any information system. Wateridge [22] 
identifies six of them: meets user requirements, 
achieves purpose, meets timescale, meets budget, 
(produces) happy users and meets quality. Some of 
them are easy to observe and measure such as “meets 
budget” and “meets timescale”. Factors such as 
“achieves purpose” or “produces happy” users (i.e. 
stakeholders) are far more difficult to measure or 
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observe due to the nature of long-term digital 
preservation. Evaluation is therefore a snapshot over the 
status of an Information System under certain 
circumstances and at a specific moment. 

Information System according to Verjin-Stuart 
[21] can be seen in a broader and a narrow sense; in the 
broader sense, it is seen the totality of data processes 
within an organization, including the communication 
surrounding the environment, alluding a social 
phenomenon in a social context; in the narrower sense a 
computer-based systems. This corresponds to the terms 
of “Big R” and “little r” respectively.  

Some evaluation methods that are focused to 
evaluate the software used by an organisation (i.e. a 
curator organisation) “… does not take into account 
factors such as hardware, time, manpower, money and 
other resources, as these may vary depending on the 
implementing organization or individual” (Goh, 2006). 
This means that the “little r” can be evaluated 
separately from the “Big R” and perhaps vice versa. 
The definition of Trusted Repository implies that it is 
an organisation. Consequently and in my opinion, the 
evaluation of any Trusted Repository has to be carried 
on by evaluating it as an organisation (i.e. an 
information system in the broader sense of its 
definition). However, evaluating Trusted Repositories 
cannot be done in the same way as traditional 
information systems. It has to be preceded by framing 
the characteristics of a Trusted Repository (what) and 
the aim of the evaluation (why and for whom). 
Nevertheless, a method has to be developed or adapted 
(how) and a level of evaluation has to be set up (how 
much). These constraints differ slightly to the 
dimensions proposed by Saracevic [15] in which the 
Context dimension explains to be the richest dimension 
of all. The writer explains it to answer to why and I 
explain as why and for whom. 

Two conclusions can be made from the above 
statements. The first is that evaluation of Trusted 
Repositories has to be made following specific 
guidelines that embrace the concept of Trusted 
Repository and a focus (perspective or intention) on 
what, how, how much and why and for whom. 
Approaching the first statement is within the state of the 
art, easy. There are three internationally well-
established guidelines for the evaluation of Trusted 
Repositories (responding to how). These guidelines also 
have high degree of acceptance within the Lon-term 
Digital Preservation Community. The guidelines are 
described in the next section. 

Approaching the second statement seems to be 
tricky. Nevertheless, my approach to evaluation is 
guided by several ideas described above. The first is 
connected to why. I think that a valuable result of an 
evaluation is that the evaluated organisation should 
learn something from it (a long-term perspective). The 
second is guided by for whom. Paraphrasing Wateridge 
[22], I should say that one of the success factors of a 
Trusted Repository is to produce happy stakeholders
(eventually, happy in a long-term). An evaluation 
cannot really be goal-free, but the goals for an 
evaluation not necessarily have to show some direct 
economical benefits. Within the Long-term Digital 
Preservation community, evaluation in a macro level is 
highly desirable and a stakeholder level evaluation as 

well. Furthermore, organisational learning is necessary 
in the long-term.

Guidelines for the Evaluation of 
Trusted Repositories 

The Digital Repository Audit Method Based on 
Risk Assessment toolkit (DRAMBORA) was developed 
as a collaboration joint task force of the Digital 
Curation Centre (DCC) and Digital Preservation Europe 
(DPE) [18]. A central aim for the development of the 
DRAMBORA toolkit was to conceive criteria, means 
and methodologies for audit and certification of Trusted 
Repositories. The focus on risks is very central for the 
DRAMBORA and developed as a toolkit for self-audit. 
The toolkit is based on the ISO 27001 standard, 
"Information Security Management - Specification with 
Guidance for Use", and comprise six stages 1) 
Identifying organisational context which is, identify 
repository’s role, goals and objectives. 2) Document 
policy and regulatory framework which is: collecting 
and compiling a set of documents regulating the work 
of the repository. 3) Identify activities, assets and their 
owners, which is: developing a conceptual model over 
the work and activities of the repository identifying key 
assets, technology and staff. 4) Identify risks in which a 
set or list of potential risks are identified, 5) Assess 
risks in which the risks and their mutual relationship are 
characterised, and 6) Manage risks, in which business 
decision are made in order to approach risks. 

In 2003, the Research Library Group (RLG) and 
the National Archives and Records Administration 
(NARA) in the United States of America, created a joint 
task force to work specifically on creating guidelines 
for the certification of digital repositories. The goal of 
the RLG-NARA Task Force on Digital Repository 
Certification has been to develop criteria to identify 
digital repositories capable of reliably storing, 
migrating, and providing access to digital collections. 
The resulting audit tool is the work of many experts 
representing an international range of communities in 
research, governments, data archives, and cultural 
heritage organizations. The Trustworthy Repositories 
Audit & Certification (TRAC) guidelines [19] are based 
on five basic principles for application of criteria 1) 
Documentation or evidence showing objectives, basic 
concepts, specifications, implementations, and quality 
and security standards. 2) Transparency meaning 
publishing appropriate parts of the documentation, 3) 
Adequacy related to the context of each implemented 
individual archiving task according to its feasibility and 
4) Measurability showing measurable characteristics if 
possible or in some cases instead indicators that 
demonstrate the degree of trustworthiness. The 
checklist is divided into three sections: 1) 
Organizational infrastructure 2) Digital object 
management and 3) Technologies, technical 
infrastructure, and security. 

The Working Group on Trusted Repositories 
Certification of the Network of Expertise in long-term 
STORage (nestor) developed also the Catalogue of 
Criteria for Trusted Digital Repositories [19] 
(henceforth, referred as the nestor guidelines). This 
catalogue identifies criteria, which simplify the 
evaluation of digital repository trustworthiness, both at 
organisational and technical levels. The criteria are 
defined in close collaboration with a wide range of 
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different memory organisations, information producers, 
experts and other interested parties. This open approach 
is the basis for achieving a high degree of universal 
validity and practical applicability and facilitates broad-
based acceptance of the results of any evaluations 
conducted based on these criteria. The present criteria 
catalogue for public comment represents an important 
milestone on the road towards achieving the working 
group's goals. The memory organisations should be 
given a well-constructed, coordinated and practical tool 
for achieving and demonstrating their trustworthiness. 
However, the intention is also to present the opportunity 
for repository certification within a standardised 
national or international process as a formal 
endorsement of an organisation’s trustworthiness. The 
document’s current draft also supports active 
participation in existing international standardisation 
efforts. The nestor guidelines are based on five basic 
principles for application of criteria. Both the principles 
and the guidelines catalogue are identical to the TRAC 
guidelines. 

I could state that the TRAC and nestor guidelines 
conceptually are very similar; they differ in structure, 
the name of the checklist items and the sequence of 
these. 

The Case 
The division of Digitization and Media at the 

Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences (MiUAS) in 
Finland during 2005-2007 has developed an application 
for digital archiving named Digilab Archive System 
(Digilab). The Digilab consists of a set of the services 
to several designated communities. The main objective 
of these services is to provide Digilab customers with a 
reliable environment for long-term digital archiving, 
fulfilling archival conventions and requirements. 
Separately from these services, the Digilab also 
provides search, migration and digitizing services for 
archived material. An aim of the division is to be 
considered by its stakeholders as a Trusted Repository. 
Since the MiUAS have committed to offer these 
services to a designated community, then the “whole 
picture” fits into the definition of a Trusted Repository. 
The evaluation was carried out in November 2007. 

Method  
The evaluation is to be regarded as a case study 

because it focuses on contemporary events. Focusing on 
contemporary events distinguishes the case study from 
the history research and makes it suitable to for a case 
study according to Yin [23]. Naturally, other methods, 
such as surveys or historical analysis, can be brought in, 
to complement the findings from the case study (ibid). 
The aim of the evaluation was to show the status of the 
MiUAS as a Trusted Repository. This is equivalent to 
the description of contemporary events and therefore an 
approach to descriptive case study was suitable. Data 
were collected by asking the personnel filling forms, 
interviews, informal conversations and history 
documents. Further, the collection of data took place in 
at the premises of the MiUAS avoiding in this manner 
strange and uncomfortable environments. Some 
interviews where preceded by slight chats about every 
day problems “at the office”. This approach to generate 
empirical data is qualitative by nature because of the 

intellectual, analytical and interpretive aspects of it 
[13]. 

The “questionnaire” (the fill in forms) elaborated 
are entirely the templates provided by the 
DRAMBORA community. The analysis form is a 
slightly re-formatted form from the templates provided 
by TRAC guidelines.  

During the evaluation, I used some parts of the 
DRAMBORA guidelines, namely stage 1, 2 and 3. 
These three stages are in concrete 1) identify 
organisational context including goals, objectives, 
mandates and mission 2) identify and collect policy 
documents and regulatory framework and 3) identify 
activities, assets and their owners. The reason for using 
just these stages was that they address principally the 
collection of data about the repository in written form 
(i.e. policy documents, written contracts, systems 
descriptions, etc.). I did not use the stages 4-6 of the 
DRAMBORA guidelines because they try to give a 
metric or measurement to qualitative aspects of an 
organisation. According to Wateridge [22], some 
(these) aspects are difficult to observe and measure. In 
addition, I used the TRAC and nestor guidelines for 
analysis and documentation of results of the evaluation. 
The reason for doing in this (novel) manner is that I 
needed a comprehensive way of gathering 
documentation, confirming the knowledge of the 
existence of this documentation and inquiring the level 
of awareness about their activities. The DRAMBORA 
guidelines were extremely helpful in this quest because 
the offer the possibility of fill and explain, extensively 
and exhaustively, the matters I searched for. Data were 
collected using the proposed worksheets for the stages 
investigated. Simultaneously, I collected documents (in 
paper and electronically) concerning the organisation, 
policies, systems descriptions and so on. The involved 
personnel at the division filled in the worksheets, 
according to their position and knowledge.  

Analysis 
The real evaluation was performed by analysing, 

the collected data and answering “yes” or “no” and 
when needed writing comments or observation about 
the item. I did the analysis sequentially from section A 
to C from the structure of the TRAC guidelines. To 
every item in the checklist, I looked up within the 
answers of the personnel, wherever there was a relevant 
answer. To some items were several answers. The 
answers are presented in a later section in tables. I used 
a simplified version of the TRAC guidelines. The nestor 
guidelines were used to control whether the text of 
some items were unclear for me or not. However, most 
of the items, especially in sections A and B of the 
TRAC guidelines were used and answered. Below, I 
present the results of the analysis of the evaluation.  

Organisation Infrastructure 
Aspects investigated were 1) governance and 

organisational viability, 2) organisational structure and 
staffing, 3) procedural accountability and policy 
framework, 4) financial sustainability, and 5) contracts, 
licenses and liabilities. The commitment of the MiUAS 
towards its stakeholders is made in awareness of a very 
long-term perspective, specified in the contracts 
policies and practices that show the extent of the 
commitment. The staffing is adequate in relation to the 
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size and the solvency of the repository. However, some 
of the personnel are contracted in project basis and the 
length of the contract is determined by the length of the 
project they are working with. New contracts are 
dependant of new projects that are financed by external 
economic support. This might be a major risk due to 
people might be looking for a permanent position in 
order to secure it own economical situation in a long 
term. Short-term contracts do not offer this “economical 
security”. 

Most of archival and curation institution are 
dependent on external financing. Is not really the case 
on this audited repository, However, the awareness over 
the financial situation is not only clear but also crucial 
and the initiative to the development of new ideas and 
projects in the field show that the repository is aware of 
financial sustainability to “survive” as repository 
institution. As far as I could see, the economical 
sustainability of the repository in a short term is good. 
The contracts are clear and specify responsibilities of 
both contractors. There are no occurrences of 
unlicensed software. 

Digital Object Management 
Aspects evaluated concerning digital object 

management are 1) ingest: acquisitions of content 2) 
ingest: creation of archival package, 3) preservation 
planning, 4) storage, preservation and maintenance, 5) 
information management, and 6) access management. 
The answers of the personnel of the repository show a 
very deep knowledge in these matters. Beside the topics 
covered above, is also necessary to point out the 
occurrence of other technical activities such as 
“Digitization of documents, motion pictures, video”, 
“Automatic metadata capture” etc. The granularity of 
the answers in the topics of acquisition of content 
shows a very good understanding and very good skill in 
managing these activities. Something that needs to be 
emphasised is that the OAIS Reference Model has been 
used as a tool for description of the material to be 
preserved. (From this section on, reference to the model 
will be done implicitly). 

In this section of ingest: creation of archival 
packages the answers of the personnel of the repository 
show a very deep knowledge in these matters. The 
granularity of the answers in these topics shows a very 
good understanding and very good skill in managing 
these activities. Preservation Planning is present at the 
repository and followed in a very good manner. 

In the section of storage, preservation and 
maintenance, once again, the answers of the personnel 
of the repository show a very deep knowledge in these 
matters. Even in this section, granularity of the answers 
in these matters shows a very good understanding and 
very good skill in managing these activities. These 
activities must be considered not to be “normal” backup 
activities. The plans and activities in this matter are far 
more developed, in accordance to long-term digital 
preservation practices. 

The section of information management shows that 
the answers of the personnel of the repository show a 
very deep knowledge in that matter. The granularity of 
the answers in these topics shows a very good 
understanding and very good skill in managing these 
activities. 

Finally in the section of  access management, the 
access policies and arrangements are described clearly 
in the system description and in the answers of the 
personnel. In this case access policies are strongly 
connected to system security policies, managed in a 
very god manner with very good skills. 

Technologies, Technical Infrastructure & 
Security 

The aspects evaluated are: 1) system infrastructure, 
2) Appropriate technologies and 3) security. 

The technological infrastructure is also necessary 
to be commented. It is almost impossible to state that 
“this or this” infrastructure is the “very best”. Choices 
are made in accordance to financial solvency and 
prevailing state of the art technologies. Anyway, the 
chosen and implemented technology, in my opinion is 
reliable, as long as there are policies that guide the 
personnel using in optimal manner the soft- and 
hardware. The skills of the personnel and the 
commitment and responsibilities of the people at 
MiUAS show that the stakeholders and the designated 
communities should be confident that the MiUAS 
would take care of the delivered digital assets in the 
best of ways. Although there are no documented plans 
for handling some security aspects of the repository, 
those aspects are considered parts of the core activities 
of a trusted repository, are followed strictly by the 
personnel at the division 

It is shown that to document is not an activity that 
is carried out automatically and consequently by 
technicians, especially IT personnel. It is also 
confirmed that documentation is crucial and considered 
important by the people at a trusted repository. The 
documentation shows a clear insight about the activities 
of the trusted repository, as the policies and regulations 
to follow as well. In the case of the MiUAS, the 
documentation about policies and preservation exists. 
However, the documentation could be more centralised. 
Some documents are to be found in personal areas of 
storage (example: 
C:\Users\Mårten\Documents\Pms_Avain\Aton\DigitalA
rchiveSystem_2611.doc). The question is if these 
documents are available to other personnel whenever 
needed. A more regulated way of naming documents 
might be also desirable. These “problem” can be solved 
by a clear naming policy and the arrangement of storage 
of documents in order to make important document 
available to all personnel. 

Conclusions
The evaluation shows important considerations 

about the MiUAS and the instrument of evaluation. 
Concerning the status of MiUAS it can be said 

that: a) The MiUAS need to adopt a more stringent 
policy about handling documents necessary for the 
organisation; this concern a more centralised and 
controlled access (and availability) to documents even 
concerning naming and used language. b) It seem to be 
that new project are needed it order to generate bigger 
financial sustainability. There is risk that this “money 
haunting” might compromise the reliability of MiUAS 
as a trusted repository. However, a real market for 
archival services has not appeared and most of the 
Long-term Digital Preservation community is 
dependant on external financing. c) There is a high 
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level of competence and commitment at the MiUAS 
towards its role as “Trusted Repository”. The 
commitment concerns its stakeholders and archival 
holdings and the competence concerns handling 
technologies. The overall judgment of this part is that 
the repository shows a strong awareness in the field of 
long-term digital preservation and the direction of the 
repository is heading for deeper commitment in the 
field. The organisation, in this aim, acts in accordance 
to open cultural and transparent accountability. 

Concerning the evaluation instrument, the method 
used for the evaluation was created from parts of the 
three guidelines. This combination functioned well due 
to these guidelines are based in the same idea, 
certification of Trusted Repositories, and have 
influenced one another. It is difficult to adapt an 
evaluation according to the initial requirements of the 
repository. Changes might have occurred over time and 
some conflicts towards the initial requirements might 
exist. It is also going to be very difficult to validate if 
an organisation will be a trusted repository organisation 
in a long-term perspective. This demands continuity not 
only doing new evaluations of the repository, but also 
reviewing the guidelines of evaluation. Using the 
guidelines for the study confirms that the guidelines 
need to be adapted specifically to an actual case. There 
is other reason to have used these guidelines, namely 
that there is no existing model or method for the 
evaluation of digital archives. I don not say that the 
abandoned stages of the DRAMBORA guidelines are 
useless. I could not use as instrument that renders 
quantitative measures when I searched for qualitative 
aspects of the MiUAS. I see the need of methods or 
guidelines for the evaluation of Trusted Repositories 
that addresses qualitative aspects of it according to 
qualitative approaches and quantitative aspects of it 
according to quantitative approaches.  

Some reflections follow: A) It is confirmed that 
documentation is crucial and considered important by 
the people at a trusted repository. The documentation 
shows a clear insight about the activities of the trusted 
repository, as the policies and regulations to follow as 
well. The access to documents has to be easy and 
transparent. B) To document seem not to be a cognitive 
automatic process for technicians, especially IT 
personnel. Organisations teaching IT should be more 
demanding in this subject. C) The MiUAS shown that 
even though there are no documented plans for handling 
some preservation or security aspects of the repository, 
those aspects are considered highly important and 
followed strictly by the personnel at the division. This 
implies that i) some activities lives “in the walls” and 
are part of the culture of the organisation and its role as 
Trusted Repository making it a reliable organisation 
and ii) related activities are part of the profession are 
practiced naturally. 
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Abstract   This is a summary of the PROTAGE project and a proposal for 
creation of agents useful for automation of the vast amount of human interactions 
and work otherwise needed in digital preservation. The potential of the technology 
is illustrated with an agent for appraisal of an individual's personal files.  

Keywords: Agent technology, digital preservation, PROTAGE 

1 Introduction 

PROTAGE is a 3 year project that is funded under the EU FP7 ICT programme as 
one of the “radically new approaches to digital preservation”. The mission of the 
project is to make long-term digital preservation easy enough for all computer 
users to preserve their own content, while reducing the cost and increasing the 
capacity of memory institutions to preserve digital information. The rapidly 
growing volume of digital information is causing data transfer from active IT 
systems to digital repositories at an increasing pace. This makes it necessary to 
find new levels of automation and self-reliance in digital archiving and 
preservation solutions. The increasing diversity in sizes and complexity among 
new digital resources imply that the repository systems must become highly 
automated and adaptable to various types of input, storage and access.  

Until now no real-world deployment areas have been found, where agents can 
provide unique benefits or advantages compared with other already existing 
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solutions [1]. So, in this situation, what should the agent research community do? 
The approach as suggested by [3] is threefold: 

a) Look for killer applications, where agents are the natural or native solutions; 
b) Develop further different pieces of agent technology; 
c) Look for agents in the proper places, because in fact, they are already here.  

The PROTAGE project will carry out research on the potential of software agent 
ecosystems to support the automation of digital preservation tasks. The objectives 
are to 1) to identify agent based technology suitable for the preservation field, and 
preservation models suitable for agent technology adaptation; 2) to further develop 
existing models/methods, taking into account stakeholder needs and requirements; 
3) explore integration of PROTAGE solutions in other preservation environments. 

2 Digital Preservation Issues 

Digital preservation has become a pervasive and ubiquitous problem and concerns 
everyone who has digital information to keep. So far, only large memory 
institutions with expert knowledge and bespoke tools have been able to tackle it. A 
recent review of digital preservation research agendas noted that despite twenty 
years of active research there is still a lot of work to be done to solve the core 
issues. Therefore, radically new approaches to digital preservation are needed to 
support high volumes of data, dynamic and volatile digital content, keeping track 
of evolving meaning and usage context of digital content, safeguarding integrity, 
authenticity and accessibility over time, and models enabling automatic and self-
organizing approaches to preservation [2]. 

Currently the level of automation in digital preservation solutions is low. The 
preservation process currently involves many manual stages but should be 
approached in a flexible and distributed way, combining intelligent automated 
methods with human intervention. The scalability of existing preservation 
solutions has been poorly demonstrated; and solutions have often not been 
properly tested against diverse digital resources or in heterogeneous environments.  

Research in digital preservation domain has moved away from trying to find 
one ideal solution to the digital preservation problem, instead focusing on defining 
practical solutions for different preservation situations. These solutions have to 
utilise the expert know-how of memory institutions, be based on industry 
standards and above all, be scalable and adaptable to disparate environments. 

3 A First Idea 

Agent technology holds promise for digital preservation, using models for an 
automatic and self-organizing approach. The PROTAGE project proposes a fresh 
approach to overcome the fragmented expertise in digital preservation. We are 
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using web services where people cooperate for learning how and when to preserve 
digital objects, where skilled specialists publish their expertise or answer queries 
of other people that use searches. This way, individuals and expert users (curators, 
preservation specialists, public and private agencies) will work openly to provide 
solutions, advice and web services, to enable long-term object preservation.  

An open community sharing all types of resources (web services, wikis, blogs, 
etc) and recipes for appraisal, transfer, file format conversion and other digital 
preservation methods, is a new approach that will provide emergent value. 
However, the increasingly overload of experts while maintaining dedicated 
knowledge-bases and answering user queries, may hamper community problem-
solving. Thus, the new cooperative approach will need tools for automating 
responses, to make recommendations and resources on their behalf, and exchange 
guidance in proactive ways: this is the mission of agent technology.  

Agents will encapsulate a digital object with sufficient information with the 
mission of “surviving”, that is “preserve your (object’s) life as long as you can”, 
making digital preservation an exciting native application of software agents.  

4 An Agent Born for Digital Preservation - Giulia 

This is in fact the simplest, example of a ‘situated agent” that makes decisions 
considering environment (institutional), introspection, and social perspectives.  

The agent will appraise whether a digital object is worth preserving after user 
has discarded it to the recycling bin. The agent will invoke web services [5] to 
decide whether other digital objects of the same type were selected for 
preservation by this user, and to identify whether this type of digital object 
belongs to a category that public authorities (national archives, national libraries, 
etc) have mandated for permanent preservation. The agent collaborates with other 
agents to find out if a copy of this object has already been retained elsewhere, and 
exchanges information to form a global view on the types of objects that should be 
preserved for posterity. Then the agent may warn the user about the need to keep 
the object, or even takes proactive action to ensure that the object is preserved. 

Fig. 1 Deleting manuscript.rtf 

The picture is showing how a digital object manuscript.rtf is deleted and the 
mechanisms that Giulia uses to appraise whether it should be retained instead or 
not. Let’s follow the example and see the concrete tasks of the user agents:

1. Monitoring when the user (or the OS) deletes a file 
“an object, manuscript.rtf, has been deleted…” 
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2. Ask a web service about legal regulations that mandate selection for 
long-term preservation: “is it allowed to delete manuscript.rtf?” 

3. Ask other agents for opinions about whether to preserve the deleted file: 
“Have other users deleted manuscript.rtf?” 

4. Analyze the information of previously deleted files in this and other 
computers used by this user: 
“Has the user deleted similar objects before?” 

Fig. 2 Giulia is composed of both interacting agents and web services 

A possible run is given in Figure 3. The answers are: “no”, regarding 
institutional regulations, “no”, regarding other users, and “yes” regarding this user. 
When applying a voting scheme as aggregation of all the answers, then “no” is the 
winner and the agent will make no more recommendations to the user. If the 
aggregated answer was “yes”, then the user agent would warn the user not to 
delete this object and treat it accordingly the appropriate regulations set. 

Fig. 3 Keep it or not? The situated agent decide 

5 Discussion 

The solution proposed by the PROTAGE project is to link digital objects to long-
term digital preservation processes by using agent-based software technology. 
Based on the latest research on digital preservation strategies and on autonomous 
systems, the PROTAGE project will build and validate flexible and extensible 
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software agents for long-term digital preservation and access that can cooperate 
with and be integrated in existing and new preservation systems. Intended 
application areas for prototypes produced by the project cover submission of 
digital material as well as monitoring of preservation systems and transfer to and 
between repositories. Targeted end users of the project results are curators, digital 
content creators, and individuals managing their own digital collections.  

The PROTAGE project opens up a new and novel approach to digital 
preservation. The multi-agent preservation tools have the potential to enable 
integrated automated digital preservation operations in digital archives and 
libraries of different scales throughout Europe. It could also positively impact the 
preservation of file collections in the computers of individuals. 

The PROTAGE project will apply agent technology to address critical long-
term preservation issues, and find out whether digital preservation could be a 
killer application for software agents. The Giulia example illustrates that  

a) agents automate interaction between people, and workflow within 
organisations; 

b) agents make decisions with incomplete information; 
c) agents are well suited to support a self-organising long-term archive; 
d) web services are useful for human users, digital curators and their agents; 
e) digital preservation is a common interest of individuals and public agencies. 
The PROTAGE project will test in the field of digital preservation - at a very 

large scale - the autonomy, high level of automation, pro-activity and social 
capabilities of agents in heterogeneous environments.  

Acknowledgements. This work has been supported by the Grant EU project Nº 
216746 PReservation Organizations using Tools in AGent Environments 
(PROTAGE), FP7 and the PROTAGE consortium (www.protage.eu).
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Abstract 
In this position paper, we argue the concepts of preservation need rethinking when it comes to 
preservation of digital material. New, and sometimes radically new, concepts, models, methods and 
tools are required if long-term access to digital information is to be achieved in times dominated by 
rapid technological change and exponential growth of digital information. Long-term Digital 
Preservation Information System (LDP-IS) is such a new concept, building on ideas from Digital 
Preservation, Information Systems and archival thinking. Long-term Digital Information 
Preservation Systems is theoretically based in a steering philosophy of digital information 
preservation and a soft pluralistic perspective on Information Systems. The steering philosophy, the 
Information and Records Continuum Models of preservation, provide us with a perspective in which 
the information to be preserved is in the centre. The systems thus need to be adapted to the 
information, not the other way around. LDP-IS has its legacy on the fundaments of the OAIS 
Refrence Model. Moreover, we identify five characteristics – documentation, linkability, learning, 
diversification and changeability – that we consider to be characteristics of design and 
implementation to achieve the goals of Digital Preservation. Preservation The aim of the work on 
LDP-IS is to identify and corroborate guidelines, consisting of characteristics, properties, structures 
and functions, for development of new and evaluation of existing LDP-IS. 
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Introduction
Gladney (2006) has stated, “If all that information is worth 

creating in the first place, surely some of it is worth saving!” We agree 
with this statement and aim to try to alleviate the problems with 
preservation of digital material. The “solutions” that exist today for 
preservations and foremost to make digital material accessible over 
long periods of time are insufficient and based on an old-fashioned 
steering philosophy. The steering philosophy at hand is the one 
guiding preservation of paper-based material. This philosophy is of 
course adequate for physical documents, books etc, but does not meet 
the different kinds of challenges arising with digital material. 
Simultaneously, we conclude in Runardotter et al. (2005), that digital 
information has to be available for the future society for legal, 
historical and democratic reasons.  

Information and Long-term Digital Preservation is one of the 
most acute questions for all kinds of preservation institutions like 
archives, libraries, local authorities and for society as a whole. 
(Runardotter et al., 2005) Society, information curators and 
researchers must face the challenge of finding sustainable solutions to 
ensure that digital recorded information of today become accessible 
and understandable in the future. Otherwise, digital material and an 
increasing part of society’s future cultural heritage and history are in 
danger of disappearing forever. Consequently, legal and democratic 
demands cannot be fulfilled. (Marklund, 2002) 

Several issues must be dealt with if digital information is to be 
successfully preserved and made available in the long run. Some of 
the important issues are; the exponential growth of digital information, 
the rapid pace of technological change, the focus on soft- and 
hardware and lack of suitable organisational structures and 
competence to handle digital information. 

The development of digital technologies has been fast and for the 
most unpredictable. Consequently, the amount of information created 
in electronic form is growing exponentially. (Lim et al. 2003) Records 
like scholarly studies, multi-media recordings, business information, 
scientific, government and personal records convey information 
critical to democratic institutions, society and humans. Every citizen 
depends on some information, partly unique to him or her, for 
practical as well as cultural reasons. (Gladney, 2006) There is also a 
completely professional group, archivists, which have as their mission 
the preservation of records, its continuing value, and providing access 
to those records (ICA, 2005). 
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The rapid development of digital technologies has created 
unforeseen problems, such as the obsolescence of hardware and 
software. (Lim et al. 2003) There are presently no Information 
Systems capable to retain and make the information accessible for 
more than 30 years. Constant upgrading of operative systems and 
software applications and new storage technologies are causing great 
difficulties in gaining access to the growing part of information that 
exist in digital form. File formats are experiencing the same problem 
because what today is standard for some applications or platform 
shifts or disappears within a decade. (Lim et al. 2003)  

Besides, no one could foresee the speed and complexity of the 
evolution of computers and software. (Runardotter et al., 2005) A 
survey conducted in Japan by Tamai & Torimitsu (1992), showed the 
average lifetime of software is approximately 10 years. This means 
that data is manipulated in organisations by at least two generations of 
software. Data kept by public organisations, to be preserved for say 
100 years, might be manipulated by at least ten generations of 
software. So far, focus has mostly been on conversion of digital 
material or emulation of soft- and hardware, i.e. a focus on systems 
and their preservation. This focus has drawn attention away from the 
preservation of information.  

One central problem is the lack of proven methods to ensure that 
the digital information will continue to exist. (Ruusalepp, 2005) 
Another important issue is the software currently available does not 
include good tools for saving digitally recorded information in the 
face of rapid hardware and software obsolescence.  

According to Runardotter et al. (2005), the concepts that are 
fundamental in archival science, such as record, document or archival 
record has not the same dignity when it comes to Digital Preservation. 
In addition, in Information Systems sciences there are not methods 
that in the same degree as in archival science deal with long-term, 
“forever” perspectives. This has not been detected as an issue in 
Information Systems sciences until recently. Both archival science and 
Information Systems sciences have been ignorant of the challenges 
posed by Digital Preservation. The transition from paper-based 
mediums to digital media was thus not preceded by a strategy for 
Long-term Digital Preservation. This phenomenon can be explained in 
terms of lack of knowledge and experience when handling digital 
material through different generations of digital technology. 

Archival inquiry “Archives for Everyone – Now and in the 
Future”, called attention to the great shortcomings and argued that 
models, methods and platform-independent software for preservation 
of the digital material are largely omitted. (Marklund, 2002) Issues 
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concerning Digital Preservation have suddenly become urgent because 
the needed technology and infrastructures are not in place. (Gladney, 
2006) The challenges that need to be addressed include legal, 
educational, and technical aspects. Merely one of the difficult 
technical problems has, until recently, impeded digital archiving – 
how to preserve information through technology changes. (Gladney, 
2006) 

According to Gladney (2006), technology influences almost 
every aspect of long-term Digital Preservation and much of the 
research conducted has, been limited to technical aspects of 
preservation. The research in the Long-term Digital Preservation 
Centre at Luleå University of Technology in Sweden, has taken 
another view on Long-term Digital Preservation, which puts 
information in focus. It is our contention that solutions cannot be 
achieved solely through technological means. 

This short expose about Long-term Digital Preservation have 
disclosed three major interconnected mediators of preservation the 
information itself to be preserved, organisational structures and 
competence, and the information (computer) systems that are used to 
preserve the information. In this paper, focus is on the Information 
Systems based in the preservation of information perspective. This 
paper, therefore discusses Information Systems as important 
“mediators” in everyday activities of Long-term Digital Preservation. 
A new concept supporting this perspective and philosophy is 
introduced; Digital Information Preservation System (LDP-IS). 
Below, we will first present a short theoretical expose on Digital 
Preservation, Information Systems and how Information Systems are 
used for preservation; continuing with a description of our Digital 
Preservation steering philosophy. Finally, as a synthesis, a first idea 
on Digital Information Preservation Systems is presented.  

Digital Preservation 
There are several definitions of Digital Preservation. For instance, 

Webb 2003 launched by UNESCO defines it as  

“…the processes aimed at ensuring the continued 
accessibility of digital materials. To do this 
involves finding ways to re-present what was 
originally presented to users by a combination of 
software and hardware tools acting on data. To 
achieve this requires digital objects to be 
understood and managed at four levels as 
physical phenomena; as logical encodings; as 
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conceptual objects that have meaning to humans; 
and as sets of essential elements that must be 
preserved in order to offer future users the 
essence of the object.” (UNESCO, 2003) 

A review of the most recent literature about Digital Preservation 
shows different focuses. Lazinger (2001) chooses to answer for “why, 
what, how and for whom” digital data should be preserved, while 
Deegan & Tanner (2006) focuses on strategies, the status of 
preservation metadata, web archiving and the costs of preservation. 
Gladney (2006), emphasises information object structure, distributed 
content management, and digital object architecture for long-term 
whilst Borghoff et al. (2006) concentrates on migration and mark-up 
languages. Surprisingly, the last two books offers short chapters about 
(digital archiving) systems and preservation software. Most of the 
literature does not, perspectives on preservation systems are a rare 
commodity in preservation literature. There is, however, an extensive 
literature about recordkeeping and records management systems. 
Anyway, the archivist/recordkeeping discourse does not explicitly 
express the existence of dedicated preservation systems. The focus is 
mainly on problems of documentation, not preservation.  

We may affirm the UNESCO’s definition is representative for 
most of definitions of Digital Preservation. In our view, we depict two 
overall areas or levels in Digital Preservation (compared with 
UNESCOS four areas), one abstract intangible and one a bit more 
“pragmatic” or tangible. These two levels in turn might be 
decomposed in smaller or lower levels of abstraction corresponding to 
specific preservation activities. Within the intangible Digital 
Preservation features, the “what is to be preserved” question is the 
central one, responding that it is trustworthiness, understandability and 
usability (Nilsson, 2008) , the central features of digitally recorded 
information that needs to be preserved. Furthermore, in Runardotter et 
al., (2005) it is propose that information that is to be preserved.  

The tangible features of Digital Preservation are a bit more 
“hands-on”, often comprising technical activities in preservation of 
digitally recorded information. In the literature, preservation is 
presented as comprised of a set of (preserving) activities concerning 
different technical aspects of the data, proactive activities, media 
related, preservation technique related, software (computer) related. 
The technical aspects of the data are connected to the fixity, length, 
reference, context/linkage (Lazinger, 2001; Dollar, 2000; CCSDS, 
2002) as well as preservation metadata (CCSDS, 2002, Borghoff et 
al., 2006). Proactive activities are concerned with monitoring the 
status of the data and monitoring technology changes (CCSDS, 2002). 
Media related activities are concerned with “refreshment” of the data 
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medium according to a preservation plan or when needed. (CCSDS, 
2002) Preservation technique related activities are connected with the 
use of some technical method (many times addressed as “strategy”) 
such as migration or emulation (Borghoff et al., 2006). Finally, there 
is software related activities concerning the use and development of 
preservation software (CCSDS, 2002), relating closely to the concerns 
raised in this paper. Although research about Digital Preservation has 
been carried out for at least three decades, little has been developed in 
terms of software or information systems for Digital Preservation 
(Ruusalepp, 2005). Nevertheless, Borghoff (2006) has surveyed and 
“ranked” a short number of preservation software. The survey showed 
that few software systems offered mechanisms for long-term Digital 
Preservation; instead, most of the systems concentrate its functionality 
on highly specialised tasks such as file format conversion or XML 
Schema Validation.  

A natural question is preservation why, for what and for whom? 
This question leads to try to disclose the aims of preservation. The 
components of preservation are described by Moore (2008) as 
characterisation - identify or define identification, operations, the 
effect of operations in objects and state information; completeness - 
demonstrate the process, management policies and state information is 
complete and assertion – define desirable effects of preservation. 
Naturally, we want to know what is to going to be achieved through 
Digital Preservation; we ask ourselves, which are the goals of 
preservation. Wendler (2006) proposes five goals for Digital 
Preservation 1) Viability – carry an object forward over time in usable 
form. 2) Renderability – the ability of open, display or execute or 
access digital content. 3) Understandability – the content must be 
meaningful. 4) Authenticity – controlled and authorised change in 
order to ensure the content survives and 5) Identification – an object 
must be discoverable and identifiable. Gladney in turn, put a “to-do”-
list to achieve preservation. The list comprises the following items. A) 
Save the bitstream so a copy survive and can be found. B) Identify 
relationships by a recursive network of references. C) Include library 
catalogues among the saved collections. D) Make the bits trustworthy 
the aggregation of sufficient metadata. It is to be noted, sufficient 
might subjective measure. Nonetheless, Nilsson (2008) agglutinates 
some of the concepts above by trustworthiness (authenticity), 
understandability (identifyability, renderability) and usability
(viability, renderability) and we will continue to some extent in the 
same path. 

However, Digital Preservation projects across the world are 
addressing mostly specific issues in preservation, setting up its own 
preservation goals, making the whole approach to Digital Preservation 
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scattered and there is no real (Information) Systems discourse. We 
have identified the need of “systems thinking” while approaching to 
Digital Preservation. We argue that Digital Preservation need to be 
seen as a whole comprising interconnected elements (a system) to a 
more holistic approach to sustainable approaches and strategies to 
Digital Preservation. Our intention is that this paper will contribute in 
that direction. 

On Information Systems 
The first issue in this section should be to describe what a system 

is. Describing systems Churchman states that “…all definers will 
agree that a system is a set of parts coordinated to accomplish a set of 
goals” (Churchman, 1984). Sometimes when we think about systems 
we think about its function – what the system do to achieve its goals – 
or about its structure – how the system looks like described by its 
parts. Davis & Olson (1985) In contrast and according to Churchman, 
five considerations might be done when thinking about systems. 1) 
The total systems objectives or “measures of performance” of the 
whole system (how well the system is doing). 2) The system’s 
environment or the given constraints in which the system performs. 3) 
The resources of the system or what is inside the system and the 
system uses in order to perform its functions or achieve its goals. 4) 
The components of the system or the actual “missions” or “activities” 
the system performs and 5) the management of the system or the 
generation of the plans for the system. Information Systems are 
systems (as described above) in which humans are included, as we 
will describe below. 

Concerning Information Systems, we make two major 
assumptions. The first is the “nature” of software development will 
not change (radically) in a near future; this means the “longevity” of 
software will be about ten years and during this lapse of time, constant 
upgrades will be done. The second assumption is the software 
developed for preservation will be used under these circumstances. 

An Information System is an artificial artefact that has to be 
developed to exist. An Information System is constituted by three 
major components people or users, data (or information) and data 
processing tools (the software). An Information System contains two 
linked subsystems (as depicted in Figure 1) the system that is served 
(the people taking the action) and the system, which is doing the 
serving (Checkland & Howell, 1998). 
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Figure 1 - An Information System according to Checkland & Howell, 
1998 

Now let us examine another definition of information system 
provided by Buckingham et al. (1987) 

“…a system that assembles, stores, processes 
and delivers information relevant to an 
organization (or to society), in such way the 
information is accessible and useful to those who 
wish to use it, including managers, staff, clients 
and citizens. An information system is a human 
activity (social) system which may or may not 
involve the use of computer systems.” 

Sometimes computer systems are also referred as Information 
Systems. Verrijn-Stuart (1989) discusses this perspective by giving 
two categories of definitions  

Information system in the broader sense “The 
totality of all formal and informal data 
representation and processing activities within an 
organization, including the associated 
communication, both internally and with the 
outside world” 

Information system in the narrower sense 
“Computer-based subsystems, intended to 
provide recording and supporting services for 
organisational operation and management”. 

From these well known definitions we conclude there are some 
important aspects to consider when working with Information 
Systems. These are a) purposefulness, b) the use (or not) of computer 
systems and c) access and use of information. In order to understand 
Information Systems it is also necessary to explain why such systems 
exist and for whom. Ackoff (1980) provides us with good direction on 
this matter putting forward the question; system for what and for 
whom? Further, several other questions can be asked. What is the 
purpose of the system? Who gives input to the system? Who decides 
over the architecture of the system? Who works with the functions of 

The system, which 
serves 
Processing of 
selected data (capta) 
relevant to people 
undertaking 
purposeful action 

The system, 
which is served 
Purposeful action 
whose doers have 
information needs 

Provides support 
to people taking 
action 
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the system? These questions are connected to the existential 
conditions and to the stakeholders of Information Systems (Magoulas 
& Pessi, 1998). Other areas of concern about Information Systems are 
connected to the integrity and parts and the scope of the system, co-
operation and structure of the system as well as system development 
and systems change. Certainly, it is almost impossible to find any 
question that cannot be raised within these “areas of analysis” since it 
depends on the circumstances or the context in which an information 
system is going to exist.  

In this sense, any Information Systems that might be specialised 
in preservation of digitally recorded information should be seen as 
special kind of Information System. It means that these kinds of 
systems should be identified by special characteristics of them. 
Nevertheless, which are these characteristics? Intuitively we could 
state there are initially two; its nature or purpose (Digital Preservation) 
and they must be designed according to the characteristics of the 
information to preserve. However, a peculiarity of these kinds of 
systems should concern the time continuum. Most Information 
Systems as well as the information handled by them are based in a 
life-cycle model; they are developed, implemented, used and 
discarded. Systems for preservation should be based on a design 
philosophy, which emphasises information as perpetual, and should be 
utilised giving information “everlasting life”. 

It is also necessary to find out the external areas of “stimuli” 
concerning the existentiality of Information Systems. Hirschheim et 
al. (1996) pointed out three “domains” of change within Information 
Systems Development. These are Technology, Organisation and 
Language. We agree the two first encompasses our view on 
technology in evolution (systems change). The third is a bit trickier 
although our focus on preservation is mainly reserved to information. 
Hirschheim et al. (1996) expresses that language “…also includes the 
sign systems of conventional data processing in which the form, 
content, and uses of messages that can be recorded and exchanged”. 
Language is the medium of communication and according to Moore 
Digital Preservation is communicating with the future (by recording 
and exchanging messages within the sign system). Changes in 
language are in this sense changes in information. However, 
Hirschheim et al. (1996) refers to changes in language are connected 
to “common understanding about the environment and the goals of 
action” implicitly within Information Systems Development. 

Information Systems are not easy to define. Observing to its parts 
and borders it might be difficult to identify the parts and the boarders. 
The most common view of Information Systems is in the narrower 
sense. This implies two or more stand-alone applications used in every 
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day work activities, are not considered be part of the Information 
System; neither people using these applications. This narrow sense 
spotlights the boarders of the system to be the technical infrastructure 
and impedes to incorporate humans and humans actions within the 
boarders of the system.  

Digital Preservation and Systems that Preserve 
In Digital Preservation there has to be something to preserve, i.e. 

information (in reality the digitally recorded data). This information is 
going to be manipulated by some software or application (i.e. a 
preservation system in the narrow sense). An obvious question 
concerns the relation between the information and the systems that 
will manipulate it. In our perspective, the system needs constantly to 
be adapted to the information to be preserved, the use of the 
information and the users of the system establishing a non-
symmetrical relation between the information and the system. 

Returning to archival organisations and its commitment to 
preserve archival records, we have to state two things. The first is that 
our observations let us conclude that the most spread view on 
Information Systems is still in the narrower sense. The second is that 
the most used model for the organisation of digital archival holdings, 
design, and implementation of archival systems (to preserve the digital 
archival holdings) is the OAIS Reference Model. This means that 
there is a legacy in Digital Preservation, born in archival thinking and 
practice. The systems for preservation are based on the fundaments of 
the OAIS Reference Model. To be redundant (because readings about 
OAIS Model are many) these fundaments or high-level functions are 
summarised as follows: 

Ingest: Receives the information and prepares it for 
preservation.  
Archival Storage: storages, maintains and retrieves the 
preserved information. 
Data Management: coordinates description information from 
an archival object and system information which is used to 
support archival operations. 
Access: helps the consumer to identify and retrieve 
information. 
Administration: plans the ubiquitous archival activities. 
Monitors the environment and assess the development of new 
standards and policies. 
Preservation Planning: provides recommendations for 
conversion, migration, monitoring changes in technology. 
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One of the activities of archiving is the preservation of the 
holdings in the archive to a designated community. In this archiving, 
records as evidence of business transactions are central; giving the 
information (records) a juridical dimension. At the same time, not all 
information created in a computer environment is a record in a 
juridical sense. The problem of Digital Preservation is not reserved to 
cover only records that have a juridical and evidential value. We agree 
with Gladney (2006), the Digital Preservation problem should 
embrace any kind of digitally recorded information. Of course, it 
needs to be said that there are curation institutions, which have 
committed to preserve digitally recorded information in a long-term in 
order to make it accessible for any kinds of users in the future. This 
information can be seen as “evidence of human activities” (however, 
without juridical dimensions). In this sense, we find a peculiarity in 
Digital Preservation concerning the use and precedence of the value of 
information.  

However, to paraphrase Kriegsman & Mandell (2004), who 
stated that “Digital archiving without preservation is just storage”, we 
argue that Digital Archiving without preservation or access is just 
storage. However, not only access is necessary but the understanding 
to the accessed information. Access is an extremely important issue in 
Digital Preservation. It is access and the understandability of 
information that will proof the success of Digital Preservation in the 
long run.  

The purposefulness of an information system in a preservation 
context is to fulfil the demands of information to any designated 
community through the responsibility of the custodians of the 
information i.e., an archival approach. In this case, the major purposes 
are preserving information and making access possible in the long-
term. It is important to point out the purpose “might” change when 
custodians are interacting with the system. Sometimes, for custodians 
the purpose will be the management of the data to preserve and 
access. However, the purposefulness of an information system in 
preservation should explicitly support achieving the five goals of 
Digital Preservation proposed by Wendler (2006). Nevertheless, 
achieving the goals of preservation demands special features or 
mechanisms (characteristics of construction) within the system. As we 
stated earlier the activities in preservation are pragmatic (hands-on) 
and intangible or “semantic” through the use of technology. 

The efforts in metadata research, what we see as a documentation 
issue, should support the efficiency in achieving viability (for instance 
the use of technical metadata) and renderability (the documentation 
will lead the developer in developing proper “displaying” or access 
drivers). The documentation, disregarding of any “persistent name”, 
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might help an object to be identified by its documentation (the 
archival principle of provenience). 

Considering the packages custodian organisations have to deal 
with are physically fragmented (i.e. a huge quantity of files), it is 
necessary to link these files together to achieve a whole, regardless of 
the where the information exists (i.e. the principle of post custodialism 
according to Tough (2007)). Linking the information pieces together 
will maintain the holdings understandable, and identifiable and 
authentic. 

The use of the information to be preserved might be rendered 
from heterogeneous file formats or platforms. While technology 
evolves, “diversification” drivers need to be implemented in order 
render (execute different formats) the holding contents within 
different access platforms. The access to and use of information in the 
future is unpredictable. 

The use information that seems to be “more important” is 
connected to some events and changes in society. What is important 
now might not be important tomorrow. For instance, a simple Google 
search might render either thousands of unranked results of a small set 
of highly desirable hits. Accessing to preserved holdings has to push 
forward relevant results according to the use and access to specific 
pieces of information. It means the system has to “remember” or 
“learn” what is the most accessed within a specific span of time. 

Proactive activities are more difficult to predict as they are 
subject to the nature of technology. Nevertheless, the monitoring of 
the status of the data and the monitoring of technology changes are 
still human activities and sensitive to changes in direction or strategy 
(CCSDS, 2002). This means the nature of technology changes 
impedes implementation of a “big” and maybe monolithic system. We 
are inclined to prefer sets of integrated tools comprising a “federated” 
system, with possibilities the exchange of tools or the implementation 
of new modules as technology changes. A big or a set of small and 
integrated “solutions” is not plausible due to the nature of technology 
changes. Sets of new small tools tied by information will promote the 
existence of a system for preservation in which the border of the 
system will be “imaginary”.  

The Steering Preservation Philosophy 
Runardotter et al. (2005) put information in a long-term Digital 

Preservation context that forms a new circular view of the information 
life cycle. Information lives longer than people, organizations and 
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tools. We manifested that information is a living concept and is in 
progress during constantly ongoing processes while people, 
organizations and tools are replaced over time. Further, we observed 
the phenomenon that information never dies provided it is preserved 
and used. This statement is based on that information is constantly 
shaped and reshaped, evolving through time, picking up further 
information or loosing some parts. In that way, information is all the 
time under reconstruction. To keep information alive demands a set of 
ongoing activities, both organizational and technical. The idea of 
living spiral is also supported by the Records Continuum Model and 
Information Continuum Model (Upward, 2000, 2006). According 
these models, records and information continues to evolve in 
space/time and therefore are no end products. (Runardotter et al., 
2005). The Records Continuum Model is widely known and discussed 
in the archival profession, while the Information Continuum Model 
discussion is only just beginning to be opened up. (Upward, 2006) 

Both models are founded on Giddens’ structuration theory. This 
theory of time/space distanciation has been translated into a ”rhythm” 
for information processing derived from the processes of creating 
information, capturing it as recorded information, organising it and 
bringing it together within “plural domains of competition” (Upward, 
2006). Each item of information once created, may or may not be 
recorded, stored and managed in ways that can benefit individuals, 
groups, communities, and can push that information out into plural 
domains of further reaches of space/time. The continua (the 
dimensions of the model) in the Information Continuum Model are 
collectively meant to focus analytical attention on the nature of 
recorded information as an allocative resource, something to be shared 
and to be used within our activities. (Upward, 2006; Runardotter et al., 
2005) The continua in the Records Continuum Model collectively are 
meant to focus analytical attention on the nature of recorded 
information as an authoritative resource. Information is something to 
be relied upon not because of its content but because of the manner it 
has been created and maintained with some continuing contact to the 
original specificities of its occurrence. (Upward, 2006) 

According to Upward (1996, 1997), information (and its 
reconstituted products) outwardly spiral from the original act of 
creation of a document. This idea is also derived from Giddens’ theory 
of structuration. In the Information Continuum Model, information is 
derived from a principle source (for example, an information object 
such as an interview), and becomes transformed through the agency of 
people and technologies for different purposes. Information Objects 
are both embedded in the “context of the action in which they are part, 
and are recursively involved”. (Stillman, 2006) 
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Information artefacts, such as records, become disembedded and 
reused in other contexts. For example, a research interview is 
“unitised” and its parts are reconstituted by means of different 
technologies or processes as evidence for particular research and 
theoretical constructions in academic production (Stillman, 2006). 
This particular interview (or any data), is therefore moved in 
space/time. It is reconstituted, reused and re-embedded according to 
particular human or machine agency. For instance, human speech is 
transformed by the agency of speech recognition software into a text 
file, or human agency, which makes subjective and particular 
interpretive decisions about how confusing sounds (such as pauses) 
should be transcribed. The interview data (or its constituent parts) 
become “pluralised” with the production of new theory or other 
“knowledge artefacts” such as scholarly publications. Its pluralisation 
can also lead to it being used in other forms of action, such as social 
action, lobbying, or policy-making. The incorporation of the 
time/space dimension is highly important for two reasons. First, it 
recognises that information objects have a changing historical life, and 
second, the reconstruction of time and space through modernity, and 
above all through the agency of Information and communication 
Technologies (ICTs), gives information objects new potential. For 
instance, an article (submitted by e-mail) to the International Journal 
of Digital Curation might be published the very same day of its arrival 
to the publisher. This clearly show how the impact of ICTs on 
knowledge sharing. (Stillman, 2006; Upward, 2006) 

We could use Giddens own “words” and transform these to our 
diction of Information Continuum. Giddens “structure” equals to rules 
and resources organized as properties of systems. Systems equal to 
reproduced relations between actors or collectives organized as social 
practices. Finally, structuration equals to the continuity or 
transformation of structures, and therefore the reproduction of systems 
(Giddens, 1984; Jones, et al., 2004). The dynamic of structuration is 
crucial in our view. “Social practices evolve over time and space and 
must replicate even to stay the same” (Rose, 2001). This should be the 
essence of long-term Digital Preservation. The term of continuity, (i.e. 
the continuum) promotes the reproduction of systems (i.e. memory 
traces, organized social practices) by means of digitally recorded 
information and its continuing value. In the long-term, gaining access 
to digitally recorded information (through long-term Digital 
Preservation activities) will tell us what sorts of things were out there 
in the world. This view can be summarized in simple words; Digital 
Preservation will ensure, through the continuing value of information, 
that social systems will be reproduced as memory tracks of human 
activities. This demands suitable tools such as Digital Information 
Preservation Systems. 
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Towards a Definition of Digital Information 
Preservation Systems 

Combining the major idea of our philosophy of preservation with 
the goals of Digital Preservation, bearing in mind the purposefulness 
of Information Systems it will render some new characteristics for 
LDP-IS as mechanisms for long-term Digital Preservation. 

The Information and Records Continuum Models provide us with 
the basic thinking about LDP-IS. Information, which is the central 
focus, is constantly shaped and reshaped, evolving through the 
space/time continua. The Information Continuum Model focuses 
attention on information as an allocative resource, something to be 
shared and to be used within our activities; this means that access to 
preserved information is necessary. The Records Continuum Model 
focuses attention on information as an authoritative resource, 
something to be relied upon not because of its content but because of 
the way in which it has been created and maintained. This means that 
preservation is necessary to maintain information trustworthy, 
understandable and usable. Pluralization of information enables 
production of different knowledge artefacts and usage in other kinds 
of activities than originally meant. Information has continuing value 
and information objects are both embedded in the context and 
contribute to forming it. LDP-IS must, according to Giddens’ 
structuration theory have a set of rules and resources as structural 
properties. This structure must be transformable in order to reproduce 
the system. The system is viewed as reproduced relations between 
actors or collectives organized as social practices. The system needs to 
be adapted to the information to be preserved, the use of the 
information and the users of the system. These rules can be interpreted 
as mechanisms or characteristics of design.  

The “why, what, how and for whom” questions are important 
issues in Digital Preservation. Preservation principles including 
appraisal principles, metadata principles and structure, information 
object structure, digital object architecture must be considered. 
Preservation contains a set of (preservation) activities such as 
proactive activities (monitoring of the status of the data and 
technology changes), media related activities (concerned with 
“refreshment” of the data medium), preservation technique activities 
(concerned with the use of technical methods, e.g. migration or 
emulation) and software related activities (concerned with the use and 
development of preservation software). This means taking tangible 
actions to achieve the intangible level of preservation – that 
information remains trustworthy, understandable and usable. 

Information Systems are in the broad sense systems that 
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assemble, store, process and make information that is relevant and 
useful to the receiver accessible. It contains users, data, information 
and data processing tools or software. Information Systems have 
purpose, beneficiaries, owners, users, designers, integrity, parts, 
structure, and architecture. Information Systems are developed and 
changed. The purpose of LDP-IS is to support Digital Preservation 
and access in a long-term. Digital information creators provide input 
to the system. Digital information curators and researchers works with 
the functions of the system. During initial phases of development, IT-
developers decide over the architecture of the system and later, the 
owner makes decisions on architecture.  

Preservation Systems support proactive, media related, technical 
control, and software related activities. The preserved information 
always has an evidential value, sometimes in a juridical sense and 
sometimes in the sense of “evidence of human activities”. A LDP-IS 
need to be as technology independent as possible and thus should be 
structured as a set of integrated and easily exchangeable tools.  

Observing the capture of metadata (or automating it), have 
demanded big concentration of efforts in Digital Preservation 
activities, projects and research, it leads to the conclusion that one of 
the problems the preservation community still is facing, is the 
unsolved problem of “documentation”. 

LDP-IS (used in Digital Preservation) will ensure, through the 
continuing value of information, that social systems will be 
reproduced as memory tracks of human activities. Trustworthiness is 
vital in any information system, but crucial in LDP-IS. The difference 
in comparison to other kinds of Information Systems concerns 
trustworthiness of information, and how to achieved trustworthiness. 
However, goals of preservation have to be achieved through the 
integration of preservation components within the system and working 
on the different levels of preservation. This can be accomplished by 
incorporating the goals and components of Digital Preservation by 
mechanisms (characteristics for design and implementation) 
comprising special features of LDP-IS. In this paper, we have 
disclosed some other characteristics alongside the legacy 
characteristics from the OAIS Reference Model. These new 
characteristics are summarised below: 

Documentation. The capture of metadata is and has been 
tedious, time-consuming. Dedicated mechanisms for 
documentation i.e. metadata capture and augmentation, are 
highly desirable. This issue addresses trustwothiness, usability 
and undestandability of digitally recorded information 
(assertions of Digital Preservation) 
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Linkability. Changes in society need to be reflected in the 
information to be preserved. These changes need to be 
“propagated” automatically to all instances of information 
pieces that are concerned with these changes. The changes 
might be organisational, conceptual or linguistic for instance. 
This principle concerns the use of information addressing how 
information pieces create new pieces of information 
(according to the Information Continuum). This issue 
addresses trustwothiness, usability and undestandability of 
digitally recorded information. 
Learning. Contextual aspects of the use of information need to 
be “learned” to access the “right” information. This will also 
speed up the access to information within large amount of 
information. This issue addresses usability and 
undestandability of digitally recorded information. 
Diversification. Diversification is two-sided. On one hand is 
concerned to the search of “right” information across several 
“archives” or repositories. This information might be recorded 
in different formats, in different repositories (archives) and 
presented homogeneously to the searchers. The second part of 
pluralisation is connected with different platforms of 
presentation i.e. different digital platforms (computers, PDAs, 
cell phones, etc.). This issue addresses usability and 
undestandability of digitally recorded information. 
Substitutionality. A federated system should be the metaphor 
in which loosely coupled “modules” which mirror preservation 
activities. This is, to some extent an architectural characteristic 
of LDP-IS. The system might exist through communication, 
not in a traditional sense but by the cooperating parts of the 
system need to “communicate” (use the information embedded 
in the material to be preserved) in order to build the system, 
sometimes, on-the-fly. Existence by communication. The 
system is constantly changing shape and status and then the 
borders of the systems are quite blurry. 

The continued work on LDP-IS will focus on identifying and 
verifying characteristics, properties, structures and functions that 
ought to be found in a LDP-IS. The purpose is to gain guidelines for 
development of LDP-IS and evaluation of existing LDP-IS. The 
characteristics and functions will be tested on the long-term digital 
information preservation system testbed currently developed at the 
Long-term Digital Preservation Centre. 
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________________________________________________________________________ 

In this paper, characteristics for Long-term Digital Preservation Information Systems (LDP-IS) are elaborated 
with support of an exploratory qualitative inquiry. LDP-IS is intended to address problems concerning the time 
aspect in long-term digital preservation. The idea of LDP-IS is built on Information Systems theory in 
combination with the Information and Record Continuum Models and has its legacy from contemporary 
archival theory. To characterize LDP-IS, initial characteristics drawn from the OAIS reference model were 
proposed: Ingest, Archival Storage, Data Management, Access, Administration and Preservation Planning. 
Further characteristics were identified in the literature and in two case studies: Documentation, Linkability, 
Learning, Diversification and Substitutionality. Two studies on the relevance of these characteristics are 
presented in this paper. The studies were carried out using interviews with experts; curator professionals and 
systems developers working with theoretical and practical approaches to Digital Preservation. The studies 
supported several of the proposed ones and discarded some. Three meta principles were indicated; automation, 
ruling and preservation planning. The studies also indicated that the proposed characteristics could be 
categorized into general characteristics (documentation, linkability, substitutionality and diversification) and 
desirable features (learning). In addition, the study provided preliminary definitions of the proposed 
characteristics. No support for the OAIS high level functions as characteristics was found. The results of the 
study show that there is a need for further studies from the desirability and feasibility perspectives.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors H.4.2 [Types of Systems]: Long-term Digital 
Preservation Information Systems. .3 [Computing Milieux]: Digital Preservation 
General Terms: Management, Design, Theory, Verification. 
Keywords: Long-term Digital Preservation, Digital Preservation, Systems thinking, 
Characteristics.  
________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION  

In an earlier paper my co-authors and I agreed with the definition of Digital Preservation 
as making possible the reconstruction of human social actions in the future [Quisbert et 
al. 2007]. In order to reconstruct social systems as human memory tracks, recorded in 
digital environments, information systems for digital preservation are required. This kind 
of system, as any other specialised information system type, has to follow its own 
principles for development and implementation. Such systems will here be termed Long-
term Digital Preservation Information Systems (LDP-IS). Digital Preservation is a 
general phenomenon that has its roots in archival practice. Legacy principles for 
preservation systems (i.e. Archival Systems) have been realized in the OAIS Reference 
Model [CCSDS, 2002]. Quisbert & Hägerfors [2008] introduced initial characteristics as 
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mechanisms that can support the achievement of preservation goals. In this paper, I will 

further explore the proposed characteristics of LDP-IS 
Long-term Digital Preservation might be seen as a set of activities, given a set of 

assertions, which will ensure the long-term access to digitally recorded information 
within a digital environment. Long-term Digital Preservation comprises components and 
goals. Some components of preservation are described by Moore [2008] as: 1) 
Characterisation identifies or defines identification, operations, the effect of operations in 
objects and state information. 2) Completeness demonstrates the process of preservation, 
management policies and show that state information is complete. 3) Assertions should 
define desirable effects of preservation. Gladney [2006] in turn, put a “to-do”-list to 
achieve preservation. The list comprises the following items: A) Save the bits so a copy 
survives and can be found. B) Identify relationships by a recursive network of references. 
C) Include library catalogues among the saved collections. D) Make the bits trustworthy 
by the aggregation of sufficient metadata. Wendler [2006] proposes five goals for Digital 
Preservation 1) Viability is to carry an object forward over time in usable form. 2) 
Renderability is achieving the ability of opening, display, execute and access digital 
content 3) Understandability concerns that the content must be meaningful. 4) 
Authenticity is controlled and authorised change to ensure the content survives. 5) 
Identification indicates that an object must be discoverable and identifiable. Nilsson & 
Hägerfors [2008] has agglutinated some of Wendler´s concepts in terms of 
trustworthiness (authenticity), understandability (identifyability, renderability) and 
usability (viability, renderability). Nilsson´s terms are well suited for usage in the context 
of LDP-IS, since such systems aims for really long-term preservation of digital 
information. Further departing points for this paper are Moore’s concept of 
characterisation and Gladney’s identification of relationships and aggregation of 
metadata.  

Digital preservation projects across the world are mostly addressing specific issues in 
preservation, setting up their own preservation goals, making the approach to Digital 
Preservation scattered. This makes it difficult to experience how interconnected 
preservation activities (parts of the preservation system) and tools influence each other. 
Consequently, Digital Preservation needs to be seen as a whole, comprising 
interconnected elements (a system) to achieve a more holistic approach to sustainable 
strategies and solutions for Digital Preservation [Ross 2006]. Such holistic approach is 
promoted by a view on “systems thinking” [Churchman 1984, Checkland 1981, 
Checkland & Holwell 1998]. In Information Systems Sciences, there however are no 
methods, models or approaches that to the same degree as in archival science, deal with 
long-term or “forever” perspectives. This has recently been detected as an issue in 
Systems Science [Berthon, 2000; Cordeiro, 2004; Runardotter et al, 2005; Asproth, 
2007]. The recognition of the issue within the IT community is opening up for 
contributions to the technical side of Digital Preservation. 

In an in-depth review of recent literature about Digital Preservation, I made some 
observations. Information Systems perspectives are lacking in Digital Preservation 
literature. There is, of course, quite an extensive literature about Recordkeeping and 
Records Management Systems, Digital Archives, Digital Repositories and Digital 
Libraries, which are special types of Information Systems. But the 
archivist/recordkeeping discourse does not mention the Information Systems Science 
perspective on development of preservation software, architectures or systems. In my 
view this should be an obvious perspective since information systems are used to create 
information manifested in digital recordings in digital storage media. Furthermore, when 
I made an extensive search of more that 500 research articles connected to my research 
within Digital Preservation, I did not find even one reference to the most prominent 
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information systems thinkers and philosophers, such as Stafford Beer, West C. 
Churchman, Peter Checkland, Herbert Simon, Geoff Walsham or Russel Ackoff.  

The identified lack of Information systems perspective was put forward in Quisbert & 
Hägerfors, [2008], emphasising the need of systems thinking while approaching Digital 
Preservation issues. The aim of the paper was to disclose theoretical characteristics that 
can be used as guidance (or mechanisms) for the development of LDP-IS. The 
characteristics proposed for guiding development of LDP-IS are meant to ensure, through 
the continuing value of information, that social systems will be reproduced as memory 
tracks of human activities. This could be accomplished by incorporating the goals and 
components of Digital Preservation in characteristics for design and implementation 
promoting the special features of LDP-IS. The characteristics were detected through 
literature and some were observed in a digital repository case study [Quisbert 2008]. The 
characteristics needed to be “validated” and this paper presents the results of a validation 
by selected experts in Digital Preservation.  

2. THE CONCEPT OF LONG-TERM DIGITAL PRESERVATION INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS

The concept of Long-term Digital Preservation Information Systems, LDP-IS, is a 
general view over information systems used to preserve digitally recorded information in 
the long-term. The idea of LDP-IS has its foundation in Information Systems theory and 
is highly influenced by the Information and Records Continuum Models.  

2.1 ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Describing systems Churchman states that “…all definers will agree that a system is a set 
of parts coordinated to accomplish a set of goals” [Churchman 1984, p 29]. Sometimes 
when we think about systems we think about their function – what the system do to 
achieve its goals – or about its structure – what the system looks like described by its 
parts [Davids & Olson 1985]. In contrast and according to Churchman [1984], five 
considerations are appropriate when thinking about systems. 1) The total systems 
objectives or “measures of performance” of the whole system (how well the system is 
doing). 2) The system’s environment or the given constraints in which the system 
performs. 3) The resources of the system or what is inside the system and that the system 
uses in order to perform its functions or achieve its goals. 4) The components of the 
system or the actual “missions” or “activities” the system performs and 5) the 
management of the system or the generation of the plans for the system. However, a 
Systems Approach assumes that the accurate performance of the whole does not depend 
only on the correct and independent performance of their parts, but of the fine-tuning of 
the parts into the whole. An information system exhibits the principles of systems since it 
has no existence of its own; it is always a subsystem of some larger system, often called 
an organisation or enterprise. Information systems exist to support the activities of the 
organisation, and comprise people and artefacts [Checkland & Holwell, 1998]. 
Information systems, like organisations, are social systems, which use technology to help 
achieve goals. Checkland [1981] calls such systems human activity systems. 
Furthermore, Checkland means that in any organisation, there are two types of 
information systems, designed and un-designed. Designed information systems are 
artefacts that have to be developed in order to exist and are formally specified, rule-based 
and purposeful. Most designed information systems are thus open systems, operating 
through the interaction of individuals or groups assisted by a variety of tools and 
instruments (such as computers). As soon as a designed system has been implemented, 
social forces from its environment tend to alter the system by a process of augmentation 
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and replacement. A designed information system is constituted by three major 

components: people or users, data (or information) and data processing tools (the 
software). An Information System contains two linked subsystems: the system that is 
served (the people taking the action) and the system which is doing the serving 
[Checkland & Howell, 1998]. 

2.2 THE RECORDS CONTINUUM MODEL 

The current model of the Records Continuum was to large parts formulated by Frank 
Upward [1996, 1997, 2001]. It is based on the idea that a records model should focus on 
records as logical rather than physical entities, regardless of whether they are in paper or 
electronic form and on the other hand see records as instable, ever evolving and 
demanding the aggregation of metadata while the records change through space-time.; 
meaning that here are no end-products [Upward 2004]. The model consists of four 
dimensions: Create equates with a point where individuals as creative sources engage in 
particular activities. Capture equates with a point at which communications are brought 
into a framework that enables consistent and coherent use of information by groups of 
people. This involves the addition of information about the recorded information and its 
communication, metadata, which disembeds information from the immediate contexts of 
its creation. Organise equates with the need to assemble information across a range of 
participants who do not share the same frameworks of the group interaction. Commonly 
navigable structures and understandings have to be set up within systems so that the 
information can be shared in different space-time. This is a process, which could be 
described as the organisation of memory. Pluralise equates with taking information out to 
points beyond organisational contexts into forms of societal totalities, still more distant 
from the organisations, community totalities, and whole of person views of the 
individual, within which the creation and capture processes took place. This is a nebulous 
region in the broader reaches of space-time, involving memory as it is formed across 
societal totalities. It involves the use of information in ways, which are less predictable or 
controllable. The four continua are recordkeeping entities, the axis in the model and are 
described such as: Transactionality that relates to records as products of activities, the act, 
activities, functions and purposes. Identity that relates to the authorities by which records 
are made and kept, including their authorship, establishing particularities of the actors 
(the creators) involved in the acts of records creation, the empowerment of the actors and 
their identity viewed from broader social and cultural perspectives. Evidentiality - relates 
to the records as trace and evidence of actions and their role in collective and corporate 
memory. Recordkeeping Containers that relates to the objects we create in order to store 
records, also carries custodial history. 

2.3 THE INFORMATION CONTINUUM MODEL 

In Runardotter et al., [2005] we put information in a long-term digital preservation 
context that is a new circular view of the information life cycle discussed in Information 
Systems Science. Information has the potential to live longer than people, organizations 
and tools. Information is a living concept and is in progress during a constantly ongoing 
process. Further, we observed the phenomenon that information never dies if it is 
preserved and used. Information is constantly shaped and reshaped, evolving through 
time, picking up further information or losing some parts and in that way information is 
all the time under reconstruction. To keep information alive demands a set of ongoing 
activities, both organizational and technical. The idea of living spiral is also supported by 
the Records Continuum Model and Information Continuum Model [Upward 2000, 2006]. 
The Records Continuum Model is widely known and discussed in the archival profession, 
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unlike the Information Continuum Model discussion, which is only just beginning to be 
opened up. [Upward, 2006]

3. PROPOSED CHARACTERISTICS OF LDP-IS 

Characteristics guiding development of LDP-IS are needed in order to achieve the 
holistic approach propagated by systems thinking. The theoretical base for these 
characteristics, presented in Quisbert & Hägerfors [2008], are Information Systems 
theory, Digital Preservation theory and the Information and Records Continuum Models. 
The most influential and used model for the organisation of digital archival holdings, 
design, and implementation of archival systems (to preserve the digital archival holdings) 
is the OAIS Reference Model. This means there is a legacy in Digital Preservation, born 
in archival thinking and practice. The information systems for preservation are based on 
the fundaments of the OAIS Reference Model. These fundaments or high-level functions 
are summarised as follows [CCSDS 2002]: 

Ingest. Receives the information and prepares it for preservation. 
Archival Storage. Stores, maintains and retrieves the preserved information. 
Data Management. Coordinates description information from an archival object 
and system information, which is used to support archival operations. 
Access. Helps the consumer to identify and retrieve information. 
Administration. Plans the ubiquitous archival activities. Monitors the 
environment and assess the development of new standards and policies. 
Preservation Planning. Provides recommendations for conversion, migration. 
Monitors changes in technology. 

Both the Records and the Information Continuum Models are expressed in four 
dimensions. Creation is when individuals as creative sources engage in particular 
activities. Capture involves the addition of information about the recorded information, 
i.e. documenting the history of the record. Organise is achieving navigable structures so 
the information can be shared in different spacetime, i.e. linking information pieces 
together. Pluralise equates with taking information out to points beyond the organisation 
and promoting use of information in ways, which are less predictable or controllable, i.e. 
opening a diversity of windows to the preserved information.  
Checkland [1981] taught us that social forces tend to alter the Information System by a 
process of augmentation (creating diversity) and replacement (or substitutionality). 
Another known problem in Digital Preservation is the exponential grow of information. 
A solution to this problem is to wrap the legacy components, providing agent-layer 
functionality (Genesereth & Ketchpel, 1994). Bearing in mind, the archivists are 
metadata experts lead me to the reasoning that they have become experts by digging 
within the archives. They have learned how use the preserved material, which is also an 
intelligent agent property.  

The capture of metadata is and has been tedious and time-consuming. The efforts in 
metadata research can be viewed as a documentation issue, supporting efficiency in 
achieving viability (for instance the use of technical metadata). At the same time, 
documentation guides the developer in developing proper “displaying” or access drivers 
achieving renderability. The documentation, disregarding any “persistent name”, might 
help an object to be identified by its documentation (the archival principle of 
provenience) and the aggregation of sufficient metadata according to Gladney [2006] and 
the Continuum capturing dimension. Dedicated mechanisms for documentation, i.e. 
metadata capture and augmentation, are highly desirable. However, documentation is not 
only a metadata issue but an issue concerning the understandability, a question of trust 
and quality for any trusted repository [Quisbert 2008]. 
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Changes in society need to be reflected in the information to be preserved. These 

changes need to be “propagated” automatically to all instances of information pieces that 
are concerned with these changes. Such changes might be e.g. physical (intrinsic or later 
generated), organisational, conceptual or linguistic. Considering that the packages 
custodian organisations have to deal with are physically fragmented (i.e. a huge quantity 
of files), it is necessary to link these files together to achieve a whole. This will be true 
regardless of where the information exists (i.e. the principle of post-custodialism 
according to Tough [2007]). Linking the information pieces together will maintain the 
holdings understandable, identifiable and authentic, encompassing Gladney’s [2006] 
identification of relationships by a recursive network of references and the Continuum 
organise dimension. 

A search might concern information from several sources, the “right” information 
then needs to be found across several “archives” or repositories. The information might 
be recorded in different formats, in different repositories (archives) and presented 
homogeneously to the searchers. The use of the information to be preserved might be 
rendered from heterogeneous file formats or platforms of presentation i.e. different digital 
platforms (computers, PDAs, cell phones, etc.). If there are several digital platforms, then 
the preserved information should be accessible in all the existent platforms. While 
technology evolves, diversification drivers need to be implemented in order to render 
(execute different formats) the holding contents within different access platforms and 
promote usage of the preserved information. The access to and use of information in the 
future is unpredictable, described as augmentation by Information Systems theory. 

The use of information that seems to be “more important” is connected to events and 
changes in society. What is important now might not be important tomorrow. For 
instance, a simple Google search might render either thousands of unranked results or a 
small set of desirable hits. Contextual aspects of the use of information need to be 
“learned” to access the “right” information. Access to preserved holdings has to push 
forward relevant results according to the use and access to specific pieces of information. 
It means the system has to “remember” or “learn” which information is the most 
accessed within a specific span of time. This would also speed up the access to 
information within large quantities of data. 

Proactive activities are more difficult to predict as they are subject to changes in 
technology. Nevertheless, monitoring of the status of the data and monitoring of 
technology changes are human activities and sensitive to changes in direction or strategy 
[CCSDS 2002]. This means that the nature of technology changes impedes 
implementation of a “big” and maybe monolithic system. Integrated “solutions” are not 
plausible due to the nature of technology changes. A federated system should be the 
metaphor in which loosely coupled “modules”, sets of interconnected and exchangeable 
tools, mirror preservation activities. This increases possibilities for substitution of tools 
or the implementation of new modules as technology changes; a ongoing improvement of 
the system performance. This is to some extent an architectural characteristic of LDP-IS. 
The system might exist through communication, not in a traditional sense but by that the 
cooperating parts of the system “communicate” (use the information embedded in the 
material to be preserved) to build the system, sometimes, on-the-fly. Sets of limited tools 
tied to each other by information will promote the existence of systems for preservation 
in which the borders of the system will be “imaginary”. The system will exist by 
communication. The system is constantly changing shape and status and the borders of 
the systems are blurry. 

This reasoning resulted in the proposition of the high level functions of the OAIS 
model as characteristics of OAIS. Further suggested characteristics are; Documentation, 
Linkability, Learning, Diversification and Substitutionality. The proposed characteristics 
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have been checked for their relevance concerning achieving the preservation goals of 
trustworthiness, usability and understandability. The OAIS high level functions by 
default contribute towards the goals. Trustworthiness, usability and understandability are 
promoted by documentation (through the aggregation of metadata) linkability (through 
identification of relationships by a recursive network of references) and substitutionality 
(through ongoing fine-tuning performance of the system). Usability and understandability 
is promoted also by learning and diversification. Learning in addition alleviates the 
problem of exponential growth of information.  

3. METHOD 

This paper has an exploratory approach. Exploratory research renders new perspectives 
of the studied field; perspectives or phenomena that has not been “discovered” or 
disclosed yet. However, there is a need of a “compass” that will lead me to substantiate 
the feasibility of the characteristics. In order to affirm or disaffirm the proposed 
characteristics the nature of the characteristics are examined in order to select a suitable 
method for validating them.  

3.1 QUALITATIVE INQUIRY 

The characteristics are qualitative in nature since they address intellectual, analytical and 
interpretive aspects of the phenomenon [Mason 1996]. The characteristics are broad ideas 
of intended features and not implemented as functions within a computer system. Their 
implementation may vary between different instances or in different technical 
infrastructures of preservation. Their implementation might be invisible, i.e. comprised 
by a set of “system functions”. Therefore, a natural approach to the validation of the 
characteristics is a qualitative inquiry. The quest for validation of the proposed 
characteristics needs to be carried out “asking for the direction”. Experts working with 
these matters were deemed to be a suitable target group. In this particular case, the 
questions asked had the characteristic of - Is it plausible? Is it feasible? Is it desirable?  

Careful considerations, concerning how to get relevant answers that validate or not 
validate the characteristics, are necessary. The experts were asked about the 
characteristics, however not explicitly. Setting up this inquiry according to this idea 
makes the actual data collection an instrumental case [Stake 2003]. The aim of the study 
was to gather ideas, views, opinions and perspectives of the experts. This was achieved 
by letting the respondents “talk freely” in open though semi structured interviews, 
supported by an interview guide [Merton et al. 1990, Mishler 1995]. The interviews were 
recorded and transcribed.  

3.2 DATA COLLECTION 

The relevance of the characteristics was searched in two studies covering two groups of 
experts; curator professionals and systems developers. About 20 curator professionals 
with deep knowledge about digital preservation were asked to participate in the first 
study. Eight people working at different curator institutions responded and were 
interviewed; five of them in Sweden, two in Estonia, and one in The Netherlands. All of 
the interviewees have been working in digital preservation for many years, and have 
participated in different preservation projects in Europe. The second study was carried 
out as a group interview at the Centre for Long-term Digital Preservation. The group 
consisted of six system developers, all of which have been working with information 
systems for digital preservation for several years. The second study was made taking into 
account what was learned in the first study.  
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The method used when collecting data was the funnel technique, beginning with 

general questions about personal background, time working in the field and main tasks. 
Further questions addressed personal views on Digital Preservation, objectives, and tools 
for preservation. The respondents were asked about what they consider to be general and 
common characteristics of preservation systems. The proposed characteristics were 
presented and discussed without revealing them as “characteristics”. The interview closed 
up with a couple of futuristic questions about preservation systems. The interviews with 
the experts lasted from 45 minutes to one hour and fifteen minutes and the group 
interview with the systems developer lasted for a bit more than three hours. The personal 
interviews in the first study were carried out via Marratech (an e-meeting platform), 
Skype and telephone. The second study utilized a face-to-face group interview with the 
system developers.  

4. ANALYSIS 

First, an account of the respondent’s answers on general and common principles of 
preservation is presented and discussed. Then their views on the proposed characteristics 
are analysed.  

4.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESERVATION SYSTEMS 

The answers to this question were diverse, but some fundaments of preservation systems 
could be derived. Who is the client and how the digital objects are used were considered 
important for decisions on what and for whom we preserve. This may vary from one 
context to another. Several answers concerned the value of the preserved information and 
its use; use was considered very important. Preservation goals should be derived from the 
use of the material. Principles for preservation and its systems should in turn be derived 
from the goals. Furthermore, system reconstructability, hierarchy and collaboration, 
should be issues. Another issue raised was about how to deal with and control the digital 
object; how to dynamically package, address and expand the digital object. How the input 
to system is made should be a major factor affecting preservation systems. The use of 
standards, such as for Records Management or those deployed by the International 
Council on Archives, should be paid close attention to as well in order to guarantee 
traceability and authenticity. The answers thus addressed on the one hand goals of 
preservation (what and for whom) and on the other hand properties of the technical 
infrastructure of the preservation environment.  

The curator professionals considered that a high degree of automation of activities 
presently made by hand is one of the top desires of the preservation community and that 
the characteristics push in that direction. Automation was seen as very desirable at all 
levels of preservation, especially in the workflow of digital preservation. They also 
expressed that every context demands a set of rules or a policy to follow. Setting up 
policies or “ruling preservation activities” was perceived as: A) connected to the 
requirements of the material to be preserved, B) the policies that might exist within the 
organisation, and C) the available techniques. The policy should also be influenced by the 
amount of material which might steer physical conditions of the holdings (i.e. a storage 
issue), and by appraisal guidelines; whether everything is valuable to preserve. The 
systems developers expressed that the concept of preservation planning, presented in the 
OAIS Reference Model, is one of the key activities of Digital Preservation. 

4.2 VIEWS ON CHARACTERISTICS 

4.2.1 Documentation. The characteristic of documentation was conceived in two 
particular ways. It was conceived as metadata capture, meaning that the material to be 
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preserved needs to be strictly documented which also implies metadata aggregation. In 
this respect documentation will be one of the providers of authenticity. Second, it was 
perceived as the monitoring (and documentation) of activities related to the management 
of preservation material and preservation activities. This was also seen as a confirmation 
that the actions of preservations have been carried out correctly. The model for 
documentation over the system that exists today is in the form of logs. This form of 
documentation becomes useless because they can be very long and there is no usability 
built in the reporting mechanisms. Good reporting functions (understandable and useful) 
are required. Documentation requirements change in more “living” archives; stricter in 
some areas or less strict in others. Documentation must rely on use basis. Many times, 
this characteristic also led the respondents’ thoughts to control. 

The system developers argued that documentation is a concern of policy that should 
steer which processes and attributes to capture, based on a homogenous structure. As an 
example one of the respondents noted that PREMIS offers, not extensive but, enough 
entries in its schema to capture relevant information about the object to preserve, 
technical metadata and operations performed on the object. The difficulties in this 
approach were perceived to be whether the implementation should be done for each 
object or all the holdings. If a specific PREMIS schema is created for each object to be 
preserved, then one might need to create perhaps millions of such schemas. On the other 
hand, if one or perhaps few schemas were created for all the holdings, then each of the 
schemas might contain millions of entries making the files huge and almost impossible to 
overview. The search for an optimal level of documentation seems to be extremely 
difficult and thus necessary; there is an imminent risk of drowning in information (i.e. 
documentation).  

The documentation issue concern short, medium and long-term preservation 
activities. Documentation will ensure several issues. A) The capture of metadata, 
essential for the material to preserve at long-term. B) Capture of technical metadata to 
ensure the transfer of the material to newer generations of technology (medium term). C) 
The monitoring of activities of management (short-term). The view of the respondents 
about documentation confirms extremely the importance of this concept as a 
characteristic for LDP-IS; it aims to unify the scattered capture of metadata. 

4.2.2 Linkability. The concept of linkability is seen as very important by both curator 
professionals and systems developers, not only in preservation systems, but also in 
general terms of preservation and records management. Curator professionals argued that 
data and information are fragmented and must be linked to each other showing a whole 
context. One achievement is the association to different presentations types, making 
possible the reuse of the preserved material in new and different ways. Furthermore, data 
and information need to be linked to each other not only within the system but also 
outside the walls of the curator organisation or information keeper. In this way both 
desired redundancy and material integrity is achieved. This concerns also having 
references about copies of a particular digital object; when and were it was last updated. 
Although there has to be awareness mechanisms if there are offline copies. User 
generated links (semantic linking, such as amazon.com offering same items other bought 
when you buy something) has to be separated from the intrinsic links or relationships of 
digital objects. Linkability also creates resource maps, which enables the navigation 
between converted items of information (i.e. tracking conversions). This is seen also as 
an important mediator for the construction and reconstruction of information.  

System developers discussed this topic in relation to web archiving. The thought 
conveyed expressed difficulties in “harvesting” all relevant cross references and the 
problems that might be bound to the concept of Persistent Identifiers and “intrinsic cross 
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references”. On the other hand, Fedora, put as an example of repository, offering level 

system can be used to keep together the material to be preserved on the physical level, 
while PREMIS offers the possibility of keeping the material on the metadata level. A 
combination of the two should offer a comprehensive way of linkability. Linking pieces 
of information together will make it possible to show a whole context regardless of were 
the linked pieces are. This is one of the most important mediators for the construction and 
reconstruction of coherent information. The view of the respondents confirms highly the 
importance of this concept as a characteristic for LDP-IS. This issue is very important; 
however it should be addressed on two levels: physical and metadata. 

4.2.3 Diversification. The curator professionals’’ comments were scattered on this 
issue. One comment concerned trend following. Another focussed that it is the motive of 
the preservation that might lead to adoption of access on new media; but without 
“touching” the preserved material. The reason for this was the respondent looked-for few 
and simple formats. Furthermore, this idea might be a question of access as a service for 
the user. However, this service might not render the whole picture of the retrieved 
contents. This means that there are risks that not all information can be sent or rendered 
in the platform of the user. It is to be noted, though, that not any of the respondents 
touched the theme of searching the “right” information across several “archives”. One of 
the few comments on this was that there has to be a kind metadata broker in between the 
involved archives. There has to be an agreement of two or more curators. An agreement 
might require a lot of efforts to achieve consensus or choosing standards, but this might 
be a separated service. 

Diversification was seen by systems developers as an issue of access, and this was 
perceived as fundamental in relation to the preserved material. However, this is an issue 
that changes over time connected to the current technology and existing environments. 
This idea leads to the thought of having two parallel systems; one dedicated to store the 
material and the other dedicated to the distribution of the preserved material. The 
discussion continued revelling problems in web archiving, e.g. concerning how to make a 
harvested web site accessible. One argument concerned the fact that the harvested web 
site and its contents might be still online. However, this should follow trends, monitoring 
technology changes making the preserved material accessible for the existent diversity of 
information platforms, promoting the use of preserved information. Diversification was 
seen as highly desirable element in LDP-IS since it promotes variety in the use of 
preserved material. 

4.2.4 Learning. This feature turned the curator professionals attention to the access 
side of preservation (i.e. the access function of the OAIS Reference Model). This idea 
was associated to Artificial Intelligence and Agent Technology. Other technologies that 
came up were Data Warehousing and Data Mining. A comment was also raised 
concerning the adjustment of the system in relation to the material that is preserved. 
Some comments also concerned internal actions within the system; the preservation 
system might learn and automate preservation activities, e.g. how to approach seamless 
maintenance of preservation systems or migration to newer generations of technology. 
Another comment was related to reduce threats proactively. The introduction of 
anthropomorphic mechanisms was seen as novel and most of the respondents thought it 
was called for although no all shared this opinion. All considered that this particular 
feature was to be a separated service. 

Systems developers conceived the concept of learning as desirable within 
management and maintenance of LDP-IS and access to the preserved material. According 
to the interviewees the topic of learning resembles the approach of the PROTAGE project 
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(www.protage.eu) that utilizes agent technology in preservation issues, especially in 
the ingestion phase. However, for the respondents this issue was related to automation of 
certain activities in the workflow of preservation and also optimisation of the system 
itself. A second thought was that, automated mechanisms in the system should perform 
re-structuring of the holdings. This was seen as highly desirable anthropomorphic feature 
in LDP-IS. 

4.2.5 Substitutionality. The answers of the curator professionals concerning 
substitutionality covered two tracks. One was clearer than the other and expressed 
affirmatively; a set of interacting modules or applications was to desire over an integrated 
system. Services (i.e. web services) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) should be 
the architectural fundaments of preservation systems. This idea provides the possibility to 
implement or construct the system in relation to the size of the organisation. The second 
track was more unclear. It focussed the efforts that are demanded in management and 
maintenance and the amount of money at ones disposition to develop the system. 
However, it was also conveyed that from the computer science angle, any smaller system 
is more desirable, because is easier to overview, maintain, debug and replace. The 
argument continued by stating that recently funded projects are addressing smaller and 
cleverer solutions.

Substitutionality was expressed by the systems developers as “better small and easy to 
overview applications than being stuck with a single and hard-to-change system”. The 
structure of the system should not be big and monolithic but be based on a plug-and-play 
approach; of course is a question of having resources for the maintenance and continuous 
development of such systems. Specialisation of services (or specialised application) 
acting on the preserved material renders a “kind of” federated system giving emphasis for 
Substitutionality to be a characteristic of LDP-IS. 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

These studies covered merely a small number of respondents, even though they held a 
high level of expertise, and has not provided any conclusive answers on the proposed 
characteristics for LDP-IS. It has however provided some indications on how to continue 
the work of establishing such characteristics and has provided some substantiation of the 
proposed characteristics of LDP-IS.  

Exploring characteristics of LDP-IS has shown that there in no one established view 
on general characteristics of Preservation Systems. The respondents’ answers show that 
different projects establishing their own goals, context, fundaments and even their own 
“preservation theory” can lead to disagreements on why, what and how to achieve 
successful preservation. This suggests the need for one or a very general and coherent 
perception of Digital Preservation and what characterizes Long-term Digital Preservation 
Information Systems.  

The interviewees expressed that the characteristics was valuable as parts of 
preservation systems, but not all of them entirely novel. Even if some of the 
characteristics already exist to some extent, a clearer direction achieving more coherent 
mechanisms was perceived as a good thing. Even if some of the proposed characteristics 
are not really “novel”, embracing them as a whole and enhancing them into requirements 
specification, would contribute to successful preservation. 

The aim of this research was to explore the relevance of the proposed characteristics 
of LDP-IS. The studies not only provided “confirmation” of the importance of several of 
the proposed characteristics but also disclosed a further characteristic, ruling. The 
respondents reaction on the characteristics let me realise that of the proposed 
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characteristics some were decidedly important (a must within LDP-IS) and others were 

merely decidedly “desirable”.  
Some of the characteristics are quite abstract or “meta principles”, which we should 

strive. The studies pointed out automation, ruling and preservation planning as meta 
principles. The proposed characteristics provide a high potential for automation of 
activities presently made by hand. The presence of preservation policies (automated or 
not) were required. These policies should act as “ruling or steering principles” in 
preservation.  

General characteristics, on a more concrete level, are documentation, linkability, 
diversification and substitutionality. One of the proposed characteristic was considered 
merely a desirable feature; learning. The presumption that the high level functions of the 
OAIS Reference Model was characteristics of preservation systems was not confirmed. 
The OAIS Reference Model and its high level functions were stated as characteristics for 
preservation systems just once in the studies. The model was perceived more as a 
nomenclature to communicate between curators. 

The studies also provided preliminary definitions of the general characteristics and 
desirable features that were perceived as important: 

Documentation concerns short, medium and long-term preservation activities and 
covers; A) the capture of metadata, essential for the material to be preserved in the long-
term, B) capture of technical metadata to ensure the transfer of the material to newer 
generations of technology in the medium term, and C) the monitoring of management 
activities of in the short-term.  

Linkability is what put pieces of information together to construct presentation of a 
whole context regardless of were the linked pieces are, intrinsic, physical or in a metadata 
level. This is one of the most important mediators for the construction and reconstruction 
of coherent information.  

Diversification should follow trends, monitoring technology changes making the 
preserved material accessible for the existent diversity of information platforms, 
promoting the use of preserved information.  

Substitutionality concerns specialisation of services (or specialised applications) 
acting on the preserved material. The characteristic renders a kind of federated system. 

Learning is systemic learning within management and maintenance and optimisation 
of LDP-IS and access to the preserved material.  

7. FURTHER RESEARCH 

The characteristics will be implemented and tested on the long-term digital information 
preservation system testbed currently developed at the Long-term Digital Preservation 
Centre at Luleå University of Technology. They will be parts of the characterisation of 
the testbed. The continued work on LDP-IS will focus on verifying the proposed 
characteristics and identifying more principles, characteristics, properties, structures and 
functions that ought to be found in a LDP-IS. The purpose is to gain more enhanced 
guidelines for development of LDP-IS and evaluation of existing preservation systems 
such as Digital Archives and trusted Repositories.  
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